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BRAZILIAN MONEY, WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

MONEY

:

The basis throughout Brazil is the " real " (plural :
" reis "),

which is, however, not in circulation, being too small a coin. 1,000

reis are taken as the basis in exchange calculation ; at the time
of our visit 1,000 reis (one milreis) were equal to about 7d. The normal
rate is 27d. One " Conto de reis " is used to indicate 1,000 milreis.

The conto is generally expressed in writing by double dots between
the figures, thus, 1:000 $000 (at the rate of Is. per 1,000 reis £50),

meaning one conto.

WEIGHTS :

The metric system is in force.

1 " arroba "= 15 kilos, sometimes 16 and even 20 kilos, especially

in the North. Owing to the varying rates the equivalent in kilos is

always stated in this report.

1 kilo=2 •2051b. avoirdupois.

lib. -0-453 kilo.

LAND MEASURES:

1 alqueire=:5-6 acres=2-4 hectares.

In Sao Paulo one alqueire=100 " bragas " (arms) by 50 brayas
;

each "bra9a"=2-20 metres= 10 " palmas " (palm of hand); 1

"palma"= -22 metres. (In Rio and Minas one alqueire is equal to

100 bragas.)

The metric system is in force.

In the North " Tarefas " are used. 1 tarefa=30 bragasxSO
bragas (approximately an acre). 1 bra9a=2-20 m.

Generally, the following rough and ready measures obtain :

48 to 55 kilos seed cotton give 15 kilos lint.

55 to 65 litres dry coffee in cherry state give 15 kilos of clean

coffee beans.

3 parts of rice in hull give 2 parts cleaned.

1 cart of Indian corn==12 loads=24 baskets=20 alqueires of

50 litres. (The word " alqueire " may mean a land measure or a

weight.)

In the interior stones are stiU in use for weighing on the scales
;

frequently a few horses' or mules' shoes are added to the stones to

adjust the scales.



INTRODUCTION
During the visit of the Brazilian Commercial Mission to Europe

in 1919, efforts were made to interest the European Cotton Spinning
Industry in the cotton produced by Brazil and for this purpose Mr.
Roberto Cochrane Simonsen, one of the members of that distin-

guished Mission, read a paper at the meeting of the International

Cotton Committee at Paris, on the 4th September, 1919, dealing with
the possibilities of Brazil as a cotton producing country. In concluding
his address he invited this organisation to send out to Brazil a Mission
with a view to studying the conditions obtaining in that country.

The invitation was accepted at the Paris meeting and con-

firmed by the Tenth International Congress held at Zurich. The
writer and Mr. Max Syz (of Zurich, Switzerland) left England on the

18th March, 1921, for Rio de Janeiro, where they were met by Mr.
Fritz Jenny (of Ziegelbriicke, S\vitzerland) who had proceeded there

direct from the cotton belt of the United States of America. (He had
been engaged there in the study of American cotton.) These three

constituted the European members of the International Cotton Mission
to Brazil. Owing to the crisis in the European cotton industry it was
impossible to increase this number. Several Brazilian Government
officials accompanied the mission, and by invitation of the Governor
of the State of Parahyba, representatives of the cotton export firms of

Messrs. Kroncke & Co., and Julius von Sohsten & Co., took part in the

tour through the North-eastern portion of Brazil.

His Excellency, Dr. Epitacio da Silva Pessoa, the President of

the Federal Government of the Republic of Brazil received us on April

12th, 1921, at his palace, Rio Negro, Petropolis, and stated that he
would like to see Brazil diversity her crops and that he would do
everything he could in order to make cotton one of her large export
products. His Excellency is a native of Parahyba, one of the cotton
Stat'^s of Brazil, and is well versed in cotton problems.

His Excellency, Dr. Ildefonso Sim5es Lopes, Minister of Agri-

culture, Industry and Commerce, personally superintended the arrange-
ments for our journey ; he also kindly took the chair at my meeting
in Rio de Janeiro.

We had the honour and privilege to be the guests of the Brazilian

Government and thus we enjoyed the greatest facilities in our travels.

Through the instrumentality of the various State Governments we
had the advantage of reliable guides and were able to organise through
the " prefeitos " (mayors) and " chefes politicos " (political heads),

msetings with the cultivators wherever we journeyed. In this manner
we came into close touch with the small and large cultivators. The
Cotton Department of the Ministry of Agriculture at Rio de Janeiro
delegated one of its officials to accompany us in each State and we
had the advantage of having with us, for a portion of the journey, the
Chief of the Cotton Department, IVIr. William Wil.son Coelho de
Souza.

Unboimded hospitality was shown to us, not only by the Federal
and State Governments, but also by the Mayors and all the inhabitants
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of the places visited by us, and I take this opportunity of again
expressing the cordial thanks of the members of the Cotton Mission

to all those who have helped in making our work a success. Without
this exceptional assistance, given us so freely, we could never have
covered the ground in so short a time, nor could we have had access

to the information we were able to collect.

In presenting this report of our journey through the principal

cotton States of Brazil to the members of the International Cotton
Federation, I deem it essential to deal first in a few short chapters
with the geography, history and general economics of the country,

for without such details an intelligent comprehension of the cotton grow-
ing industry of that country appears to me difficult, if not impossible.

I have endeavoured to make this business report somewhat less
" dry " than the customary documents of this kind, by introducing a
large number of photographs, and by dealing with other subjects besides

cotton. In short, the Report contains all the information which came
to our notice during our journey, and it aims at taking the reader

over the whole ground as if he had been a member of the Mission.

Those who desire to learn more on Brazil are referred to the
following books :

Pierre Denis, " Brazil." T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., London.

E. C. Buley, " North Brazil " and " South Brazil." Sir Isaac
Pitman & Sons, Ltd., London.

Clayton Sedgwick Cooper, " The Brazilians and their^Country,"

William Heinemann, London.

J. C. Oakenfull, " Brazil." Bale, Sons & Danielson, Ltd., London.
Cincinato Braga, " Magnos Problemas Economicos de Sao Paulo,"

Sec9ao de Obras d' " O Estado de S. Paulo," Sao Paulo.

E. Dettmann, " Brasilien's Aufschwung." Herm Paetel, Berlin.

H. Schiller, " Brasilien." Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart.

E. von Hesse Wartegg, " Zwischen Anden und Amazonas." Union
Verlag, Stuttgart.

Economic Notes on Brazil, by the " Serviyo de Infoimayoes,"

Ministry of Agriculture, Rio de Janeiro.

The only book on Brazilian Cotton known to me was published

during my visit by Mr. William Wilson Coelho de Souza, Chief of the

Cotton Department of the Ministry of Agriculture, Rio de Janeiro,

and is entitled " A Cultura do Algodoeiro no Brazil."

We arrived at Rio de Janeiro on 2nd April, 1921, and after

paying official visits, collecting information from the Government
Departments and inspecting a number of cotton mills, we proceeded

to Sao Paulo, where we spent one month in the interior. Our journey

then took us through the following States : Minas Geraes, Bahia,

Alagoas, Sergipe, Pernambuco, Parahyba and Rio Grande do Norte.

We covered in Brazil the following apirtroximate distances :

—

By Rail 4,000 miles

By Motor Car 2,000 „

By River Boat 1,000 „

On Horse Back .

.

. . 500 „

returning from Pernambuco to Rio de Janeiro by steamer. The ocean
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journey was in all 11,000 miles.

Having travelled over such enormous distances in so short a time

it is to be expected that some, I hope only slight, inaccuracies have

crept into my Report : I trust that these will not be too numerous.

Owing to the shortage of time we were unable to visit the following

States, which also produce cotton :—Piauhy, Ceara, Maranhao,

Amazonas and Goyaz.

The method of collecting and imparting information consisted

generally in inspecting the fields in each district and discussing later

with the farmers, planters and merchants the various points at issue
;

at many places we were able to hold meetings with the cultivators

and to explain to them where their method of cultivation was at fault.

With a view to interesting larger circles in the cotton problem I was
asked by various Agricultural and other Societies to give lectures in

the principal centres. Four of these were delivered in the cities of

Sao Paulo, Bello Horizonte, Bahia and Rio de Janeiro. At these

gatherings we had present representatives of the cabinet ministers,

senators, deputies, cotton millowners, planters and merchants, and
a wide publicity was given to the lectures in the Press. Various

societies reprinted these lectures and distributed them in pamphlet
form amongst the cultivators.

The paper which I read before the National Agricultural Society

at Rio de Janeiro, at which the Minister of Agriculture took the chair,

gives a synopsis of the impressions of the entire journey for which

reason I append a translation of it to this report (see pp. 210). Those

readers who do not wish to study the Brazilian cotton question in detail

will gather the main points from a perusal of this paper. The other

three lectures dealt more especially with the conditions obtaining in

the respective States.

The Brazilian Press gave daily reports on the progress of

our journey, and dealt in many articles with cotton growing, thus

contributing largely to the creation of a public interest in cotton.

Many of the photographs appearing in this Report were taken

by Mr. Fritz Jen^ny, a member of the Mission.

Dr. W. Lawrence Balls, Chief of the Experimental Department
of the Fine Cotton Spinners' and Doublers' Association, Ltd., Man-
chester, sub nitted a number of my Brazilian cotton samples from the

Serido District to scientific tests in the laboratories of this firm, of

which the results will be found in pp. 159/165. I herewith acknow-
ledge my thanks to Dr. Balls and to the Fine Spinners' Association.

This Report was submitted in proof form to the meeting of the

Committee of the International Cotton Federation, held at Paris,

October 12th, 1921, when the following resolutions were unanimously
adopted :

—

The Committee of the International Cotton Federation, having

received the Report of the General Secretary on the recent journey

of the International Cotton Mission to Brazil, expresses the opinion

that several of the States visited, especially Sao Paulo, Parahyha
and Rio Grande do Norte, are eminently suitable for cotton growing.
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The Committee trusts that the Brazilian Federal Government
and the Governments of the various States will take the necessary
steps for improving and extending cotton cultivation, esp)ecially by
establishing seed farms and by the distribution of jmre seed of one
variety only in each district, to assure uniformity of fibre.

The Committee expresses the opinion that the establishment of
roller-gins in the North-Eastern States of Brazil ivoidd materially
contribute toivards preventing deterioration of the fibre, that it would
improve the quality of the cottons delivered to the spinners and cause
a commensurate increase in their jjrices.

The Committee recommends the establishment of such ginning
factories as an industrial undertaking to the mutual advantage of
grower, ginner and spinner.

The Committee is of the opinion that Brazilian cottons are not

sufficiently known, and recommends to the members of the Federation
to make trials with Brazilian cotton.

The Committee of the International Federation of Master
Cotton S2}inners' and Manufacturers' Associatio7is desires to express

to the Brazilian Federal Government, to the Governments of the

States of Sao Paulo, Minas Geraes, Bahia, Alagoas, Sergipe, Para-
hyba, and Rio Grande do Norte, and to the Municipalities visited by
the International Cotton Mission, its cordial ajypreciation and thanks

for the unstinted generosity shown and the many facilities granted to

the members of that Mission.

The Committee also records its thanks to all those uho have sc

generously assisted the Mission in its work.

These Resolutions, along with the whole Report, will be dis-

cussed at the forthcoming Eleventh International Cotton Congress
which the International Cotton Federation will hold on 14th to 16th
June, 1922, at Stockholm.

With a view to bringing the Brazilian cotton question more to
the attention of those interested in cotton I proposed to the Brazilian
Government, during my stay in Brazil, the convening of a Cotton
Conference at the time of the Independence Centenary Festivities,

which Brazil is celebrating in the autumn of 1922. This suggestion
has been acted upon and a Cotton Conference, which will be given an
international character, is being organised by the " Sociedade
Nacional de Ageicultura," under the auspices of the Brazihan
Government, full particulars of which will be found at the commence-
ment of the advertisements at the end of this book.

ARNO S. PEARSE,
General Secretary.
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Chapter 1.

GEOGRAPHY
The most erroneous ideas exist in the minds of many Europeans

as to the geographical conditions of Brazil.

The Federated States of Brazil, twenty in number, besides the

Territory of Acre and the Federal District, are almost a world in

themselves and form the Eastern part of South America. The area

they occupy corresponds to y^^^h part of the whole of the world.

Brazil is almost half the size of South America, 300 times as large as

Belgium, 15 times as large as France, and almost as large as the whole

of the United States of North America, with the exception of Alaska.

Only Great Britain and China may boast of possessing a larger territory

under their flags than Brazil, but Brazil has this advantage that it

forms one complete whole, not separated by other territory.

Brazil's boundaries touch British, French and Dutch Quianas,

the Repviblics of Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Para-

guay, Uruguay and Argentine. The only South American country

which does not border on Brazil is Chili. Brazil's coast line on the

Atlantic Ocean is 7,920 klm. (over 5,000 miles), whilst the total area

is stated to be 8,524,776 square kilometres (3,292,000 square miles).

The Density of Population is very low, for the total number
of inhabitants, according to the latest census of 1920, is only

30,553,509, or 9-3 per square mile. This factor is the one great

impediment in the more rapid development of the country.

POPULATION OF BRAZIL FOR THE YEARS 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916 and 1917

STATES
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The largest number of people are found along the coast.

Though the number of inhabitants may be small in comparison to
the size of the country, yet we must have regard to the rate at which
it has grown during the last 50 years in order to realise the developments
which are taking place in this country. In 1872 the population was
stated to be 10,123,054, in 1890 about 20,000,000. For the years
1913-1917 we have the statement of the Director General of Statistics.*
(See Table, page 13). This table shows that during the last three
years, an increase of three million people has taken place out of a
total increase of ten millions in thirty years.

The Brazilians are a very prolific race. Every European
visiting Brazil is surprised to find such large families, 10 in number is

quite a common occurrence, and in the North, especially in Ceara,
families of 20 are frequently met with.

Many Europeans have the impression that Brazil is populated
by black races. This is not the case. Although exact statistics as to
the number of coloured people are not available, it suffices to say that
the blacks are merely the remnants of the African slaves who were
introduced into Brazil shortly after its discovery in the early part of
the sixteenth century. We now meet them mostly in the sugar-
growing regions, especially in the districts of Pernambuco, Bahia and
Campos, where their forefathers had worked as slaves. A number
are also found in Rio de Janeiro, but in the interior of the other
States the negro is scarce and performs generally low menial work.
There is absolutely no colour question in Brazil, the white and black are
on an equal footing. Brazil, before the Portuguese occupation, was
inhabited not by negroes but by Indians, whose skin ranges from
dark brown to light brown, almost yellow, and if one may speak
at all of a Brazilian race one can probably say with some justi-

fication that the Portuguese immigrants and the women of the Indian
tribes laid the foundation of it as far back as the mediteval ages.

Then came admixture with the Spanish, Dutch and French, during
their various occupations of parts of Brazil. The African slaves

have also left distinct traces in the race. The effect of the Dutch
occupation is visible not only in the construction of the houses in

parts of the North but in many of the northern races, for one notices
there blonde people with blue eyes and perfectly white skins. Some-
times two or three children of a family are quite European whilst the
rest show the Indian-Portuguese or even the negro type.

Portuguese is the official language and the Roman Catholic
religion prevails throughout the Republic, though the State does
not recognise it by subsidies.

Eighty per cent, of the nation are said to be illiterate, but
enormous efforts are being made by the Government and most of the
cotton mill owners and other industrials to remedy this evil through

*As a general remark applicable to all kinds of statistics for Brazil I wish to
impress upon the reader the necessity of regarding such figures merely as judicious
estimates. The country is too vast and the means of communication are too few to

ensure anything like a reliable set of statistics for the entire country.
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the establishment of day and night schools for adults and children.

The educational movement of the masses is at present a very strong

one.

Immigration has played a very important part in the last few

decades in the formation of the nation, and owing to the unsettled

condition of Europe it is to be expected that we shall witness a con-

siderable movement towards Brazil, for it is a mighty land whose riches

have hardly been tapped and an increased population is sorely

needed.

The Federal Government of Brazil recognises the value of immi-

gration and by means of subsidies assists persons who are agriculturists

and who arrive accompanied by their families. The following

facilities are given :—Reception at port of arrival, landing of persons

and baggage, board and lodging, medical assistance and medicaments

until after departure for the locality selected, transportation of persons

and baggage by railway or steamer to destination, exemption from

duty on baggage and agricultural implements, explanation and

information through interpreters who speak various languages and

accompany the immigrants to their destination if necessary. The
Board of Immigration and Colonization keeps a register of those

'fazendas" (estates) where agricultural labourers are required and
in the State of Sao Paulo they supervise the labour contracts with a

view to preventing unfair conditions being imposed. The immigrant

is very fairly dealt with by the Government and has always the right

to appeal to the Board of Immigration in case of dispute.

The Government has also established several colonial riiiclei

where lots of 25 hectares are sold at a price varying from 8 to 30

railreis per hectare. Immigrants who wish to build their own houses

obtain provisional lodgings from the Board of Immigration and

Colonization. Payment for the purchase of land begins after the

third year and the total amount should be paid within five to eight

years.' The Government refunds to families of at least three persons

over twelve and under fifty years of age the amount of their ocean

passage, not in money, but by deducting it as payment in advance of

the purchase price of the house, land and any improvements existing

on the selected plot.

The composition of the immigrants as to nationality is not

easy to ascertain, but the Colonization Department of the Ministry

of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce stated early in the war that

according to its information 116,150 German immigrants had reached

Brazil between the years 1820-1912. Italians during the same

period accounted for 1,327,808, Portuguese 885,351, Spanish 414,438.

Thus the Germans occupy only the fourth in the list of immigrants.

Russia supplied 92,413, Austria 75,774, Turkey and Arabia 16,396.

Immigration is almost negligible as regards the Northern part of Brazil.

The proportion of the foreign element to the inhabitants in the whole

of Brazil is about 8 per cent. In the United States of America this

figure is approximately 13 per cent, and in Argentine 30 per cent.

The following are the latest statistics pubhshed by the Bureau

of Information of the Ministry of Agriculture :

—
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF THE NATIONALITIES OF IMMIGRANTS,
FROM 1910 TO 1920

NATIONALITIES
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The altitude of this vast tableland has necessarily a great cooling

effect upon the temperature.

Though Brazil is situated entirely in tropical and temperate
zones, the nights in the interior are always cool, and the atmosphere
is dry and bracing, contrary to the coastal districts where there is

always a certain amount of humidity.

The rate of mortality per 1,000 is perhaps the best documentary
evidence of the healthy climate of Brazil and from the following

particulars it will be seen that the rate of mortality even in the coastal

towns compares favourably with many places in Europe :

—

Sao Paulo Rio de Janeiro
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extending the service along the entire coast, and even to Manaos on
the Amazon and Corumba on the Paraguay. The ports touched by
these steamers (and it is necessary to make use of them in order to
reach these ports, except in the case of the Amazon and Paraguay
rivers, where a foreign service is available) are Manaos, Belem (Para),

Sao Luiz (Maranhao), Parahyba, Fortaleza, Natal, Cabadello, Recife,

Maceio, Aracaju, Bahia, Victoria, Rio, Santos, Paranagua, Sao
Francisco, Itajahj^ Florianopolis, Rio Grande, Pelotas and Porto
Alegre. All coast shipping within Brazil has to be carried on under
the Brazilian flag.

Brazil has been favoured by nature with a most wonderful system
of fluvial arteries. It has within its territory not only the largest

river basin, both in area and in length, in the world, but has also

perhaps more navigable rivers than any other country. The mighty
Amazon is navigable almost for its entire length, as are most of its

affluents, while in the southern part of Brazil, the Paraguay, the

Uruguay, and Parana rivers are all navigable. The Republic has
over 10,000 miles of navigable waterways open to river steamers and
ocean-going vessels, and 20,000 miles additional which are navigable

for light-draft and flat-bottom boats only. Several steamship com-
panies maintain a regular service between points on these rivers,

plying on the Amazon river, and on the Araguara river from the city

of Belem (Para) to inland points. The Guama. Tocantins, and Sao
Francisco rivers also have regular steamer traffic ; on the latter we
travelled 11 days.

The Railways of Brazil at the end of 1920 measured
28,555,095 klm., or 15,346,934 miles ; they were distributed as

follows :—
BRAZILIAN RAILWAYS IN THE VARIOUS STATES

December 31st, 1920

STATES KILOMETRES

Amazonas
Para .

.

Maranhao
Piauhy .

Ceara .

.

Rio Grande do Norte
Parahyba do Norte .

Pernambuco . .

Alagoas
Sergipe .

Bahia .

.

8,281
398,182
412,352
26,000

932,494
323,329
328,822
832,448
326,801
298,923

1,757,895

KILOMETRES

Espirito Santo
Districto Federal .

.

Rio de Janeiro
Minas Geraes
Sao Paulo .

.

Parana
Santa Catharina . .

Rio Grande do Sul

Matto Grosso
Goyaz

609,376
173,896
,620,344

,613,793

,656.772

,110,267

,074,568

,701,738

,167,035

181,779

Total 28,555,095

Some of these lines belong to the Federal Government, others to

various State Governments : about 6,000 klm. are owned by private

companies and about 10,000 klm. are leased.

The progress of railway construction is shown by the following

figures :-

1854
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The railwajT^s of Brazil were originally established with the purpose
of bringing the products of a contributing interior territory to the

nearest seaport and of distributing to the interior the merchandise
brought in from abroad. On the Atlantic coast, Recife (Pernambuco)
is the focus of one system, Sao Salvador (Bahia) of another, Rio de
Janeiro of a third; Sao Paulo and Santos (the coffee region) of a fourth,

and Rio Grande do Sul, in the extreme south, of a fifth system. In
recent years the Government has felt the great need of connecting

these various systems by interior railways running north and south,

both to afford interior communication independent of the ocean and
to stimulate an internal commerce and settlement. This jDlan has

been successful north and south of Recife, so that to-day it is possible

to travel by rail between the ports of Natal and Maceio, in like manner
Rio de Janeiro has been connected \vith Sao Paulo, Porto Alegre,

and Rio Grande do Sul, and also with the growing port of Victoria,

north of the capital. South of Sao Paulo, through the States of

Parana, Santa Catharina, and Rio Grande do Sul, toward the Uru-
guayan frontier, connection is established between the lines in these

States and those of Uruguay, so that it is possible to travel by rail

from Rio de Janeiro to Montevideo, a total length of 1,967 miles

(3,165 kilometres). The Federal capital as well as the larger cities are

served by electric street cars. The many streams in the Republic are

capable of furnishing an enormous power for electrical purposes, and it

is definitely decided to electrify certain portions of the railway lines

already in existence. ("Brazil" Pan American Union, Washington D.C.) -

Characteristics of Brazilians.—Before concluding this chapter

on the geography of Brazil it may be advisable to cite some of my im-

pressions of the characteristics of the people.

The Mohammedan influence on the Portuguese is more strikingly

noticeable in the interior of Brazil than in Portugal, especially in the

home life and in the attitude towards women. Family life is a great

institution in the country ; near and distant relatives, rich and poor,

frequently share the same house, indeed a wealthy Brazilian will consider

it an honour to help his or his wife's poor relations, just as is the case

in the Orient. Hospitality to relative or stranger reigns supreme in Brazil.

Brazilians are a very sober race, exceptionally little drunkenness

is seen in town or country.

The Brazilian workman, under suitable guidance, is good ; he

picks up easily anything properly explained to him and though at

times given to indolence, employers generally are quite satisfied with

the labour. It would seem to me, judging from our long motoring

experience, that the ordinary Brazilian has a bent for mechanics, for

in almost every village one is sure to find someone able to drive a

Ford car and what is more, able to take it to pieces and put it together

again. Brazilians, as a rule, are excellent drivers of motor-cars.

As regards business capabilities, there are two extremes, one very

active, eager and enthusiastic, frequently too much so, and the other

indolent, phlegmatic, similar to the Mohammedan ancestors who came
to Portugal from the North African coast. There is hardly any distinct

section between these two classes. It is probably due to the want of

continued application and cool commercial intelligence that many
Europeans are engaged in commerce in Brazil. The many lotteries
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View of the Sugar Loaf
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that exist seem to have created a speculative instinct not only among
the commercial men, but also among the other classes.

The enthusiastic Brazilian does not lack in enterprise, nor in

initiative ; he takes a long view of things, spends money easily, but
is perhaps at times given to over-trading. The worker in the country
is frugal and knows no luxuries, whilst for the inhabitants of Rio de
Janeiro or Sao Paulo no finery or comfort is too much. Probably
Rio de Janeiro can boast that there is no other city so beautifully

situated and that in no European town is so much attention given

to dress by men as well as women.
French customs seem to prevail in Rio and many Brazilians

speak French, but of late English has come to the fore in commercial
quarters ; many Brazilians have attended universities in Germany.
In these travels it has often been brought home to me how short-

sighted universities and schools are by charging double fees to

foreigners, for there is a sympathy, a bond of friendship and esteem
created in the heart of the foreign student towards all those con-

nected with the place from whence be obtained his learning, such
as no diplomat nor commercial traveller has the power to produce.

HISTORY OF BRAZIL*
Pedro Alvares Cabral, a Portuguese navigator, is usually given

the credit of having discovered Brazil, when, on April 22, 1500, he
landed not far from the present site of the city of Sao Salvador
(generally known in Europe as the city of Bahia). Cabral named
the country " Terra de Santa Cruz," or " Land of the Holy Cross,"

and took possession of it in the name of the King of Portugal. In
April, 1549, Thome de Souza, the first Governor-General landed in

Brazil. The country had then become known as Brazil from the red

dyewood in its forests, which, at that time, was brought from the East
and was commercially known as " Brazil wood."

The Portuguese Crown divided the country, making grants of land

to Portuguese nobles, who were to settle and colonize and who received

a number of Indian slaves in addition to the land. With Thome de
Souza came the first Jesuits, who succeeded in obtaining complete
control over the aborigines. To prevent the Indians being enslaved

by the colonists, the Jesuits recommended and fostered the importa-

tion of African slaves during the next two centuries.

Between the years 1555 and 1640, the country suffered numerous
invasions from the French^ Dutch and Britisli, who sought to gain a

foothold on Brazilian soil. In the former year Admiral Villegaignon

established a colony of French Huguenots on an island in the Bay of

Rio de Janeiro, which island now bears his name. He maintained

himself there until the year 1560. The Dutch, in the year 1631, took

possession of Pernambuco and gradually extended their power over a

great portion of Brazil. Prince Maurice of Nassau was appointed gover-

nor of the Dutch possessions in Brazil in 1636 ; it Avas not until the

year 1648 that the Dutch were finally forced to abandon the country.

In 1640 Brazil became a viceroyalty, with Rio de Janeiro as

capital. When, early in the nineteenth century, Napoleon invaded

Portugal, the ruler of the latter country Dom Joao, wisely retired to

* A good deal of this information \\&9. been taken from a small pamphlet

issued by the "Pan American Union," Washington—D.C., entitled " Brazil."
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his South American kingdom. He left Lisbon under the escort of

an English squadron. He arrived at Rio de Janeiro on March 8,

1808, with all his family and court. Dom Joao established schools

and in general promoted the interests of his colony by declaring the

Brazilian ports open to trade and abolishing the Royal Portuguese
monopolies hitherto in force. His arrival was the great turning

point in Brazil's history. When, in the year 1821, he returned to

Portugal, he appointed his eldest son, Dom Pedro, regent of Brazil.

Dom Pedro was in sympathy with the movement for independence
from Portugal, and on September 7, 1822, he formally proclaimed
Brazil to be independent, and was, on October 12, 1822, solemnly
crowned as Emperor. Under his wise rule and that of his able prime
minister, Jose Bonifacio de Andrade, Brazil prospered. Dom Pedro I.

reigned for nine years* and on April 7, 1831, abdicated the throne in

favour of his infant son, Dom Pedro II. A regency was appointed,

which continued until the year 1840, when the young Emperor became
of age and was crowned. Dom Pedro II. reigned until the year 1889.

when the people of Brazil resolved to change their form of government
from a monarchy to a republic. This was accomplished without
bloodshed on November 15, 1889, when the Republic was proclaimed.

CONSTITUTION AND GOVERNMENT
Under the constitution adopted February 24, 1891, the Republic

is a federal union of States. The Government is divided into legis-

lative, executive, and judicial branches. The legislative power is

vested in the National Congress which consists of the Senate and the

Chamber of Deputies. The Senate has 63 members, three for each State

and three for the Federal District, elected by direct vote for a term of

nine years, but is renewed by thirds every three years. The Chamber
of Deputies has its members elected for a term of three years in the

same manner as the senators and in the proportion of one for every

70,000 inhabitants. No State, however, is represented by fewer

than four deputies. Congress meets regularly every year on May 3 for

four months but may be prorogued or called in extra session by the

President. All male citizens able to write and over Qi- years of age
are entitled to vote. 1'?'

The executive power is vested in a President, who receives a

salary of 120,000 milreis gold per annum. He is assisted by a cabinet

of seven ministers whom he appoints and who are responsible to him
only. The President and Vice-President are elected for a term of

four years by direct vote, and may not be re-elected for the term im-

mediately following their own. The present President is Dr. Epitacio

Pessoa. The ministries are :

1. The Department of Justice and Interior (Ministerio da
Justi9a e Negocios Interiores) maintains relations with the various

States, has charge of the administration of the National Territories

and of the Federal District, the public health, sanitation of ports, the

Federal Courts, and such schools and institutes as are maintained
by the Federal Government, such as the Polytechnical School,

National School of Medicine, National Institute of Music, National

School of Fine Arts. National Librarv, the Oswaldo Cruz Institute, etc.
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2. The Department of Foreign Affairs (Ministcrio das Relayoes
Exteriores) is entrusted with the relations between Brazil and foreign

nations, through the diplomatic and consular corps.

3. The Navy Department (Ministcrio da Marinha) controls all

matters pertaining to the Navy, the numerous naval apprentice schools

in the various States, the Naval College, the Library of the Navj',.

and the Museum of Naval Warfare.

4. The War Department (Ministcrio da Guerra) has charge of

the standing Army ; recruiting conscripts and the various training

schools for them, the military college at Rio de Janeiro, the military

school Porto Alegre, the artillery school, various schools for training

officers, two powder factories, a cartridge factory, etc.

5. The Department of Communications and Public Works
(Ministcrio da Via9ao e Obras Publicas) controls the railways, both
Government owned and private, the post offices, national telegraph

and wireless stations, construction and maintenance of ports, irrigation

works undertaken by the National Government, the waterworks,
sewerage, the drainage of the capital and of towns in the National
Territories, as well as other public works undertaken by the Federal

Government.

6. The Finance Department (Ministcrio da Fazenda) has charge

of the national funds, the preparation of the annual budget, and the

service of the public debt. The following bureaus and divisions are

under its control : The Federal Treasury, custom houses, national

laboratory, conversion office, national printing office, " Diario

Official," bureau of commercial statistics, bureau for inspection and
control of insurance companies, amortization office, and the Bank
of Savings and Loans.

7. The Department of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce
(Ministcrio da Agricultura, Industria e Commercio) has charge of the

national observatory, meteorological bureau, bureau of statistics,

botanical garden of Rio de Janeiro, national museum, commercial
museum, the lodging house for immigrants, the iron foundry at

Sao Joao do Ipanema in the State of Sao Paulo, the departments of

colonization and immigration, geology and minerology, and agri-

culture, the latter having agronomic stations and a number of experi-

mental farms ; the commission for the economic development of

Brazil, which publishes pamphlets and data regarding the resources

of Brazil and maintains agencies in Europe and America for their

distribution ; and the Federal Zootechnic Institute. In 1920 a

special Federal Cotton Department was inaugurated, which has

established a number of experimental farms in practically all the

Cotton States.

The individual States are the owners of mines and of public land

situated within their boundaries, except those areas which are used

for the purpose of defence, fortresses, military purpose or for Federal

railways. Each State has the right to make agreements which are

not of a political character, to raise loanS; to give concessions for

railways, land or mining purposes. The States are entirely independent

with regard to internal government. The Federal Government can

only step in in special cases such as political disturbances or to restore
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public peace. Some States have Upper and Lower Houses. Each
State has as executive leader, a President or Governor ; these are

elected by public vote for a period of three or six years.

The governments of the individual States have to attend to

primary education, communal administration (especially the police),

sanitation, immigration : means of communication such as railways,

roads and ships are generally administered by the State and the

Federal Government. The State looks after the trade, industry,

agriculture, literature, arts and sciences.

Foreigners ma}^ without being naturalised, own property and
exercise all rights, except political. The constitution assures to

the Brazilian and the foreigner who resides in Brazil the inviolability

of freedom and the safety of person and projjerty. Brazilians and
foreigners are equal before the Law.

It has been said that amongst all civilised countries there is no
constitution so liberal as the Brazilian one as regards foreigners who
desire to make new homes there.

Taxes.—The resources of the Federal Government are principally

derived from the import taxes on foreign goods. The Custom House
tariff is a complicated one. The increases or decreases (the latter

very seldom) are made by altering the percentage which is payable in

gold. Until recently the pound sterling rate was taken for the

purpose of converting paper money into gold, but as this currency

has suffered owing to the war, the Custom House authorities are

insisting upon the payment of the gold percentage at the dollar rate

of exchange. In the past year 55 per cent, of the fixed duties were
payable in this way. Cotton goods, generally speaking, are subject

to a very high duty, 55 per cent, of which is payable in gold, thus
increasing the duty to considerably more than the original value of

the goods. The rates vary according to the texture of the cloth.

The main source of revenue of each individual State is the Export
Tax which the Governments of the various States may fix without
consulting the Federal Government. All products of agriculture or

industry, which cross the boundary of the State pay certain rates

fixed every year in accordance with the likely expenditure. If the

commodity is sent from one State to another the same rate of " Export
Tax " is levied as if it were sent to countries abroad, but when goods
have to pass through various States, only the State of origin is allowed

to charge export tax.

The rates of export tax on raw cotton of the various States will

be found in each chapter dealing with the respective States. I have
used my efforts to persuade the various Governments to reduce this

export tax on cotton as much as possible and there is every likelihood

that this demand will be conceded by granting reductions for well-

ginned and clean cotton, thus stimulating proper picking and ginning.

There is also a State Tax on every machine of ginning factories

and other industries. Small indirect taxation by the individual

States is levied by means of affixed stamps on almost every article

one buys in the shojDs. This tax (called Consumer's Tax) is. of course,

additional to the import duties. The latter go into the coffers of the

Federal Government, whilst the former helps to swell the slender

incomes of the various States.
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Chapter IL

THE COTTON SPINNING AND
WEAVING INDUSTRY

Development. — The first cotton spinning and ^^•eavillg mills

are said to have been established in Minas Geraes as far back as about
1775. Shortly afterwards the States of Para and Maranhao had also

some small factories, if factories they could be called, for most of the
looms were worked by hand and the driving force for the spindles was
a " bolandeiro " (mule-driven mill).

A wise Portuguese Government had imported hand spinners and
weavers from India for the purpose of teaching their handicraft and
we saw on our journey, especially in the villages along the Sao
Francisco, the hand staff, the spinning wheel and the hand loom, the

latter of the most primitive kind, the shuttle bemg thrown first by
the right then by the left hand. The hand gins used in the interior

of Brazil are almost identical with the " churkah " employed in India

and were probably brought over by the spinners from India. Large
numbers of hand looms are said to be in existence in all those parts of

Brazil where railways do not reach and it would be well to introduce

an improved hand loom with fly-shuttle as, no doubt, a saving of time
of 40 per cent, could be easily achieved.

Spinning by hand is still in use in the Intcii(
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Some of the designs produced on the hand looms are quite

artistic, esjiecially as regards colour combination. Generally vegetable

dye is used by the weaver who dyes her own yarn. In Brazil hand
looms are worked by women, at all events I have never seen a man
work a hand loom, whilst in India this work is often done by men.
I have a few small samples of the designs at the office for inspection.

The above mentioned early factory development of spinning and
weaving was soon arrested by an Act of the Portuguese Government.
The cotton millowners of Portugal had lost their home market in

consequence of a treaty with Great Britain (Methuen Treaty) and were
determined that they should, at all events, keep the market of their

Brazilian colony for themselves. They persuaded the Portuguese

Hand Spmnmg m a village on the Sao Fr.ancisco Kiver

Government to pass legislation prohibiting the manufacture of cotton

cloth in Brazil, with the exception of the very commonest and coarsest

cloth as used by the slaves. This act was passed in 1807 and
rigorously enforced. When Dom Joao arrived in Brazil in 1809 his

first measure was to open all the ports of Brazil to the mercantile

fleet of the world (formerly only Portugal was allowed to trade with

Brazil) and to foster the imi^ortation of all kinds of machinery ; but

agam, a few years later, the existing Brazilian factories were obliged

to return to the making of coarse cloth only. This state of affairs

continued until 1846. Though by the year 1822 Brazil had obtained

its independence, no change was then made. It was only in 1846

that the Brazilian Government gave a number of concessions to

factories, amongst which the free imj)ortation of machinery during

ten years was the principal one.
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The following figures show the factory development which had

taken place by 1866 :

9

766
Number of mills

Number of operatives . .

Number of spindles

Number of power looms

H.P. generated by steam

H.P. generated by water

Yearly cloth production in metres

Yearly uarn production in lbs.

Bahia, the former capital, had most of the new mills The

development during the next 50 years is seen from the followmg

table :

14,875

385

36

288

3,938,000

],205,C00

1865

Maranhao .

.

Ceara

Eio Grande do Norte

Parahyba .

.

Pernambuco

Alagoas

Sergipe

Bahia

Rio de Janeiro

Federal District

Sao Paulo .

.

Rio Grande do Sui

IVIinas Geraes

875
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cotton mill and the profits, as will be shown later, are decidedly
encouraging.

Machinery, etc.—We visited, during our tour, a large number of

cotton mills and were impressed with the modern mill architecture, the
first-class machinery and in some of the mills with the high efficiency.

But we inspected also some mills where the space between the machinery
was very narrow, where the buildings were old and altogether

unsuitable. We saw Piatt Bros, machines of 1871 still at work. The
fencing of machinery in most cases is not efficiently done. The
spinning and weaving machinery is generally from well-known
Lancashire machinists, though some Swiss makers had also supplied

a number of ring frames. Only very few mules exist, the spindles

being almost entirely ring sj)indles. Finishing and dyeing
machinery is often of German make, whilst the Calico Printing

machinery is mostly of Mather & Piatt, with a sprinkling of Alsatian

machinery. Whilst there are, especially in Rio and Sao Paulo, mills

which turn out cloth more or less as perfect as in Lancashire, there

are a number of small mills in Brazil, especially in the interior, which
produce cloth that could hardly be sold as " seconds " in Lancashire.

The yarn used contains dirt, bits of leaves, foreign matter, and the

cloth is therefore uneven. One Lancashire mill man had a pride in

showing us how his looms " danced about,"' the fioors of the mill

being rickety and the transmission shaft running anything but true.

But as he had made 300 per cent, profit in one year he did not see

why he should improve his mill.

The great difference between a Lancashire and a Brazilian cotton

mill is that in the latter not only spinning and weaving are carried

on, but that there are also, in almost every case, departments for

doubling, dyeing, finishing, bleaching and printing and that the

variety of goods produced is of a very extensive range in every mill,

as will be seen from reference to the list in the Appendix. The average
counts spun are about 20's, but the " America Fabril," Rio de
Janeiro, has now 30,000 spindles on fine counts and spins as fine

as 125's from Brazilian cotton, without admixture of any foreign

cotton. This company is extending largely its fine spinning section.*

Owing to the difficulties of transport, the Light & Power Co. could
not obtain during the war its imported insulating cords, but the

"America Fabril" produced 26/100 plaited yarn and has done so

ever since. This mill has now 130,000 spindles and is adding extensions

from year to year. The able managing director, Mr. Mark Sutton,
a Yorkshireman, is his own architect and is largely responsible for the

development of the many departments. During the 32 years he has
been in the country he has formed a high opinion of the Brazilian

workmen and of Brazil as a first-class cotton growing country. Every
mill in Brazil is bound to have a mechanic's, a carpenter's and
joiner's shop of larger dimensions than is the case in Europe. In
three mills visited by us there were iron foundries, which had been
installed since the war and not only are they used for repairs, but also

for the construction of new heavy machinery. In one of these

foundries we saw the sides of a raising machine of a German pattern

being cast. In one of the joiner's shops we watched a Brazihan making

* There are more than 40 English foremen engaged in the various departments.
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shuttles at the rate of one per hour ; bobbins were also being made.
All this work is new and has been started owing to tlie delays in

delivery from Europe. Brazil has a store of magnificent hard woods
and there is no reason why shuttles and bobbins should not be made
there. Caustic soda, which is so much used in bleaching, is now
often produced in the mill in vats which were cast in Brazil.

Cotton Mill near Petropolis

(Rio de Janeiro)

As mentioned before almost every mill aims aj providing social
comfort to their workpeople, but it is especially in the direction of
schoohng that a good deal of work is done. In one of the mills
which has a large printing department, special art classes were held,
besides ordinary educational classes. Some excellent original work
had been done by these young students who were qualifying as designers.
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At one or two mills a lithographic department was part of the
establishment, all the tickets and stationery were printed there. A
descrij)tive book with coloured illustrations of the mill had been entirely

produced in this department.

Weaving.—The
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If the cotton spinners of the South Avere to encourage the farmers of

Sao Paulo with fixed premiums for clean cotton, I feel convinced that

they would ultimately be the gainers. In this connection I may be

permitted to state that it appeared to us, that few millmen really took

the trouble to examine their cotton ; in several cases the man in charge

told us simply that the cotton in a certain shape of bale (it was from
Boxwell's and speaks well for their reputation) was always right and
that he has no need to examine it.

Nothing but Brazilian cotton is used by the mills in Brazil. There

have been exceptional cases when odd lots of foreign cotton were
imported, because the exchange was favourable and the northern

cotton was in good demand by Europe.

Occasionally we found damj) cotton in the mill stores and one
manager told us that his cotton loses on an average 5 to 6 per

cent, owing to evaporation. We could not get any detailed information

on this point.

As regards the waste which Brazilian cotton gives, a millowner
who spins 28's as average and is a careful expert told us that Per-

nambuco cotton gives 9 per cent., Ceara and Para 7 per cent, in the

ojjener. In the whole mill the waste was 10 per cent.

In another mill in S. Paulo (where they spin up to 60's without
combing from cotton raised in the State) the waste during 1920
averaged \^\ per cent. In the opinion of a technical manager Sao
Paulo cotton gives 8 per cent., Pernambuco 12 per cent., Natal 18

per cent.

The working week in Rio and Sao Paulo consists of 48 hours,

but in the interior 50 and more hours are worked. In a few cases

mills were working two shifts during the crisis.

Children are not supposed to work before they are 14 years of

age, but in one mill in the interior we saw children of 11 years of age
at work.

Workpeople receive compensation, according to law, in case of

accidents.

Wages.—The following detailed wages were in force at one of the
representative mills in the city of Sao Paulo during May, 1921, when
the exchange was about 7d.= 1,000 reis ; they maybe taken as a fair

average of wages throughout the South of Brazil :

—

SPINNING DEPARTMENT
Opener . . .

.

.

.

Rs. 675 and 700 per hour.
Cards : Tenter . . . . ,, 725 per hour.

Lap Carrier . . ,, 675 ,,

Can Carrier ..
,

550 ,, ,,

Preparation :

Drawing Frame : No. 0,14 hank sliver Rs. 345 per hank
„ 0,16 „ „ 315 „ „
» 0,20 „ „ 270 „ „

1 female operative 3x6 deliveries.
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Preparation :

—

{continued).

Slubbing Frame : No. 0,05 hank Rs. 690 per hank.

„ 0,75 ,, „ (360 ., „

„ 0,90 ,, „ 630 „ „
Intermediate : ,, 725 ,, ,,

Roving Frame : ,, 3,00 ,, ,,760
„ 4,00 ., .. 760

„ 5,50 „ ,.820

Ring Spinning : (A girl in the Ring room attends to 3 sides, altogether

660 spindles. At one mill in the interior the

operatives of 14 years were not able to attend to

more than 380 spindles.)

Ring Spinning Frames : Rs. 450—375 per hour—one frame.

,, 300—450 ,, ,, i frame according
to coinits.

„ 250—300 ., „ for Doffers.

,, 200—250 ,, ,, for Apprentices.

Ring Doubling Frames : ,, 450 ,, ,, one frame.

„ 325—375 ., ,, I frame.

Reeling and Cross Winding : from 4 $000 to 5 $000 per day (piece-

work).

WEAVING DEPARTMENT
Warp and Weft Spooling Frames : from Rs. 3 $500 to 4 $500 per

day ( Piece-work )

.

Warping Frames : from Rs. 6 $500 to 7 $500 per day (Piece-work).

Sizing Machines: Slasher Rs. 9 $000 per day.

Labourer „ 5 $500 „ ,,

Drawing In: Female Operative from Rs. 4 $500 to 5 $500 per day
(piece-work).

Assistant : Half above wage.

Looms (all piece-work) :

Smooth coloured \ T7, , --r o i r ltvaa pcaaa
, b emale weaver with 3 narrow looms 5 $000-6 $000

Dol)bv (Ratieres) ,, ,, ,, 2 ,, „ 6$000-7$000
Northrop Looms ,, ,, .,8 ,, ,, 7 $000-7 $500
Northrop Looms

: ) l$600-2$000
Assistant girl ) " '' '

'
v

Box Looms : Female „ ,,2 ,, ,, 5 $500-6 $500
Double-width )

Looms (with ., ,, „ 2 ,, .. 6 $500-7 $500
Dobby or Box)

)

7 Shuttles Jacquard Looms (for Quilts) :

One Male weaver per loom . . 8 $000-9 $000

Weaving Foreman : per month (piece-work) . . . . 300 $000-350 $000

DYEING DEPARTMENT
Dyers : from 7 $000—8 $000 per day (piece-work).

FINISHING DEPARTMENT
Tentering and Calendering Machines, etc., from 6 $500—7 $000 per day.

c
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MAKING-UP DEPARTMENT
Girls : from Rs. 4 $500—5 $000 per day.

WASTE SPINNING DEPARTMENT
Opener
Cards : Tenter

Cards : Stripper and Grinder

Mules : Minder (Piece-work)

Tenter
Apprentices
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suggested to Mr. Delmiro Gouveia, the idea of utilising this force for

the purpose of establishing a sewing thread mill in competition with
English yarns of this description, for supplying water for drinking
and industrial purposes to surrounding villages, for erecting cotton
seed oil mills and other industries and finally for supplying electric

current to the country near and far. Pernambuco, Maceio, Bahia, etc.,

are within the range.

The " Paulo Aflfonso Falls " were acquired by this gentleman at

the end of 1910, through the purchase of the land on both sides and a
concession was given to him by the Government of Alagoas (Decree
No. N.499, 29th December, 1910), according to Avhich he had to under-
take to grow cotton, cereals and fodder crops by means of irrigation,

and to lay water-pipes for the free supply of drinking water to the
population. On the other hand the Government of Alagoas granted
him exemption from law of appropriation, exemption from Municipal
and State Taxes on all irrigation machinery, cables, dynamos and for

all other machinery necessary for the undertaking ; further 40 per
cent, reduction on the State Export Taxes on all agricultural

products ; these advantages to expire in 1950.

The force which could be developed by this huge waterfall has
been estimated by various people at about 1,000,000 h.p., but a con-
servative calculation figures the available h.p., at the lowest water-
level, at 600,000. So far, one turbine of 750 h.^j., one of 500 and a
third of 250 are working and are ample for the present requirements.
The large turbine is by Pickard Pictet, Geneva, and the two smaller
ones by J. M. Voith, Heidenheim (Germany). A 24 km. water-pipe
has been constructed for the supply of water to Pedra. An American

Part view of the Paulo AfJonso Falls
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turbine (Chalmers) of 2,500 h.p. has been lying at the Pedra mill

since the death of Mr. Delmiro Gouveia, which took place three years

ago. The foundations for this new extension have been built and
provision has been made for three such additional turbines of 25,000 h.p.

Comparatively little additional work for directing the water channel

to this new power station is required. The ultimate scheme of the

present owners of this waterfall is to construct altogether a hydro-

electric plant of 200.000 h.p. The site selected is certainly well

situated as a building could be constructed between the walls of the

two rocks. So far, 2,779,105 $720 have been spent on the hydro-

electric plant, but the last turbine of 2,500 h.p. has not yet been
erected.

Part View of the Paulo Affonso Falls with Power Station on right side

The sewing thread mill is so far the only industrial undertaking
which obtains its electricity from these falls. Of course the village

of^Pedra is also illuminated with electric light from this plant.

The mill at Pedra has 20 ring frames, each 360 spindles and about
6,000 doubling spindles. All the machinery is from Messrs. Dobson &
Barlow's and was erected between 1913 and 1915. About 6,000 sacks

of 64 kilos of Serido cotton, measuring 35 to 38 mm. in length is being

consumed and up to 80's are spun from it. The cotton used is put in
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sacks of 64 kilos as it has to ti-avel about 300 miles to the coast on

mule-back. It is bought in lots of 50 to 200 bales.

The total waste in the course of spinning was 18 per cent, of which

the opener accounted for 6 per cent. The combs take out 20 per

cent, but this waste is used for spinning yarns of coarse counts and is

sold to the natives for the weaving of hammocks.

Workmen's Dwellings belonging to the Cotton Thread Mill at Pedra

The operatives live in a specially built village, containing about

500 new houses built in long streets with open squares, surrounding

the factory. The houses are roomy and the architecture and planning

of the village are quite modern. There are altogether 4,000 people

living at Pedra.

Under normal conditions the sewing thread mill works two shifts

and when trade was good even three shifts have been going. At i3resent

only 600 operatives are Avorking ten hours a day at an average rate

of wages of 1 S800 for ten hours, but it must be borne in mind that

they live rent free, have electric light and water provided (only lamps

have to be paid for).

Strict discipline is kept ; the operatives are well behaved, are

well-dressed and clean. Whilst going to work they were better

dressed than the average European mill hand on a Sunday.

The sewing cotton mill being the only industrial undertaking so

far driven by the hydro-electric plant, it is debited with all the charges

of the plant, but nevertheless, during 1919-20 the Company Avas able

to pay a 10 per cent, dividend.

Though the concession states that cotton, cereals and fodder

crops should be grown by means of irrigation, T personally doubt

whether irrigation is possible as a commercial proposition owing to the

undulating nature of the country. The Paulo Affonso Falls offer,

undoubtedly, an opportunity for future development. The two

directors of the Company, Mr. L. lona and Mr. G. Ferrario, are com-

mercial men, mainly interested in the hide business of lona & Co. and

would welcome participation of Europeans in the further develop-

ment of the scheme.
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Cost of Electrictity.—Electricity is very extensively used in

Rio de Janeiro and in the whole of the State of Sao Paulo. Almost
every village has electric light and many of the cotton mills are driven

by electricity. The " Light and Power Co.," an American-Canadian
undertaking, is the supplier of force to many mills in the towns ; the

price charged varies according to the rate of exchange. As their

shareholders are abroad they stipulated wisely in their concession

the right of fixing the consumers' price according to the exchange.

The cost of electricity for a mill in Sao Paulo, Avhich obtains the

force from the above company works out as follows :

Tension : 2,080 volts.

Price : Rs. 300 per kilowatt hour, with rebate of 88 per cent.,

according to consumption, maximum load and English rate

of exchange.

July, 1920. Consumption : 525,600 kilowatt-hours, maximum load

2,040 kw., English rate of exchange 14d.= l$000, rebate

87 per cent.

Rs. 300 less 87 per cent.=Rs. 39 per kilowatt-hour.

Feb., 1921. Consumption : 434,400 kilowatt-hours, maximum load

1,800 kw., English rate of exchange lOd.= 1^000, rebate

79 per cent.

Rs. 300 less 79 per cent.=Rs. 63 per kilowatt-hour.

Lighting is charged at the same rate. As there is a very abundant
supply of water in the south of Brazil and a great many waterfalls

many industrial undertakings, especially cotton mills, have been

. r^ t§^"^^^:^\i^
*'^'

The Hydro-Electric Plant of the Light & Power Company near

Sorocaba, which supplies power to many cotton mills in Sao Paulo
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established near such falls. The law in Brazil is that the one who
owns the land on both sides of a river is also the proprietor of the
river. In this way many mills have acquired in the past huge
water forces at low prices. One such fall capable of supplying
3,000 h.p. has a hydro-electric plant for 1,700 h.p. costing 300 contos.

Light to three towns and power for the cotton spinning and weaving
mill are supplied. At another place in the same State 2,000 h.p.

were generated, the installation costing also 300 contos. Light is

supplied to live towns and power to a mill with 9,400 ring spindles and
480 looms. The largest waterfalls generating electricity which we
saw in Brazil are the Paulo Affonso Falls, mentioned on pages 35-36.

Fuel.—Steam is generally generated by wood fires, but some
mills have boilers that can be fired with oil, wood or coal. With the

present rate of exchange at considerably below one shilling per milreis

it does not pay to import coal from England or U.S.A. Coal of a

kind is found in Santa Catharina, in the south of Brazil, but so far it

has not given satisfaction. Recently some people talked of having
found oil in Brazil, but this is a question of the future. Even with the

present low rate of exchange one or two mills were importing oil as

fuel for the boilers. But the fuel in general use is wood, tree roots

and knotted pieces, which are sold at 8 to 10 $000 per cubic metre in

Sao Paulo and Rio. In the interior the price is lower, of course the

railway freight causing the difference. Brazilians have been very

lavish in the use of wood for fuel and it is realised that unless

afiforestation is more generally adopted, not so many j^ears will elapse

before the supply is used up, though at first glance it seems inexhaus-

tible. It must be borne in mind that every household, every loco-

motive (with the exception when ascending steep gradients), and
most of the boiler fires use wood as fuel. Sao Paulo and also some
northern States have for this reason embarked on afforestation, using

the rapidly growing eucalyptus tree, which after five years' growth is

ready to be cut down for timber. Literally millions of these trees

have been planted of late in Brazil and in most cases these plantations

have given every satisfaction.

One mill which we visited had a peat deposit in the neighbourhood

and used peat and wood for fuel for the boilers.

Taxes.—Besides the land taxes, taxes are payable on every

metre of cloth produced in the mills. (So far there is no tax on
cloth woven on the hand looms.) The following are the present rates :

Cotton cloth of any width or weight pays per metre :
—

Grey cotton cloth . . .

.

. . .

.

. . Rs. 20
Bleached ,, „ „ 30
Coloured cloth, dyed or printed . . .

.

. . ,, 40
Bed covers . . .

.

. . . . . . • • ,• 160

Knitted shirt ,,100
Pair of socks .

.

. . .

.

. . . . ,, 40

A mill with 1,237 ordinary looms, 224 Northrop looms and 62

Jacquard looms paid last year more than 600,000 $000 in such taxes.

The form of payment is by means of stamps which have to be

fixed to each Invoice.

Every piece of goods must bear the inscription " Brazilian make."
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All textile machinery from abroad jiays 15 per cent, import duty
ad valore?n, 55 per cent, of which is payable at the rate of gold dollars,

so that the actual duty works out to 40 to 50 per cent, paper money,
ad valorem, according to the rate of exchange.

Method of Sale.—The method of sale of goods is in almost
all cases a simple one. There are in Rio manj^ wholesale dry goods
stores which are frequently shareholders in the mills. At times a
mill will sell its whole production on commission through one of these

drj' goods houses, j^aying 8% commission and 2% for the Delcredere.

In other cases the mill has six to ten dry goods houses as customers,
they buying outright. In the case of financially weak cotton mills,

the big wholesale dry goods fiims act as bankers. It happens at times
that goods made in Bahia or Minas are sent to Rio and sold again by
the Rio houses to the same States ; but generally these goods will be
sold on the reference patterns and sent direct from the mill to the
customer of the Rio dry goods house.

A number of Rio firms selling national goods used to do exclu-

sively an import business of cotton goods from Europe. This has
fallen off enormously as will be seen from the table of imports, and
consequently the importing houses have taken up during the last

15 years the sale of national goods. Formerly the buyers (shop-

keejjers, etc.) from the Interior used to come regularly to Rio to make
their purchases, but with increased competition the dry goods houses
have now to send a large number of travellers into the Interior.

Business has ceased to come to Rio. consequentlj^ the Rio houses had
to go after business into the Interior. Some of these travellers are

often away a year on their journey and in view of the somewhat
unreliable mail service, it is necessary to telegraph orders and practically

all the communications. Large remittances from the Interior are

frequently sent in paper money by an ordinary native messenger.

The Making-Up and Pattern Rooms were generally extremely
well managed and situated in very pleasant and light quarters. Special

care was taken in the preparation of " reference " patterns. An
electric iron was used in several pattern rooms to bring up the finish

of the goods.

The mill store-rooms of the larger concerns are a pattern of

system : every article entering or leaving is most methodically booked.

Profits.—As to the average profit of the cotton industry I

have been told on good authority that 12 per cent, is generally divided.

Many mills are making much bigger jDrofits ; they keep enlarging their

concerns out of profit, still paying 10 to 12 per cent, dividend. A good
deal is said by Rio and Sao Paulo i^eople of the graft and thefts com-
mitted in many cotton mills : it is maintained that responsible heads
of departments will give orders only if they receive secret commission.
I am not able to say whether this statement is correct or not, but I

am inclined to think that it is one of the many exaggerations told by
Europeans resident in Brazil because they have not been able to

obtain certain orders for machinery or mill furniture. One English
mill manager told us, however, that his concern did not pay prior to

his arrival, principally because so much money and goods were stolen.
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Ten or twelve per cent, profit in a country where money pays one
per cent, interest per month would not be looked upon as a satisfactory
return on the outlay. A cotton mill under efficient management is

a good investment. The demand for national goods is greater than
can be supplied. It is recognised that most of the Brazilian cotton
mills use by far too good a equality of cotton for the low counts they
spin, and in this direction alone a good saving could be obtained.
The mills have made such handsome profits that some do not consider

it worth their while to study economy.

Even during the recent crisis under which Brazil sufl^ered severely

there was no lack of orders. Some mills stopped for one or two days
a week principally because they did not know whether their customers
were still financially sound. I was told repeatedly by mill men that
one did not know who was financially sound, as over-trading is a
general habit amongst Brazilians, and in times of a slump in prices

such concerns suffer severely. Brazil is a country with marvellous
forces of recovery and towards the end of August, 1921, it was thought
that the crisis, as far as Brazil was concerned, had turned.

Organisations.—There are in Brazil three Master Cotton Spinners'

and Manufacturers' Associations, viz. :

—

1. Centro Industrial de Fiacao e Tecelagem, Rua Candelaria,

61, 1" andar, Rio de Janeiro.

2. Centro dos Industriaes de Fiagao e Tecelagem, Rua Direita

27, sobrado, Sao Paulo.

3. Centro Industrial do Algodao no Bahia, Baliia.

Most of the mills in the States where these organisations are

situated are affiliated to them. Their aim and objects are to protect
the common interests of the industry.

Meetings were called b^^ each of these organisations in order to

enable me to address the members on the work of the International

Cotton Federation. Resolutions were adopted by these organisations

in favour of affiliation with the International Cotton Federation.

Besides these three associations there is in existence in Rio de
Janeiro a federation known as " Centro Industrial do Brazil." Up
to recently the cotton mills which now constitute the above Rio
Association were members of this Federation. Some mills in the north,

Pernambuco, Ceara and one mill in Sao Paulo are members of the
Centro Industrial only. The " Centro Industrial do Brazil " is a

federation of Brazilian industries of all kinds : it takes a special

interest in political questions as affecting industry.

There is a Trade Union in existence in Rio de Janeiro amongst
the cotton mill Avorkers, towards which the operatives pay 1 $000
per month contribution : it is styled :

" Uniao dos Operarios das
Fabricas de Tecidos," but the Masters' organisations do not recognise

the union. Every now and then the Spanish element amongst the

cotton operatives tries to create dissatisfaction. The Italian work-
people in Sao Paulo are docile and very well liked ; in some mills as

many as 60 per cent, are Italians. Many Portuguese work in the

mills and make good operatives.
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In some large mills the operatives have tlieir own sick clubs, the

monthly subscription in one case was 2S000 and the benefit 70 $000
per month.

Welfare Work.— Every mill of importance in Brazil under-

takes a good deal of welfare work, and as labour is plentiful one cannot

but admire the spirit in which it is undertaken. There is no mercenary
purpose underlying this work—of this I am certain. There is a club,

school, football field, tennis ground, etc., attached to almost every

mill. A first-aid room is to be found and in many establishments it

is the custom for a qualified doctor to be in attendance at the mill

during one hour each day. Workmen's dwellings are provided at a

low cost.

The most elaborate system of Welfare Work* which has come to

my notice is that carried out by Dr. Jorge Street of Sao Paulo ; it

excels by far any of the welfare institutions I have seen in the U.S.A.

Mr. Street told me that he was considered a " Bolshevik " by his

confreres, but he maintains that all he does for the benefit of

his workpeople is not of a charitable nature, on the contrary he insists

that it is the share due to them under his form of co-partnership.

Rather than give his workpeople during good years higher ivages

which would be frittered away in useless things, he lets them have
the corresponding profit by imj^roved methods of living.

The following are the main features of Mr. Street's social work
for his operatives :

The model village where his cotton mill operatives live is a suburb

of itself, built entirely on modern lines. The latest additions have

little front gardens, every house has electric fight and water. The
rent paid is 3| per cent, on the cost of construction.

There is a " creche " containing 62 cots, each one having a linen and
a crockery locker. Each piece of linen is carefully numbered to corres-

pond with the number of the cot. The babies are left there when
3 weeks old and are cared for by qualified nurses. Each room in the

creche has a pasteurized store of milk. Bedding, floors, etc., are spot-

lessly clean. Special rooms are provided for nursing mothers.

There is no reduction of wages for the time the mothers spend in

feeding their babies. In this creche the children remain until they

reach the age of four. From that time until they are seven years

they attend the "Kindergarten," which consists of a number of play-

rooms and gravel playgrounds, properly roofed. Cleanliness is one

of the principal items taught to these young children. There is an
ample supply of wash basins with hot and cold water. Each child has

a handkerchief attached to his clothing. There are a set of well

ventilated classrooms, the children sit at low tables, of which the

tops are divided into squares for making designs for weaving. The
children learn the use of colours with blocks which they fit in the

squares and accustom themselves from early age to designs of

woven patterns. All kinds of ordinary kindergarten lessons are

taught. Besides the classrooms there are bedrooms provided, for

the younger children must have two hours sleep during the day.

* In view of the discussion at the last International Cotton Congress, I give

this information in some detail.
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There is also a separate dining room, each child having its own spoon,
etc. The dining tables were scattered with insect powder to keep
flies away.

Special clothing is provided, every child when coming to the
institute must have a complete change.

A staff of 20 qualified kindergarten teachers is engaged.

After the completion of seven years the children pass into the proper
school. The hours are from 8 to 11 and 1 to 4. The attendance
here is 550 scholars for whom there are 20 classrooms and 14 teachers.

This institution of the " Maria Zelia " village (so called after a
daughter of Mr. Street) is also for the benefit of the operatives working
at other mills of Mr. Street and living at a distance. Motor chars-a-

bancs bring these children in the morning and take them home in the
evening. 4,700 operatives are working for Mr. Street in one or the
other mills.

Mrs. Street is in attendance every morning from 8 o'clock and
personally superintends creche, kindergarten and school.

There are five doctors and two pharmaceutical stores in the village
;

also a big store, where almost anything can be bought at cost price.

Last year's turnover at the store was 1,800 contos and the loss on the
transactions amounted to 3 contos.

A fine church has been built and close by is a huge theatre with
seating accommodation for 1,200 people. One large room is to be
used for dancing under the supervision of a dancing master. There
is also a professor of music. Shower baths and rooms for games are

provided ; football and tennis grounds are also laid out.

Wine and beer may be had in the village restaurants, but no
strong alcoholic drinks.

The village has its own force of 200 Federal soldiers, whose
equipment is provided by the firm. In this way the young men, due
for mihtary service, amongst the villagers (for conscription is in force

in Brazil), may do their service on the spot and be close to family
influence.

By 9 p.m. every resident of the village has to be within the
boundaries.

The workpeople look happy, they are clean and seem to have
self respect.
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IMPORTS OF COTTON PIECE GOODS INTO BRAZIL*

The following tables show the decreases which have taken place

in the importation into Brazil of manufactured cotton goods :

PIECE GOODS BLEACHED

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Germany
Argentine .

.

Auptria-Hungary
Belgium
United States

France
Great Britain

Spain

1913
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PIECE GOODS PRINTED
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COTTON PIECE GOODS, DYRD^
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COTTON PIECE GOODS, NOT DETAILED

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
^^^
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LMPORTS OF COTTON YARN.
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The Brazilian Cotton Industry has even started an export trade

will be seen from the following table :

—

EXPORTS OF COTTON PIECE GOODS
MANUFACTURED IN BRAZIL

COTTON PIECE GOODS
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Chapter III.

GENERAL REMARKS ON BRAZILIAN COTTON

Several explorers soon after the discovery of Brazil report that

the Indians in various parts were making different articles of cotton,

and it is therefore to be assumed that cotton is an indigenous plant

in several Brazilian States : some of these articles we saw in the

National Museum at Rio de Janeiro. A further reason whv one

Ganga or Wild Cotton from the stony mountain tops in the

Serido District

must come to the conclusion that cotton is indigenous to Brazil is

that a wild species, known as '" ganga," or "Algodao Sylvestre," is

even to-day found on some desolate mountains. One farmer in the

Serido district of Rio Grande do Norte sent a man to the top of the

mountain to bring down for our inspection one of these mid growing

cotton trees, the fibre of which is never gathered because the plants
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are in such inaccessible parts. This '' ganga " cotton is of a creamy
colour, has fine glossy fibre, is jH'etty strong, but only |in. to |in. in

length. The seed is almost naked, in its original state it has probably
been entirely free from hairs ; its weight is only half that of an Egyptian
cotton seed. The opinion is generally held in the Serido district that
this cotton was the forerunner of the splendid " Moco " cotton, of which
I shall speak at length ^^•hen dealing with the Serido district.

Cotton was cultivated in the early colonial times in Bahia, Per-

nambuco and Maranhao, first to supply the needs of the districts and
gradually to supply the outer world. Indeed, during the War of

Secession the exports of Brazilian cotton reached the important
quantity of 80,000,000 kilos (355,000 bales of 500 lbs.). These ship-

ments of cotton brought great wealth to the Brazilian planters who
at those times had no one but slaves as their workpeople, but instead

of stimulating them to further efforts with a view to establishing

permanently the cotton growing industry, the planters squandered
their easily gotten riches and allowed the North Americans to regain

their old preponderance. The North of Brazil reverted to sugar and
the South to coffee. When in 1888 slavery was abolished all the
large planters gave up cotton in the North and from that time onwards
cotton was only cultivated in small plots, often to supply the domestic
needs of the village only.

Cotton is to-day again of importance for Brazil : its own cotton
mill industry with Ih million spindles, spinning mainly coarse counts,

requires ever increasing quantities. Brazilian economists realise

that the exports of their country must increase if a sound financial

position is to be achieved. In the last decades Brazil has committed
the grave error of relying on one or two crops for the adjustment
of her balance of trade. It was practically a question of " mono-
cultivation," rubber and coffee being the only staple crops for e.rjwrt

purposes. Rubber in the Amazonas district is almost " played out."

The plantation rubber of Asia has been found to be so cheap, that
it does not pay any more to gather the milky juice from the wilds

of the Amazonas. Coffee, of which three-quarters of the world's

requirements are grown in Brazil, and in Sao Paulo in particular,

is not finding its pre-war consumption, because the Central

European markets, which were formerly Brazil's second best coffee

customer, are not in a position to })uy much : they have learnt to

substitute various products for coffee, and the U.S.A., the best coffee

customer, has been holding aloof for some considerable time, due,

no doubt, to the aftermath of war ; in addition, Africa is increasing

her output and likely to do so on a greater scale. Agriculturists and
statesmen are, therefore, clamouring to substitute " poly-cultivation

"

for their former " mono-cultivation." Brazil has always been a
sugar-growing country, but the average yields are not as favourable
as those of other countries, such as Java ; indeed, it was only during
the war that sugar became again an export commodity of im-
portance. There is no other crop which would seem to me more
suited for Brazil to take up than cotton, the principal reason being
that the j'ields per acre of lint in Brazil, especially in the State of

Sao Paulo, are almost phenomenal. But not only Sao Paulo can boast
of a greater average yield than any country, but also the North-Eastern
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part of Brazil. These are two distinct zones, the former growing

American Upland of about one inch, which is planted every year

afresh, whilst the latter zone ])roduces real first-class long sta'plc cotton

on trees which do not require renewing for 15 years and more. When
one compares the yields of these two zones with those of any other

cotton growing country in the world one cannot come to any other

conclusion but that—in view of the general shortage of cotton in the

world under normal conditions—cotton is bound to assert itself there.

Not only in the above-mentioned parts of Brazil are the yields higher

than anywhere else, but also in the States of Minas Geraes, Bahia,

Alagoas and Sergipe yields are equal to, if not higher than, those in

the U.S.A.

Hardly anything has Ijeen done to improve cotton cultivation

in Brazil. The Cotton Department of the Agricultural Ministry is

quite a new enterprise and could, of course, touch so far only the fringe

of the problem in the one and a half years of its activity, though

hard work has been done. It may sound surprising, but in almost

every place I had to explain to the planters, farmers, nay, even to

cotton merchants, what constitutes the quality or value of cotton ;

they did not know that the length, uniformity, strength, colour, etc.,

were the potent factors on which the price depends.

Therefore what Brazil has produced—and that excellent quahties

are grown will be seen from subsequent chapters^—has been achieved

without the least human effort towards improvement. All is the

spontaneous work of bountiful natural conditions. Man has retarded,

has persistently caused a deterioration of the cotton qualities, through

laxity or ignorance, as for instance in the ginning and planting of

mixed cotton seeds in the same field.

So far the U.S.A. are Brazil's best customers for the bulk of her

raw materials (but she does not buy much cotton from Brazil). As

the U.S.A. import so largely from Brazil, this country has to treat

North America with due deference and circumspection. Thus con-

tracts for electrical undertakings, financial transactions, etc., pass

often to the U.S.A. on account of the fact that this country takes

most of Brazil's commodities. Brazil requires another string to her

bow : if she succeeds in making cotton one of her staple products

she will find a good customer in Europe to the mutual advantage of

both parties.

The staple cotton of the North-East is well able to compete with

Egyptian cotton, for even in Brazil it is used for spinning up to 125's

without admixture of any foreign grown cotton, and, of course, the

Brazilian is not as skilled as the Lancashire operative.

Shortage of Long Staple Cotton.—The Boll-Weevil has

definitely invaded the long staple district of the Mississippi delta,

with the result that \\m. Bender cotton is to-day 1,000 points

"on." It will be impossible, on account of this invasion, to

grow long staple cotton in these parts during the next

decade, because cotton of quickly maturing characteristics

must be planted in order to have it ripe before the boll-weevil

has time to develop and so far no early maturing variety

of long staple cotton has been found. Cotton of a short gro^v^ng period
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is invariably of short fibre. In the Sea Island districts of the American
Belt short cotton or no cotton at all has l)een planted for the same
reason. The only other long staple district in the United States is

on the Californian coast, the Arizona district, where Egyptian cottons
are grown with considerable success under irrigation. This crop is

principally ear-marked for consumption by the American tyre
industry.

The " pink boll-worm '" has commenced its invasion of the U.S.A.,
in Texas and Western Louisiana. The ravages of this pest are more
devastating than those of the boll-weevil. This new threat to the
American Cotton crop is another reason why cotton growing in all

countries outside the U.S.A. should be fostered.

Egypt, on which the ever-increasing fine spinning section of the
Lancashire mills depends mainly, sho\\s alarming declines in the
yield per acre and also to a lesser extent in the number of acres

cultivated, as will be seen from the following figures :

—
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ment of cotton. When cotton is a success in these parts, the
resources of the States are also plentiful, as the revenue is a fixed rate
on the value of cotton exported.

As to Sao Paulo, I hold the view that an extension there is bound
to come, because cotton has been grown of late between the rows of

the huge coffee plantations, and the old established coffee planta-

tions are giving such low yields that unless artificial manuring is

resorted to it will not be sufficiently remunerative to continue them,
(See later chapter on Coffee.) The soil is exhausted after growing
trees on the same spot for 40 and 50 years. Artificial manure
is very costly and when a planter has to deal with a hundred
thousand of trees (which is quite a common occurrence), it

becomes difficult, if not imj^ossible, to apply manures. Is it

not natural that the coffee planter will give cotton a trial as

an alternative crop, especially as practically all his labourers

have had some experience in cotton growing ? Should the frost again
cut down the coffee trees, as was done in 1918,* we shall cer-

tainly see a huge increase of the cotton acreage of Sao Paulo. The
low prices of cotton have had a deterring influence, but when Sao
Paulo merchants begin to grade cotton, as is done in the North,
they will be able to obtain higher prices for their commodity. Another
reason why cotton stands a good chance in the South is that coffee

requires many more labourers than cotton and the labour question

is an acute problem as far as coffee is concerned.

" Alagoas " and " Sergipe," though not so far producing a longer

fibre than about lin. have the great advantage that these annual
American Uplands require there only three months from the time of

planting to picking. I am informed by the chief of the Brazilian

Cotton Department that in Maranhao (where I have not ])een, so

far), this period is reduced by half, i.e., in 1| months from planting

the cotton can be gathered. There is no other country in the world
where in so short a period cotton can be grown.

The State of "Bahia " is at present producing a small quantity,

which should, however, be enough and of sufficiently good quality to

provide the cotton mills existing there without recourse to the im-

portation of cotton from the other States.

" Minas Geraes " is too far away from the ports—the steamer
and railway freights, under the present conditions, make it impossible

for this cotton to compete with others from nearer the coast. Minas
cotton will have to be used exclusively by the mills established in that

State and by the local hand spinners until better means of com-
munication are established. It is ciuite a good cotton of about lin.

and more in some places.

There is no need for me to speak as to the suitability of climate

and soil ; the yields, which will be mentioned in detail in later chapters

prov^e up to the hilt that these conditions are absolutely right. I

may mention that generally there are decided periods of rain and dry

weather. It is during the dry weather that the picking takes place.

Particulars of rainfall and temperature are stated in the chapter

on Geography.

Severe frost comes periodically, but never whilst cotton is on the trees.
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Drawbacks.—Besides these advantageous conditions there are
also some drawbacks affecting cotton growing in Brazil.

In the first instance there is the scardty of population, but, as

remarked previously, in Sao Paulo the cotton extension is likely to

take place in the coffee growing districts where at present a sufficient

population exists for dealing with cotton, though it may not suffice for

coffee. Furthermore, this part of Brazil is the centre of attraction

for the influx of immigrants and Sao Paulo, the most enterprising

and well-governed State of Brazil, will see to it that immigration
continues. Under present unsatisfactorj^ conditions in Europe we
must expect an increased rate of immigration.

The northern part of Brazil, owing to the character of the cotton
plant being jjerennial does not require anything like the labour which
annual cotton necessitates. Generally only one clearing of weeds is

undertaken, at times two, but during the period of picking there is

undoubtedly a scarcity of hands. Fortunately this can be remedied
for large numbers of the hard-working and frugal population of Ceara
have been, in the past, accustomed to collect the rubber in the districts

of the Amazonas. Since rubber can no more compete on a large scale

with plantation rubber from Asia, work will have to be found for

these Cearense rubber gatherers and nothing is more natural than
that they shoidd migrate to Rio Grande do Norte, Parahyba, etc.,

which are situated at a short distance from their native heath and
where the climate is magnificent compared with the Amazonas.

Next to the scarcity of population the ginning is seriously at fault.

Ginning.—The following is a list of the cotton ginning machines
of Brazil, as per official returns of 1916 :

—

I

STATE
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The driving arrangement of most of the ginning factories in the Interior.

(A mule drives the machinery, the velocity of the gin depends, of course, on the speed at

which the mule walks round the " holandeiro " as this contrivance is called.)

quite a common thing to finrl that the saws had not Ix-en touched

for four or six years. When one considers that these saws should

be filed twice or tliree times a season, one will readily recognise that

the existing Brazilian gins must damage the fibre. In order to demon-

strate this fact I liad one and the same quality of cotton ginned by

a saw-gin and by a small hand roller gin. The lint turned out bjr

One and the same cotton, the one on the right is from a saw-gmned

sample, and the one on the left from a sample passed through a

hand-roller gm
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the latter measured practically 35inm. whilst the fibre fiom the saw-
gin was only 27 to 29ram. These two samples T had mounted en a

card and showed them at all our meetings of Government officials,

planters, farmers, ginners, etc. This is clearly a case where human
laxity and indifference reduce the value of the fibre which Nature has

provided. What would America or Egypt give if they could increase

the length of their fibre by slight reforms in the ginning processes ])y,

say, 5mm. ? Botanists are pleased if, after years of seed selection,

they can obtain an increase in length of 2mm.

7/1 this connection I must state that the lengths of fibres mentioned

by me in the whole of this report are those of fibres j^ulled by me from the

seed. Once seed cotton jMsses through a Brazilian gin, you can yiever

be certain, how much of the length is cut off.

Since 1916 to which the table on p. 56 refers, some real up-to-date

ginning factories (14) have been erected. Each factory has from
two to four gins, bearing from 60 to 80 blades. S\iction pipes are

provided for the transportation of seed cotton and the lint is also

conveyed in pipes to the presses. All these modern gins are also of

tlie American saw type.* They are only just beginning to work and, no
doubt, more regular and cleaner cotton will be the result. Thirteen

of the above-mentioned factories are situated in the North and have
been built by three concerns with the help of Government concessions.

In practically all cases the Government gave considerable loans at a
reduced rate of interest and made abatements, for a number of years,

in the rate of the export duties on cotton handled by these factories.

(See statement at end of chapter dealing with the " Export Houses
of Pernambuco, Parahyba and Rio Grande do Norte.")

Similar concessions will be given to any respectable firm and I

have been requested by the Governors of Parahyba and Rio Grande
do Norte to emphasise this point, with a view to inducing the establish-

ment of some concerns with the help of European capital in these

parts of Brazil.

The fact that Brazilian gins are turning out damaged fibres is

perhaps a lesser evil than the mixture of the seed, which the ginning

factories, as a rule, sell to the farmers. There is not one ginning
factory which, so far, has supplied a uniform seed of one variety.

The heaped-up piles of seed which we saw in the factories and from
which the seed is taken that is supplied to the cultivator for planting
purposes, is a mass of from five to eight different kinds of seed.

Fortunately, every variety can easily be recognised and it would only
require the labour of a child to undertake the separation of the
different kinds. Users of Brazilian cotton have frec^uently complained
of the irregularity of fibre and undoubtedly this mixing of the seed
is the main cause of it.

Establishment of Cotton Seed Farms.—I have very urgently
insisted with the Federal Government that they should undertake
the establishment of cotton seed farms, if possible one variety of seed

*At one factory in Parahyba two Platts' roller gins had been erected, but at the
time of my visit they were not cjuite in working order.
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•only for each district, and I have the promise that something will be
done, but the vastness of the country, aggravated by the lack of com-
munication makes it expedient that all ginners must co-operate in this

direction. Much can be achieved b}^ private enterprise. Indeed, in a
country like Brazil, it is very questionable whether such work as the
distribution of seed could be efficiently undertaken by the Government.
Brazil is governed on very democratic lines. With every change of

President, which occurs every fourth year, the principal heads of the

departments change as well and often the new Minister decides to

discontinue certain work which his predecessor had undertaken. It

may occur, when the present Government goes out of power, that

the Cotton Seed Farms and Experimental Stations planned and
already established may be discontinued. Continuity of action is

the bed-rock of success in the distribution of pure seed, and it is in

this direction that the International Cotton Federation might be of

great help, either by establishing jointly with the existing firms in Brazil

and with Government concessions their own ginning concerns and
seed farms, or by interesting financial and other houses in such a

scheme.

Establishment of Ginning Factories.—I have not in mind that

the International Federation should undertake the growing of cotton

on a large scale, but I think that by establishing roller gins, first in the

long fibre growing districts, and perhaps buying cotton at a fixed

premium over local rates for clean picked cotton, raised from the

seed that has been distributed, a real benefit would accrue, not only

to the spinning industry but also to the growers of cotton.

I ani adverse to such an undertaking growing cotton on a large

scale, because it has been proved in many countries that cotton is

best grown by the small cultivator. Further, the purchase of land,

on anything like the necessary scale, would be a means of raising

the price of land in advance, and I also hold that agricultural work
does not fall within the limits of the activities of spinners. It is another

thing altogether when we come to the purchase of raw cotton. If, by
some unfortunate incident, the crop in a year should be very small

the company that undertakes solely the ginning and perhaps the

buying does not lose much, whilst in times of heavy harvests

the ginning company would benefit accordingly. In any case, by
leaving out the actual growing of cotton one eliminates one great

risk and at the same time one can achieve through the distribution of

pure selected seed and by running a small experimental plot, the same
beneficial results for the district as by undertaking the actual planting

of cotton.

On the question of seed farms, the necessity of picking cotton

-clean, the establisliraent of markets, ginning by roller-gins and mixture

of seeds, I refer the reader to the lecture T gave before the National

Agricultural Society of Brazil at Rio de Janeiro, of which a trans-

lation will be found in the Appendix.

The Production of Roller Gins as Compared with Saw Gins.—
In consequence of an interview with Messrs. Piatt Brothers & Co., Ltd.,

whose roller gins are extensively used in Egypt and India, they have
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written me the following letter which will be specially instructive to

those who intend to establish roller ginning factories in the Northern
parts of Brazil :

—

" As we understand the bulk of the cotton gro\\'n in North-
eastern Brazil is of the clean or Black Seed variety, we have com-
pared the production of a 50-saw gin with that of a roller gin of

the single-action type, each machine being fitted with automatic
feeders. We have further assumed that each machine forms a

unit in a scheme for automatically conveying the ginned cotton

to the baling room.

" One single-action (single roller) gin, 40in. wide, should
average throughout the day 1301b. lint per hour.

" One 50-saw gin with 12in. saws should average throughout
the day 4501b. lint per hour, or a production rate ratio of 3-4 to 1.

" If a woolly seed cotton is being ginned this ratio would
probably rise to say 5 to 1 owing to the more positive action of

the saws in detaching the fibre from the seed.

" In the latter case we have made our comparison with a
40in. double-action (single roller) gin as being a more suitable

machine for ginning woolly seed varieties.

" We should expect the production to be about 701b. per

hour for the roller gin as against approximately 3501b. per hour
for the saw gin. The relative advantages of the two types of

machines depends entirely on the line of view taken. From a
production standpoint the saw gin is of course well in front of the

roller gin : the question ginners have to decide is whether it will

pay to sacrifice output for quality.

" In a district or tract of country where the weight of woolly
seed cotton grown is very great and the fibre of only moderate
length as in Southern Brazil (Sao Paulo), the number of roller

gins would have to be so large, together with the increased cost

of installation, upkeep and labour that preference would be given

in those parts to the saw gin.

"As regards long stapled cottons (we refer to the black

seed varieties) no one in their senses ivould ever dream of ginning-

these on a saw gin as the result would he absolutely ruinous both to the

even length of the fibre as well as its general appearance : the very
fact of these fine cottons being torn from their seed and then
dragged through the grate bars in the roll box cannot other-

wise but seriously damage it.

" The roller gin treats these cottons in a far different manner,
the action of the roller gently detaches the fibre from its seed

and retains to its fullest extent the length of the staple ; the

action of the roller also assists very materially in giving to the
cotton that silky appearance which is such a feature in all better-

class cottons. To enable you to make a comparison between
the cost of the different types of machines, we have pleasure in

giving herewith the respective prices of these machines, viz :

—
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<1) Patent Single-Action Macarthy Cotton Gin, ^Oin. ivide, with
5 bearings, crankshaft IJin. diam., and fitted with Piatt's
Patent (Drawback) Feeder. (Seed Grid with open ends and
Wood Stripper Roller) as per circular. Price £42 15s., plus
195 per cent.

{2) Patent Double-Action Macarthy Cotton Gin, 40m. wide, with
5 bearings, crankshaft l^in. diam., and fitted with Seed Grid
with open ends, Wood Stripper Roller and Piatt's Patent
(Drawback) Feeder, as per Circular. Price £44 10s., plus
195 per cent.

(3) 50-Saiv Gin, with I2in. Saws, complete with Feeder and
Condenser. Price £100, plus 195 per cent.

Packing in Cases and delivery alongside ship at port charged
extra on the gross prices, viz :

Manchester, 17| per cent.

Liverpool or Birkenhead, 18| per cent.

Piatt Brothers & Co., Ltd., do not hold themselves respon-
sible for any breakages which may occur in transit after

delivery of the cases in good condition to the shippers.

A MODERN ROLLER GINNERY IN PERU

This illustration represents a 4-roller gin outfit and is completely automatic in its operation

right from feed to condenser in press house. The seed cotton is fed down a chute from

the room above ; as the cotton falls from the ginning roller it is directed into the line of

draught from a fan through the medium of a vacuum box; the working portion of this box

simply consists of a leather bladed roller driven from the gins, as shown. This roller

revolves in close contact with the sides of the box and deposits the cotton into the suction

pipe, through which it is drawn to the condenser and delivered to the press in a similar

way to that of the usual saw gin factory
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" We regret that we cannot give you the complete cost of
an entire installation to comprise suction piping, fans, condenser,
etc., as Ave have not, up to the present, erected any of these plants :

the photographs of ginneries which you were shown,* were those of
factories in Peru that had been equipped by the Murray Company,
U.S.A. ; we mean so far as the distribution and conveying of the
material to and from our gins. We have it on the authority of our
agents in Peru that the system has realised everything that was
expected from it and is working very successfully. They inform
us that in a factory containing 24 machines, where formerly the
personnel used to be thirty, the total number of people now-
employed is only seven, with a corresponding increase in out])ut

of 50 per cent."

Necessity of Recognising Quality and Grade.—The great

difficulty which will have to be overcome is the recognition of greater

value on the part of the Brazilian buyers of local cotton as regards
clean over dirty cotton, long over short fibres, uniform over irregular

staple.

This is especially the case in Sao Paulo and Minas. Unfortunately
the Exchange at Sao Paulo does not difPerentiate enough as to these
qualities and consequently the small buyers in the interior do not
trouble either about these matters, but pay one uniform price for all

cotton, no matter in what state it is. When we visited the Sao Paulo
Exchange I asked for their standard samples. Instead of bringing these

in a well protected case, they put before us three samples, tattered

and torn, wrapped up in dirty old brown paper. The knowledge of

cotton is not yet sufficiently appreciated
;
probabh^ there has been no

need to bother about these different points, as the cotton mills have
not been sufficiently insistent on getting clean and uniform cotton.

There is no firm to my knowledge in Sao Paulo, which thoroughly
grades the cotton, as is done in the north-east and this is probably
at the root of the evil. It would pay the spinners of the south to

announce to the growers of cotton that they will be prepared to pay
a certain premium over and above the local market rates for clean

and uniform cotton. The spinners would gain by such action as \hey
would reduce their waste in the mills. This is a suggestion for the

two Millowners' Associations of Rio and Silo Paulo to act upon. Let
the Sao Paulo Exchange make up standard samples—in such a manner
as they ought to be—and make it generally known that for a certain

type they will pay in the coming season 5 or even 10 per cent,

premium. In Bahia the millowners are more drastic, they accept

first-class at the market rate, but dirty cotton only with a reduction

of about 50 per cent. In Parahyba the difference between first and

seconds is similar ; real dirty cotton could not be sold at all for

spirming purposes and had to be sent to paper mills.

Insect Pests.—A few remarks remain to be made under the

heading of " General Notes on Cotton " as regards the insect pests.

The problem of defending a country against the introduction of

cotton pests shows the necessity for combined action in all the cotton

producing countries. For one country to take measures is helpless, as

the history of the pink boll-worm clearly shows, and it would appear

Reproduced on pp. 61 and 62.
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to me that the forthcoming Cotton Congress at Rio de Janeiro, which
will be held in October, 1922, in connection with the Centenary In-
dependence Festivities, might appropriately deal with this very
important subject.

The holl-weevil^ {ayithonomous grandis)* came from Mexico in

1892 to Texas and in spite of rigorous measures has now covered the
whole of the United States' cotton belt. The pink boll-worm was
brought from India to Egyj^t, from there in a cargo of cotton seed to
Brazil, thence in the same manner to the West Indies and in 1917 to
the U.S.A. Mr. Maxwell Lefroy. Professor of Entomology at the
Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, stated recently
that " it was quite natural that America should have decreased its

area of cultivation by one-third. The growers have all the expense
of preparing the ground and growing the crops and there is no means
of telling until the last moment that the crop has been infested. • If

in addition to the loss of 30 per cent, of her cotton crops through the
boll-weevil, she is to suffer a 17 per cent, loss through boll-worm,
xlmerica can hardly be expected to continue growing cotton." The
pink boll-worm is the more difficult of the two pests to deal with because
it forms into a moth Avhich has a big range of flight, thus the West
Indies received the invasion through a cargo of seed cotton which lay
in one of the West Indian ports and from this the moth flew ashore.
In the caterpillar state it coils itself up in the seed and may live there
for more than two years.

Entomologists state that the following cotton pests exist in Brazil :

Attacking

Dysdercus ruficollis

Plociomerus, sp.

Oncopeltus, sp.

Gargophia, sp. . .

Aphis gossypii . .

Saissetia depressa

Hemichionaspis mhior
Nysius ericae .

.

Colaspis, sp.

Spermoj^hagus hoffrnanseggi

Hemiptera.

Coleoptera.

Pyrrhocoridae.

Lygaeidae.

Tingitidae.

Aphidae.
Coccidae.

Lygaeidae.
Chrysomelidae.
Mylabridae.

bolls.

leaf.

lint.

Orobitidae.

Lepidoptera. Gelechiidae.

,, Noctuidae.

,, Arctiidae.

,, Pyralidae.

Gasterocercodes gossypii

Plaiycdra gossypiella .

.

Alabama argillacea

Utethcisa ornatrix

,, bella . .

Ephestia cautella

leaf.

seed,

(stem.
- above
I
root.

boll.

'leaf.

)

seed.

lagartaThe pink boll-worm (gelechiidae), known in Brazil
Tosada," had devastated a large part of the crop, especially in Sao
Paulo, in 1919, and the Government took energetic steps to overcome
this pest by insisting on fumigating chambers being established at the
ginneries and by netting in all apertures in stores where seed was

* The American boll-weevil must not be confounded with the pink boll-worm,
as it is a beetle that walks about or flies only at a short range.
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kept with a view to preventing the escape of the butterflies. Latterly

elaborate machinery has been installed at a few centres by the Cotton
Dapartment for treating the seed in a similar way to that used in

Egypt. The pink boll-worm is said to be a new plague that has been
brought into Brazil with some Egyptian seed that was to be grown
as an experiment. As is usual with insect pests, the havoc caused
at the outset is the most formidable, later on, in a country with

such large varieties of insects as Brazil is. natural enemies find

these new insects. It is certainly astonishing, how little damage
was done last season by the pink boll-worm with the exception

of a few places. Of course a great campaign against this particular

insect was organised by the Government and by many societies on
account of the great damage done and in consequence agriculturists

have given the matter a great deal of thought. I came across several

cultivators in various parts who told me that they attributed the

practical disappearance of the pink boll-worm to a very simple method
they had employed. They liad spread out the seed to be planted

in the mid-day sun for about three hours (not more), at a temperature

between 60 to 68°C. ; some had mixed with the seed sand and also

charcoal for the purpose of better retaining the heat. I was told

that quite 90 per cent, of the insects are killed in this way. The
Professor of Agriculture at the " Luiz de Queiroz " College, Dr. Carlos

Teixera Mendes, gave me to understand that his previous year's crop

had suffered from 40 to 50 per cent, from the pink boll-worm, whilst

this year, after applying the above simple means, he did not think

he would lose 4 per cent, of the crop through pink boll-worm. This

gentleman had hit on this idea of spreading out the seed in the sun,

but evidently other people in the interior in the north had simul-

taneously acted in a similar manner with equally good results.

Professor Green of Natal assured me that he had found parasites of

the pink boll-worm and he had recently taken specimens to Washington
(U.S.A.) for cla.ssification, particulars of which were not available at

the time of my visit.

The other insect plague from which Brazil suffers, especially

Sao Paulo, is the cotton worm {Alabama argillacea), known locally as
" curuquere." The Agricultural Department has supplied large

quantities of Paris Green through its branch offices, together with

appliances. The worm does not, as a rule in the south, come out

until the bolls are formed and begin to open, if the plants are sprayed

in the early stages. Once this stage has arrived it cannot do much
damage. (The worm feeds entirely on the young leaves and shoots.

The insect pests of Brazil are no more harmful than in any other

country. Though the list of cotton insects may be formidable, one

never hears a planter or farmer mention any other insect than the

pink boll-worm (lagarta rosada) and the cotton worm (curuquere),

evidently the others are doing very little damage.

Cotton Exports—The following table was sujiplied to me whilst

in Brazil by the Cotton Department of the Agricultural Ministry :

since ray return I have received the " Economical Notes " issued by
the Bureau of Information from the same Ministry, which contain

a list with different figures. I therefore, append this list, especially

as the values are stated.
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The two tables show that the State of Sao Paulo has, in the last

few years, developed an export trade. The cotton which figures in

these lists as coming from Recife (Pernambuco) is not all grown in

that State. Pernambuco is the shipping port of a great deal of cotton

grown in the States of Parahyba and Rio Grande do Norte.

ParA . .

Maranliao

CcaiA
'.

Rio Graiule d<

Parahyba
Pernambiuo
Alagoas
Fed. District

Sao Paulo .

Belom
Sao Luiz .

.

Ilha do Cajueiro (*)

Fortaleza . .

Natal
( 'abodello . .

Kci-ifc

Maceio
Kio de Janeiro
Santo*
Other Port*

294,
891,1

:2-2i

.".61,22U
1
10^

241,728 ,

— 30,

i..",39,074 Il,872,.'i06 1,692—
I

10,869 !
16,

13,512 — 1,477

4,244 13.897 6,002
— 170 "

,080 ! 2

,840
i

,326 1

,561 3

,746
.579 1

,732 11

359,590
544.951
741t.S(i'.)

,98(1, 4(U
812.428
,802,359
,925,904
256,614
,948,757
,260,733
54,410

I'OUNDS STERLING

2,888
.-,:i,()35

14,276
15:!,515
72.638
32,440

514.981

17,042
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Chapter I V.

STATE OF SAO PAULO

Area: 290,876 .sq. kilometres (112,307 square miiesj.

Population : About 3,000,000.

Sao Paulo adjoins the territory of Rio de Janeiro in the south.

It is bordered on the east by the Atlantic Ocean ; in the south by
Parana ; on the west by Matto Grosso and in the north by Minas
Geraes.

The State of Sao Paulo is as large as half France : almost equal

to the British Isles. Its area exceeds that of Italy and equals that of

Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Switzerland, Portugal and Greece, all

combined.

The State receipts of Sao Paulo are larger than those of 26 in-

dependent countries, amongst which are those of Denmark, Switzerland

and Portugal. The imports of the State in 1919 were 381,014,790^000
and exports 1,087,466,000 $000.

When the Republic was declared in 1889 the imports and exports

of the whole of Brazil amounted to only 473,590,000 $000.

The following statistics of the international trade of the State of

Sao Paulo speak for themselves of the enormous importance of this

State CO the Union of Brazil.
EXCESS OF ICXPORTS

EXPORTS OVER IMPORTS

$ S

143,244,081 119,925,676

279,615,833 207,193,354

270,100,584 193,831,768
220,230.469 141,857,510

282.142.602 140 342,683

465,212,904 308.326,088

1,087,466,000 706,451,210

(=£72,497,333) ( = £47,096,747)

The imports and exports of the whole of the U.S. of Brazil during

1919 and 1920 were as follows : (£ sterling)

1919. 1920.

Imports £78,177,000 .. .. £125.005,000
Exports .. .. .. £130.085,000 .. .. £107.521,000
Totalforeign trade .. £208,262,000* .. .. £232,526,000

From a comparison of these figures it is easy to realise what
a powerful position the State of Sao Paulo occupies in the Federation

of Brazilian States. Indeed, it has often been said that Sao Paulo

aims at a separation from the Union, but any secession movement
does not carry much weigtit. It is true that many people of the south

* Sao Paulo's share was almost half.

YEAR
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are dissatisfied with the rate of progress of the north, but they do
not seem to take into consideration all the circumstances. The
Southerner knows very little of the true facts of the north and the

reverse also holds good. The vastness of the country makes the spread

of knowledge of the conditions difficult.

In this connection I may state that I have never met such a

strong spirit of local or " State "' patriotism as in Brazil. A Paulista

will be extremely proud of having been born in that State of advance-
ment and progress, but so will the Northerner uphold his State. I

used to say to a Cearense in our comj^any that he was a great

lover of Ceara, almost to such an extent that he became an enemy
to the rest of Brazil. This local patriotism or clannishness has been
developed in such a measure that those born in one State have become
prejudiced and cannot readily recognise the advantages existing in

other States. Thus the head of a business concern will give preference

in his dealings and in the employment of his staff to persons born in

the same State as himself.—I trust my Brazilian friends will pardon
this criticism, but it is a trait in the Brazilian character which is

so pronounced that it must react unfavourably in the opening up of

the country as a whole.

Sao Paulo is no doubt the richest State of the Union ot Brazil

financially and its credit in the London financial market is very high.

It will be admitted that Sao Paulo is the best organised State of the

Union. It has over 6,000 kilometres of railways.

The present President is Dr. Washington Pereira de Sousa, who
received the International Cotton Mission and showed that he recog-

nised the importance of cotton for his State as an alternative staple

crop to coffee.

The Paulistas are well known in Brazil as the most enterprising

people and often they are likened to the " Yankee " of North America.
It is said that this courageous spirit of enterprise is the inheritance
from the " Bandeirantes " (the Paulistas of the 17th century) who
explored practically the whole of Brazil in search of gold, silver and
precious stones.

With the exception of the small narrow stretch of land along the
coast near Santos, the greater part of the State forms a huge plateau
rising precipitously close to the port of Santos in the mountain range
known as " Serra do Mar," to 1,000 metres or more, in undulating
rolling country. Great portions of Sao Paulo in the north-westerly
part are still covered with huge virgin forests.

The textile industrv, though already of considerable dimensions,
not only in the capital of Sao Paulo but also in the interior of the State,

is rapidly increasing.

The agricultural industry is growing by enormous strides, indeed
its extension is merely dependent on the influx of immigrants. The
cultivation of coffee is, of course, the essential crop of the State, and
at the end of this chapter some facts and figures relating to coffee

will be found.

A State whose citizens have understood enough to develop the
coffee growing industry to such a perfect organisation, as is maintained
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in Sao Paulo, is able to extend the growing of cotton on sound com-
mercial lines.

Santos, the great port of the State, which some 25 years ago was
famous for epidemics of yellow fever, has cleared out all mosquitos,
and with them this terrible disease has disappeared. There has not
been a case of yellow fever in Santos for several years, and to-day it

is probably the finest seaside resort in the whole of South America.

There are extensive quays, provided with the latest automatic
transporting machinery and other modern appliances for the lifting

of coffee, etc.

SAO PAULO COTTON
In the course of these chapters wages are frequently stated in

Brazilian currency. It would be misleading to convert these into

European equivalents, as the rate of exchange affects the cost of living

of the agricultural labourer only to a very small extent. These people
live on nothing but the products of the soil in their immediate neigh-

bourhood ; their clothing is often made on the spot ; their furniture

is of the most simple kind, consisting frequently of a few boxes, bed-
stead or hammocks. In short, they are a self-contained community.
The rate of exchange does not affect their cost of living or only very
gradually, if at all, and consequently the wages remain more or less

the same whether the rates of exchange are high or low. It is similarly

the case with property, its value is only slowly affected by the exchanges.
These remarks apply to the life ujj-country.

There is only one kind of cotton grown in Sao Paulo and this is

the annual American Upland. Various types of this cotton are grown
but they all belong to the one family. The average length of staple

in Sao Paulo may be fairly assessed as being 28 to 30mm., i.e., one
inch and slightly more. Soil conditions vary considerably, but
generally speaking Sao Paulo is one of the most fertile areas in the

whole of the world. Rain conditions are satisfactory and well suited

to cotton growing with a defined interval of a dry season. The
phenomenal yields obtained are a better guarantee of the suitable

conditions than volumes of figures of rainfall and soil analysis.

The State of Sao Paulo has three distinct cotton zones, viz. :

—

I.—Sorocabana, the oldest of the State, where cotton is supposed to

have been cultivated for the last 150 years, but certainly since

the War of Secession. This district is situated west of the

city of Sao Paulo.

II.—Central Zone, where the staple crop is coffee.

III.—North-Western Zone, to which Matto Grosso adjoins ; this is

only recently being developed and has immense possibilities.

All the three zones were visited by us.

I. SOROCABANA ZONE
It was estimated that in 1920 the crop from this zone reached

200,000 arrobas of 15 kilos, but in 1921 it amounted onlv to about
150,000 arrobas.

Principally small cultivators grow cotton here and the methods
of cultivation are very primitiv^^. The soil is generally prepared in
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American Cotton in Sao Paulo

the following way. The brushwood, grass, etc., which grow.s to a
huge height in a few years is burnt off, holes are chopped, as far as

possible in a line, at a distance of about l-20x-90 m. Old tree

stems and tree roots which were jiartly burnt off when the land was
first brought under cultivation are scattered all over and take up
considerable space. The soft wood rots away in a few years but the

hard timber remains for many years before it decays. It pays only

in rare instances to take it away. Latterly, in consequence of the

high price of firewood, which is sold here at 5 $000 per cubic metre
(in the city of Sao Paulo at 10 $000), some old timber has been cleared

away. In October—November a handful of seeds are placed in each

hole, generally 3 to 4 seedlings are left standing. One, two or three

lioeings are given during the growing period, according to the growth
of the w^eeds. Picking begins end of April—beginning of May.
Rotation of crops is not known, one and the same field will be used

two and more years running for growing cotton and as there is plenty

of vacant land the field is left fallow for a number of years. Of course

in that time brushwood and grass grow to a great height and the culti-

vator has to burn the field again before being able to grow crops, a

system of natural manuring, no doubt.

In one instance, at Campo Largo, we were shown a field that

had grown cotton for 15 years consecutively and still the yield was
475 lbs. lint per acre. The average yield of the whole zone can safely

be estimated at 450 lbs. but, probably it is considerably more.* In

considering the yields it must be borne in mind that Indian corn,

Compare this with India's average of 90 lbs.. U.S.A. with 220 lbs. and Egypt with

350 lbs. per acre.
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A Corner in the Snake Park at Butantan (Sao Paulo)

(Snakes from al! parts of the country are sent to Butantan ; every month their poison is

extracted for the preparation of a serum which has been proved to be

an excellent remedy in case of poisoning by snakes)

Mill for grinding Indian Corn
(The corn is placed in a hole in the tree trunk, into which the cone at the end of the beam

fits. Through the filling and emptying of the water-trough at the other end the

beam rises and falls and thus the cone crushes the corn.
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beans, etc., are grown simultaneously, that not only these crops but
also the tree trunks, of which I have written, take up considerable

room. Without these encumbrances the yield per acre would be
considerably larger. There are also many rocks about in different

places.

The small farmers hire a field for a year, paying 100 to 150 milreis

rent per alqueire (5-6 acres). A field labourer, if working by the day,

is paid 3 to 4 milreis for work from sunrise to sunset.

Forty-five to sixty kilos seed cotton is the average weight a
picker can gather in a day ; the wages for picking are from 600 to

800 reis per arroba of 15 kilos.

In this zone there are also large landowners. We stayed at the
estate of the " Companhia Agricola Industrial e Pastoril do
Aterradinho," of which Mr. Clovis Camargo is the principal owner.
He and his family own here about 14,000 " alqueires " land=330
square kilometres= 130 square miles. Comparatively a small portion is

under cultivation.

There has never been any plant selection practiced, nor has ever
a plough been used. We interested Mr. Camargo in the various aspects

of improved cultivation and have no doubt that he will introduce

reforms.

On the estate are 425 families, each one looks after one '" alqueire
"'

j(,==^-6 acres) cotton, and plants up to one alqueire with Indian corn,

beans, etc.. for his own use. The agreement between the owner and
tenant is that all the cotton must be sold to the company, which
retains 1 milreis per 15 kilos seed cotton. This is all the company
gains in lieu of rent. This zone is already approaching the
central one and coffee is here cultivated as well. The Italians look
after the coffee crop, but the Brazilian agriculturists, known here as
" caboclos " take care of the cotton. The height of this district is

about 500 metres.

On the estate is a saw ginning plant, a small oil and cake press,

together with soap works. There is, of course, also the necessary
machinery for handling the coffee beans.

Near Itapetininga, a town of 6,800 inhabitants, situated about
700 metres above sea level, small farmers are prevalent. The
annual rent here was 150 $000 per " alqueire," the land changes the
tenant every year, but the share system is also in use, the landowner
lends the land and receives 25 per cent, of the produce. Round this

district cotton is a very old crop. There are 1 1 ginneries in the town
and four in the neighbourhood. The ginneries almost always buy the
cotton, though sometimes they gin on commission. Of course, as

everywhere, all the seeds of the various types are mixed in the ginnery.

There was noticeable amongst the population a desire to progress and
to use ploughs.

As a guide to the value of land I may mention that in the neigh-

bourhood a piece of land, measuring 1,120 acres had been bought
at the low sum of 50 contos (a conto= 1 ,000 $000 was at that time
worth £40), therefore £2,000. This, no doubt, was exceptionally cheap
and a foreigner could not have bought at that figure.
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The fibre of this district measured roughly an inch, it was irregular

in staple and the picking was badly done.

We visited also farms called " Capao a.lto " and " Rossinha "
;

at the latter place cotton was grown for 12 years running.

The highest yields which I have ever known were on the estate

of Mr. Manoel Guede.s near Tatuhy, called " Pederneira ''
; it is

situated 680 metres above sea level. We inspected a good portion

of the 180 alqueires " under cotton ; the average yield of these

1,000 acres was 500 lb. lint per acre, but some fields gave as much

Weighing Cotton by means of Stones placed in a bag.

Stone weights are used even in the advanced State of Sao Paulo

as 800 to 1.000 lb. lint per acre. The maximum yield in one year of

one plot of land, slightlv short of an "alqueire" (5-6 acres) was:

14,619 lb. Seed Cotton (which works out to about 890 lb. lint per

acre), 2,000 litres Beans and 2,000 litres Indian Corn. Such almost

phenomenal yields are not to be met with anywhere and a photograph

hardly conveys the impression one gets. A cotton field rarely comes

out well in a photograph, the mass of white often lacks the contrast to

bring it up. The following photographs give only a slight impression

of the overwhelming weight of cotton we saw.
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Mr. Guedcs has the following arrangement with his tenants who
all work on the share system. The cotton must be sold to him, the
first year after clearing the forest he keeps 20 per cent., the second
15 per cent., third year 12|^ per cent, and after that 10 per cent.

Besides this profit, the estate receives 40 per cent, of all the cereals

grown, such as Indian corn, rice, and beans are also counted as cereals.

One of Mr.Guedes' cotton fields near Tatuhy* (American cotton)

Cotton is grown for at least 3 years consecutively, after that
Indian corn is planted for a year, then cotton again. There are

lands on the " fazenda "' (farm) which have been used 12 consecutive
years for cotton.

36 tenants' families live on the estate and about 60 in the town
of Tatuhy which is about 2| miles distant. Each family looks after

12 to 24 acres.

Very little damage had been done by the pink boll-worm, as the
seed had been exposed to the heat of the sun before planting. The
cotton worm had eaten most of the leaves, as is noticeable in the
photograph, as however early planting had been resorted to, and only
early maturing varieties had been selected, the bolls had been formed
before the worm had attacked the leaves and little or no damage
was clone to the bolls.

When land has been cleared of the forest, it is best to grow first

Indian corn for a few years, before cultivating cotton on it. At
times Indian corn and beans are grown in the same field with cotton.

A good cultivator will clear the land three times a season of weed.
On this "fazenda" cotton shrubs are stopped (i.e., tops cut off)

after three months growth, otherwise they would shoot up too much.

* The frontispiece to the book shows also one of Mr. Guedes' fields.
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The cost of land in this very fertile district is from 400 to 500
milreis per alqueire (5-6 acres). For clearing the timber, burning

down the brushwood (but leaving the hard wood standing), 120 $000
per alqueire are charged. As latterly timber of first-class quality has

been in good demand, it has paid to get the hard wood removed.

In this part of the country there are for instance " peroba " trees

which sell at 70 to 80 milreis per cubic metre and generally the wood
obtained out of the forest has more than paid for the cost of clearing.

The fibres on this " fazenda " averaged about an inch (28 mm.),

they were very strongs but the cotton was not well picked, a lot of

foreign matter being gathered with the cotton. Some fields had

cotton of 30 mm. and even more.

There is no plant or seed selection carried on ;
if this were

resorted to excellent results could be obtained on this otherwise well

managed estate.

In the year 1918 when the crop was especially good and prices

were ruling high, a tenant made on one " alqueire " cotton (5-6 acres)

a profit of 3 contos (3,0008000) and the estate 1 conto.

On the Pederneira estate are also 100,000 coffee trees, looked after

by an Italian colony.

Mr. Guedes has several other estates in the neighbourhood, one

of which, " Victoria," includes a water fall which produces at present

2,000 h.p., but is capable of extension to 20,000 h.p. This hydro-

electric plant drives a cotton mill of Mr. Guedes at Tatuhy, and

suppHes light to five towns and villages. In 1912 Mr. Guedes was

fortunate enough to be able to buy this estate of 886 alqueires at the

low price of 110 contos.

Mr. Guedes is a typical Paulista, always planning and scheming

how to improve his many undertakings.

At another farm in this district the landowner paid Italian settlers

500 $000 per " alqueire " to cultivate cotton for him. This contract

price includes all the work from the preparation of the soil until the

cotton was ripe for picking. The latter had to be paid extra at the

rate of 1 $000 per 15 kilos. His average crop was 3901b. per acre, but

as he said, he did not bother about his cotton, his principal occupation

being stock-raising.

As a further proof of the fertility of the soil I may mention that

six weeks after planting alfalfa (a kind of clover) the first cutting was

made. The alfalfa was planted on the 19th December : at the begin-

ning of May five cuttings had been taken off and the farmer expected

to be able to get twelve cuttings in the year. We often heard of seven,

eight and nine cuttings, which is phenomenal in comparison with the

U'S.A. The land which produced these crops was bought in 1920 at

150 $000 per " alqueire " and it was recently sold again at 500 $000

per " alqueire."

We walked here through some pasture land which had a coarse

grass on it, five feet in height, the blades being covered \vith an oily

substance. It was what is called here " Catingueira " grass, an

excellent fodder for fattening cattle.

There i^ plenty of available land for the extension of cotton

growing in these parts.
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No. II. CENTRAL ZONE.
During our journey through these j^arts we had the advantage

of the company of Mr. Raphael Sampaio Vidal, one of the Deputies

of the State, who has a thorough knowledge of the country and the

people.

Cotton Pickers at Villa Americana delivering cotton at side of field.

Each picker has his special pile of cotton

Transportation of Cotton at Villa Americana, Sao Paulo
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Our first visit was to Villa Americana wliere we inspected the
" Fazenda Salto Giande " belonging to Messrs. Rawlinson, Miiller

& Co., of Carioba.

The management of this plantation is in the very capable hands
of an Italian, Mr. F. Fornazaro, who knows his work and maintains

excellent discipline.

The extent of the "fazenda" is 1,100 alqueires (0,160 acres)

1,500 of which are under cultivation. It was bought by the present

owners in 1907, principally as it included a waterfall which they have
utilised for driving their cotton mill at Carioba. The purchase price

was then only 170 contos ; 1,700 h.p. are generated by the fall, but

there is energy for another 1,200 h.p. ; the cost of the hydro-electric

plant was 300 contos. Current is supplied for the driving of the mill

and the lighting of several towns and villages.

The property is situated at an altitude of about 450 meters.

Of the 1,500 acres under cultivation half are given up to cotton
;

various American kinds, such as "Russell Big Boll," "Sunbeam,"
etc., are grown. The manager has created various crosses, one

especially, called "Carioba," is between "Webber" and "Russell

Big Boll," and has turned out so well that they can use it at the mill

of Mr. H. Th. Miiller for spinning high counts up to 60"s. It has

IfViii- staple ; its yield is 6001bs. lint per acre. The average yield

of the whole plantation works out to 3601bs. per acre.

This is the first and only plantation which we visited in Brazil

where real scientific plant selection, and even an attempt at scientific

seed breeding was made ; others have the intention of doing

the same work, but here it is actually done by a practical farmer.

Russell Big Boll has been increased in length by several millimetres

through plant selection. " Novo Paulista," another cross of the

manager, measures fully 30mm. and is very silky and strong. Care

is being taken to prevent cross fertilisation by keejDing the fields of the

different kinds sufficiently far apart and in the ginning strict super-

vision is kept that no mixing takes place.

Rotation of crops is adhered to
;
generally Indian corn, then cotton

and three years' sugar cane are grown. (Sugar cane as a rotation

crop with cotton is not used in other countries.)

When the cotton is being picked cotton sheets are spread out

at the side of the field ; each sheet is numbered and each picker has

to deposit his cotton on the special sheet corresponding to his own
number. If anyone does not pick clean the foreman can at once

trace who is picking carelessly, in which case a reduction in the

picking wage is made. {See illustration, p. 78.)

On the estate are sixty families, each of which has three hectares ;

they work on the share system, keeping the proceeds of two-thirds for

themselves and one-third goes to the company. The tenant is

debited with two-thirds of the cost of manure : money is advanced

for implements, manure, etc. The tenants must conform to the

instructions of the manager as regards the cultivation of the plot.

The manager has further the call on the tenant when he requires

labourers for the land of the company, where he raises special cottons
;
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Cotton Field on the Fazenda " Salto Grande " of Rawlinson,

Miiller & Co., Carioba, Villa Americana

for this work they get paid a daily wage. A man able to work the

disc-cultivator gets 5 milreis per day.

The company has some £3,000 invested in ploughs and other

agricultural machinery. Practically all the cotton raised on the

estate is used in the mill of the company, where 18's is the average
count, though exceptionally up to 60 's has been spun from cotton

raised on the estate. The cotton is, of course, by far too good for

such low counts as 18's.

Planting takes place middle of November, and as only early

maturing kinds of cotton are used picking begins about middle of

April. This part of the country gets sometimes frost in June.

The manager told me that if the price of seed cotton is 7 $000
per 15 kilos it pays as well as any crop.

This plantation shoivs what can be done throughout Sao Paulo, the

land does not seem as fertile as the Sorocabana or the north-western zone.

The rent paid in adjoining parts is 200 milreis per " alqueire."

The present purchase price of land was stated to be one conto per

alqueire, but no doubt when buying a large estate considerable reduc-

tions can be obtained.

Our next visit was to Sao Carlos, 800 metres high, and then to

Sampaio Vidal, named after the family of the " Diputado " who
accompanied us. The soil here begins to be of that fertile red earth,

known as " terra roxa," excellent for coffee cultivation ; it looks

almost like finely ground coffee ; it produces a dust which penetrates

through everything, even to the works of the watch.
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The manager at this plantation had only recently taken up
cotton cultivation. There were 50 " alqueires "' under cotton, Russell

Big Boll. The field was not as clear of other kinds, and afterwards

at the ginnery we could see that about 20 per cent, of the seed was
of a different type, being almost naked, whilst Big Boll is a covered

seed. This of course, accounted for the lack of uniformity of fibre.

There are on the plantation 400,000 coffee trees which seemed
in good condition, the branches being heavily laden with the coffee-

cherries. The ground underneath the trees was kept clear of weeds.

Adjoining the coffee estate is another farm of 200 hectares, part

of which is " terra roxa " soil, where cotton is grown by a small

colony of tenants. Mr. Sampaio Vidal had the idea of selling this

land for a cotton seed farm. This farm is 550 metres above sea

level.

We spent a few days on the Coffee Fazenda " Santa Gertrude.s,"
belonging to Count Prates, not very far from the last place.

When a few years ago (1918) a severe frost damaged a large

portion of the coffee plantations, most trees were cut down, killing

many and withering the rest up to the roots, the coffee planters

having sufficient space between the rows of their coffee trees, planted

a good deal of cotton. The coffee trees have recovered and the young
trees grown up, consequently there is now not sufficient space for

growing cotton everywhere. In young plantations however, there is

sufficient room and some planters continue to grow cotton even in the

crowded spaces along the rows of fully developed coffee trees.

Count Prates was very satisfied with the cotton his tenants grew
for him. There are altogether over 900,000 coffee trees on this estate,

the value of each is placed as between 2 to 3 milreis.

Cotton is planted between some of the rows of coffee trees, amongst
others Indian corn and beans, the latter the staple food of the

Brazilians.

Cotton cultivation by the big coffee planters is undertaken on
many estates. Latterly, however, the low price of cotton has been a
cause for the reduction of cotton acreage. The lack of proper seed

distribution is responsible for the absence of uniformity of fibre, the

cotton raised is about an inch in length and quite serviceable, but
generally not sufficient care is taken in the picking. About 10 per

cent, of the seed in the ginnery of Conde Prates was a different kind
from the main crop, viz., Russell Big Boll. No plant selection is being
undertaken.

In this part of the state is situated the " Instituto Agronomico "

of Campinas, the director of which is a Frenchman. Dr. J. J. Arthaud
Berthet ; his agricultural manager is a German, a Mr. Hermann, and
it deserves to be said to their credit that both have been able to work
together right through the war.

This is a scientific institute, probably the only one, where on
behalf of the Government, cotton plant selection and breeding has
so far been carried on. No doubt the new Government cotton farms
of the Cotton Department will carry on similar work in the future

in all parts of the country.
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The Institute has 314 hectares under cultivation, the greater part
being used for coffee, but quite a large area of land is devoted to
cotton. There were four varieties out of a great number which
attracted my attention, particulars of which are :

Ginning Outturn

Durango . . . . Yield : 2,050 kilos per hectare . . 29 per cent.

Length of fibre : 27 • 1 mm.
Russell Big Boll .. Yield: 1,641 kilos .. .. 32 -3 per cent.

Length: 29-4 mm.
Sea Island B. .. Yield : 3,030 kilos .. .. 31 -4 per cent.

Length : 31-7 mm.
Kerman X. . . Yield not yet obtainable.

Campo Brito. Length : about 30 mm.
The names given are misleading, as they have nothing to do with

California or the Sea Island district.

Altogether 40 varieties were grown, one hectare of each. These
are too many and moreover no protection was given against cross
fertilisation. I pointed this out and the Director undertook to remedy
this defect. There is plenty of land available and other crops than
cotton can be grown between these experimental plots.—It would
also be well to have check-plots in different parts of the estate.

At PiRACiCABA not very far from Campinas is the Agricultural
School " Luiz de Queiroz," situated in a beautiful park, towards the
upkeep of which the Sao Paulo Government pays annually 370 contos
and the Federal Government 30 contos.

The attendance this year is 110 students ; all reside in the town
of Piracicaba. There are 15 professors on the teaching staff ; each
has his own magnificent laboratory. The school is extremely well
fitted up with the latest appliances and the chemical laboratories are
probably not excelled by those of the Universities of Europe.

Although this school is situated in a cotton centre, no apparatus
for measuring the length of fibre, resistance, etc. (such as we found
even in Mr. Street's mill in Sao Paulo), were provided. Indeed little

attention seems to be paid to cotton.

The school has 309 hectares of ground, 78 of which are cultivated

and of the latter only 8 are under cotton. No seed selection has been
made nor even plant selection and one of the professors told me that
it was not intended to grow cotton at all in the coming season. The
yield of the cotton plots was above the average and the cotton looked
well though the length of the cotton was lacking in uniformity.

Even here the cotton picked was very dirty and stalks were present
in large quantities.

It is to be hoped that the authorities will insist upon greater

attention being given to cotton in this excellently fitted-up school.

The students are generally sons of landowners and if they cannot get

an opportunity of learning plant selection and seed breeding in an
institute of this kind, it is hardly to be expected that they will learn

it in any other way.
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No. III. NORTH-WESTERN ZONE

Of this cotton zone a typical sample, Biriguy, was selected for

our inspection. The railway journey takes one through Baurii, the

terminus of the Sorocabana Railway. This is a sandy place of recent

origin, where until 12 years ago very few houses existed ; now it is

a town of some 6,000 inhabitants, principally engaged in railway

work, as three different companies have made Bauru their terminus.

After 12 hours' railway journey through enormous virgin forests one
reaches Biriguy. The vast immensity of the forests leaves a great

impression on the mind of the traveller during this journey. What
one sees is, of course, only a sample of the seemingly endless forests

which are gradually being brought under cultivation, providing first-

class cotton land. These forests are beautiful on account of the great

diversity of trees. Huge trees, some covered with masses of pink or

yellow flowers which contrast magnificently with the blue sky, are

very numerous.

Our main object in visiting Biriguy was to become acquainted

with the work of colonization undertaken by the " Companhia de

Terras, Madeiras e Colonisagno de Sao Paulo,'' whose technical manager
is Mr. Robert Clark, a Scotchman who has been many years in the

interior of Brazil.

The climate is excellent ; not too hot, though during the day a
few hours are hot, the atmosphere is dry, and the nights are cool

throughout the year. There is sufficient rainfall for cotton and this

in well-defined periods.

The Cotton Mission at Luncheon in the Biriguy Forest
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The Mis riding over the Estate of the Biriguy Colonization Company

The Company acquired first some 19,000 " alqueires " but as the

land was taken up by settlers, they bought an additional area with the

profits. So far, 32,000 " alqueires " (179,200 acres) have been sold

and these are under cultivation ; the Company has a similar area, in

forest land, practically all rich soil, on a high level. Land is sold in

lots of from 5 to 100 "alqueires" (1
" alqueire "=5-6 acres) the

average holding being 15 " alqueires " or 84 acres.

At the time of our visit 1,763 lots had been sold, but as some
families have two and three lots one can say that about 1,700 families

have settled on the land since 1912 when the Company started

operations. So far, all profits have been used for extension purposes

and no dividend has been paid.

The general rule is for the new-comer to pay 30 per cent, of the

purchase price of the land in cash and the remainder he pays out of

his profits. Practically all have been able to do this within three years.

The land belongs to the settler from the day of the first payment.
The Company has no right to dictate as to what crops are to be grown
or to whom the produce has to be sold. The colonists are entirely

free agents.

As everywhere in Sao Paulo, one meets here too a cosmopolitan

crowd ; the composition of the colonists as to nationality is as follows :

40 per cent. . . .

.

. . . . Italians.

30 ,, ,, . . .

.

.

.

. . Japanese.

25 ,, ,, . . . . . . . . Spaniards.

The rest consists of Germans (3 families), Poles, Austrians, French,

American, Portuguese and one Brazilian.
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The average prices at which land has been sold are :

1913—1917 100 $000 per alq. (5-6 acres).

1918 150S000 „ ,.

1919 200S000 ,, .,

1920 250$000 ,, .,

Out of the 1,700 families, only one has given up possession of

the land—got the money returned and left. Three other families

have left the district, but have let the land to their friends. This
is a good sign and speaks well for the management and the fertility

of the land. There has not been a single dispute about ownership
of land.

Land ownership in Brazil is a difficult point ; the original titles

are made out on the basis of maps, boundaries, etc., but these maps
have proved often to be wrong. The country has not yet been
thoroughly surveyed and we have found mountain ranges 30 miles
from the place indicated by the maps. The courses of rivers are also

frequently not properly marked on the maps.

Though this colonization company may charge comparatively
high prices for the land, yet the buyers have security of title and
other advantages such as roads, an established community, etc., which
are worth a good deal.

There are now on the estate 700 kilometres of cart-roads, few of

them lit for a motor, but efforts are being made to improve them.

Whilst the Japanese in other parts of Sao Paulo—working as

tenants—are not considered satisfactory labourers, yet as proprietors

of land on this estate they give every satisfaction. The Japanese
colonists are all concentrated in one part of the estate.

The crops grown by the people are coffee, cotton, Indian corn,

beans, etc. The land is only 400 metres above sea-level and for this

reason agriculturists consider coffee a risky crop as frost is more
likely to attack low-lying ground. COO metres is considered the safe

line. In 1918 all the coffee trees in this district were cut back
by the frost (the same as in most districts in the south) but the manager
had the trunks of the trees cut down under the soil and the old trees

grew up again very vigorously ; these trees, after two years and eight

months now yield heavily. The Company has a coffee plantation of

its own, called " Agua Branca " of 1,055 " alqueires "
; the colonists

looking after this are paid at 130 milreis per year for every 1,000 trees

and 600 reis for gathering 50 litres of the berries ; the colonists working
this coffee plantation are allowed to plant, on their own account, Indian
corn and beans between the trees. For additional day labourers they
have to pay 4 $500 j^er day, if he is a colonist on the estate, and if

he is an outsider 5 milreis, plus food (=2 milreis). This is very high
in comparison with the rest of the State but everything is dear here.

On the " Cafezal " there are 300,000 trees and this year they hope to
increase the number to 400,000. The crop is earlier here than in the
south and was being gathered at the time of our visit, early May.
200,000 trees, two years and eight months old, had produced 25,000
" arrobas " of 15 kilos. Coffee yields here 125 " arrobas " per 1,000
trees, which is 25 per cent, higher than the best in the south. On the
fazenda of the company they had an exceptional cotton crop in 1919—
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6 " alqueires " gave SOOlbs. lint per acre. These yields are on coffee

ground where the coffee plants are small and there is therefore room
for cotton between the rows of coffee trees ; the yields would there-

fore be much larger had the whole field been given up to cotton. Mr.

Clark, the managing director, considers that over his whole estate the

cotton crop is 250 arrobas=5001bs. lint per acre, where cotton is grown
as a "catch-crop," being of secondary importance to coffee and
Indian corn. In some fields we saw cotton, corn, beans and coffee

all growing mixed together. It must be remembered that India

gives as on an average not a lOOlbs. ; the U.S.A. 2201bs. (when an

acre in the Mississippi exceptionally yields 5001bs. lint it is a very rare

occasion). Egypt's yield has gone down to 350lbs. ; in 1920-21 it will

not be more than 2701bs. In the latter two countries much more
labour is bestowed on the cultivation than in Sao Paulo and cotton

occupies the field alone.

The cost of clearing the land, burning down forests, and getting

it ready for cultivation is here estimated to be 200 milreis per
" alqueire "

; this work is generally carried out by natives from the

State of Bahia who have specialised in it for many years.

The Clearing of the Forests at Blrlguy

The settlers build their own houses, using the wood of the trees

they have felled ; there is a saw-mill at the station. Some use nothing

but bamboo and clay. The cost of a small dwelling of a primitive

kind is 700 milreis. {See illustration, p. 88.)

The method of cultivation is a rough-and-ready one as described

in the early part of this chapter.

There were two ginneries working at Biriguy and shortly the

number will be increased to four. The charge for ginning and baling

was high, namely, 3 $200 reis per 15 kilos. The bale press Mas a

primitive screw press {see p. 101). The cotton varied in length, even

in one field. It would be a great advantage if a uniform supply of
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unguy. The Settlers' Abode

cotton seed of one variety were delivered by the Government to the
manager for distribution. This would undoubtedly lead to the im-
provement of the staple.

The Company does not buy the produce of the settlers. They
sell to small merchants and these again sell to larger merchants in the

city.

The railway freight of coffee and cotton from this place to Santos
is very high indeed. The freights are a severe handicap and were it

not for the enormous fertility of the soil the new settlers would not
be able to compete.

The Fazenda Aracatuba, situated in the municipality of Sao Jose
do Rio Preto, along the River Tiete and the North-Western Railway,
comprising 46,371 alqueires (each of 24,000 sq. metres which is

equivalent to 3,000,000 English acres) is another estate which, from
information given to me by the owner, Mr. Paes Barretos, seems of

similar fertility as the district of Biriguy, just described. A large

portion of the estate is still virgin forest and the soil and climate are

considered to be favourable for coffee and cotton. The owner claims

the additional advantage that besides the railway, he has got river

communication with the Argentine Republic. The distance by rail

from the estate to Sao Paulo is 812 km., to Santos, 991km. and to

Rio de Janeiro, 1,301km.

Hydraulic Bale Press.—The largest hydraulic cotton bale press in

existence in Brazil is in the city of Sao Paulo, belonging to Messrs. L.

G. de Sousa Pinto & Co., 13, Rua Alvares Penteado. The press is of

German make and can give a maximum pressure of 1,014 kilos per
cubic metre. The Chief of the Cotton Department states that Sao
Paulo cotton can stand a pressure of 720 kilos per cubic metre. The
bales are of 300 kilos weight and instead of iron hoops^ wire is used.

Every ginning machine in Sao Paulo pays an annual tax of 500
milreis.
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COFFEE.

One cannot speak of Sao Paulo without mentioning in some
detail its greatest staple crop, coffee. This State as regards the
world's supply of coffee takes up a more prominent position than the

U.S.A. as regards cotton, as will be readily recognised from a perusal of

the following statistics.

The production of coffee in Sao Paulo has been as follows :

1909/10 1910/11 1911/12 1912/13 1913/14

12,124,051 9,458,376 10,580,172 9,470,833 11,072,387

1914/15

9,206,507

1915/16

11,711,200

1916/17

9,937,895

1917/18

12,210,150

1918/19

7,253,250

sacks of 60 kilos whilst the production of the world is shown in the

following table :—

WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF COFFEE FOR THE LAST
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currency values of the total exports from the country and those of

coffee alone, since 191G, may prove of interest :

—

1916 1917 1918 1919 1920
COXTOS CONTOS CONTOS CONTOS CONTOS

Total exporta

Coffee onlv
1,137,000

589,000
1,192.000

440,000
1,137.000

353,000
2,179,000 1,752,000

1,220,000 861,000

Owing to the lower quotations that ruled during the year 1920,

as compared with those of the preceding year, the total value of coffee

exported decreased much more than the quantity shipped, as the

subjoined table shows :

—

SHIPMENTS
BAGS VALUE

1916 .. .. 13,039,000 £29,281,000

1917 .. .. 10,606,000 23,054,000

1918 .. .. 7,433,000 19,041,000

1919 .. .. 12,963,000 72,607,000

1920 .. .. 11,523,000 52,817,000"

In the heart of the S. Paulo State, as far as the eye reaches, one sees

the undulated country carefully planted with straight rows of coffee

trees, of which 834 millions are said to exist in this State. Each tree gives

an average production (over 10 years) of 49 arrobas at 15 kilos per 1,000

trees. The yield has fallen steadily from 250 arrobas and Mr. Cincinato

Braga states that in 10 years' time—unless chemical manuring is

resorted to—it will not be more than 30 arrobas. Some of the former
coffee plantations of the north of Rio which gave abundant crops

between 1850 to 1890 have been turned into pasture land and those

which remain yield only 30 arrobas per 1,000 trees. New coffee

Coflee Plantation at " Sampaio Vidal " with Houses of the "Colonists
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A branch of a Coffee Tree

plantations in the nortli are still giving 150 arrobas but coffee culti-

vation is more and more moving northwards and it is Mr. Braga's

prognostication that in years to come it will finally settle on the

Parah3^ba river and then Sao Paulo will be turned into a " cemetery
of coffee plantations." This jwophecy, I suppose, is to hold good only

in case planters refuse to use chemical manures and thus restore the

exhausted soil. A coffee tree will bear quite 40 years and it will be

readily understood that after such a lapse of years the soil becomes
poor. How it is to be achieved that the 834,000,000 trees are to be

regularly manured, or even half this number, is too difttcult to imagine

with the present density of population. Coffee cultivation even now,
under ordinary conditions, requires considerably more labour than
cotton.

Coffee has a fascination for the Paulista, but in view of the high

cotton yields in the State and the ever decreasing coffee yields one

cannot come to any other conclusion but that cotton will expand
here in the near future at the expense of coffee. Cotton is already

being cultivated amongst the coffee trees on many estates as a catch-

crop, the workpeople are therefore becoming conversant with its

method of cultivation. Moreover cotton would not suffer from the
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frost which every now and then devastates }iuge eoflee plantations
;

before the frosts come the cotton is picked and. of course, only annual
kinds are grown.

The coffee shrub is from two to four metres high, its leaves are of an
oval shape, bright dark green, the flowers are at the base of the leaf

stalk and form into fiery red cherries, in each of which are generally
two coffee beans. The shrub grows best in a temperature })etween
15° to 27° C, but withstands even slight frosts for short periods. The
flowers form from Sej^tember to December and the cherries ripen

towards May. The coffee shrub grows in every State of Brazil from
Ceara down to Catharina, but as shown, Sao Paulo is the predominating
coffee region not only of Brazil, but also of the world. The finely

pulverized humus soil, known as " Terra roxa," of volcanic origin,

which is found in extensive tracts in the Central and also in the

North-Western parts of the State, is considered the ideal land for

coffee plantations. The shrub suffers severely from strong winds, and
frost above 1° C. are fatal ; the latter occur frequently in the low lying

areas, for which reason plantations are generally on high land, about
300 to 600 metres above sea level.

The seedlings are reared in a shady nursery at the fringe of the
forest ; the value of a small plant ready for transplanting is one milreis,

Avhilst the fully developed shrub is considered worth 3 milreis. Thus
a coffee plantation of the size of that of Conde Prat, with about 900,000
shrubs represents a big value. The largest coffee planter is Francisco

Schmidt who started life in Brazil as an ordinary field labourer ; his

company owois now 52 estates, the capital is 15,000 contos.

The shrubs are planted in straight lines, 3-5 X 4-5 metres apart,

the soil requires to be kept free from weeds ; on a properly conducted
plantation five cleanings are made, and the shrubs are regularly

pruned. After the third year the shrubs begin to bear and continue
generally for 30 to 40 years, but we saw some much older trees, one
was said to be 120 years old. Weeding is generally done by means
of the primitive hoe, though on some estates intercultivators are used.

The soil underneath the shrubs is swept and any early ripening cherries

which fall off can thus be collected. Often big sheets are spread out
during the picking to catch the dropping cherries. Many hands are

required for the actual gathering, old men, women and children have
to help, indeed the whole countryside is busy during the picking season.

A family of " colonists," as the tenants or labourers on a
" fazenda " are called, looks after 1,000 coffee trees and all the

crops grown between them. The terms on which these people are

engaged are :
" An annual payment of 150 milreis is made per 1,000

coffee trees. The cotton planted between the row is included in

this wage. The gathering of the coffee-cherries is paid at 500 reis

per 50 litres. When called upon to do day-labour, they are paid

3S000 per day. Cotton picking is paid extra at 1 $500 per 15 kilos

seed cotton. Each family is allowed to have a row of Indian corn

and a row of beans for their own use."

Immigrants and labourers from other parts get their railway

fare paid, if they remain two years on the fazenda. Medical attendance

is charged to the colonist at 500 reis per member of the family, per
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month. Only recognised feast days are observed. No colonist is

allowed to leave the estate without permit. The colonist may buy
his own requirements where he likes ; he is not allowed to open a
shop. Insubordination, habitual drunkenness or carelessness in work
are justified causes for dismissal. Notice to leave must be given
before June 20th.

In the coffee zone there is always a scarcity of labour and often
the amount of land allowed to the colonist for his own use makes
all the difference between lack of labour and an ample supply.

On an up-to-date plantation the cherries are put in a trough and
washed (a good sup^^ly of water is available in most places in Sao
Paulo), and carried by means of water channels to the puljiing machine
{" despolpador ") which removes the fleshy part of the cherry, to be
used later as manure, and leaves the berries free ; they are at this

stage still covered with a parchment skin. On leaving this machine
the beans drop again in a water channel which conducts them to

drying platforms (" terreiros ") where they are spread out and exposed
to the heat of the sun. When dry, they are taken to the huller

machine (" descascador "") where the parchment skin is easily removed
through the action of rollers, from there they pass to a fan which blows
the skins and impurities away and finally they are classified according
to size into six different grades ; on some " fazendas " polishing

machines are used. The coffee is packed in bags of 60 kilos.

The reader will see that man}^ are the processes before the coffee

bean is ready to leave the plantation which explains the statement
previously made that coffee requires more labour than cotton.

When the bags reach Santos or Rio de Janeiro (the former is the
principal coffee port), tliey are delivered to large warehouses where
each bag is sampled on delivery. The coffee is then graded into

eleven classes, of which number seven represents " good average,"
various deliveries are mixed together, the small beans are again
separated from the large ones and the beans are then ready for being
filled into bags. The machinery used for these various treatments
consists mostly of sieves, automatic transporters and shoots.

On arrival at port 9 jier cent, ad valorem export duty is payable.

Coffee is the great national drink throughout Brazil, almost at

every street corner one finds a cafe where a small cup of coffee is sold

at the low rate of 100 reis (— fd. with exchange at 7d.) and no tips

are given. This has been the standard price of a cup for many years

whether exchange was high or low.

There is no other product of Brazil which is so carefully graded
as the coffee of Sao Paulo. The coffee grown in the other States of

Brazil does not undergo this kind of classification, the quantity being

so small, it would not pay to instal the necessary machinery.
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STATE OF MINAS GERAES.

Area : 588,550 sqare kilometres.

Population : 5,527,900 inhabitants.

Capital : (Bello Horizonte), 50,000 inhabitants.

Measure : 1 " alqueire " in this State is equal to 220 x 220 metres =

48,400 square metres.

STATE

MINAS CERAES '

RAILWm-COMPlULD J
RAILWAYS-mSTRUaWC —— • t
BOUNDARIES , XJ
AreascHimsrCoTTON /m< -^
Production ^ \n

" Minas," as this State is generally called in place of Minas Geraes

(= general mines ) is bounded on the north by the State of Bahia,
on the east by that of " Espirito Santo," on the south by those of

Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. According to the size, it is the fifth

State of the Union, being more than twice the size of the previously

described state of Sao Paulo. Minas is situated in the interior and
has no seaport of its own ; its traffic passes principally through Santos,

Rio de Janeiro, some goes via Bahia and Victoria, in Espirito Santo.

The percentage of white people in Minas is 43 per cent., that of

the mixed race 36, and blacks represent 19 per cent.

" Minas " as the name indicates is more famous on account of

its mineral wealth than its agricultural products, though it is more
than questionable whether the latter would not produce more riches if

as much labour were expended on it as on mining.
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The plateau from the south of Brazil continues through Minas,
ranging in height from 400 to over 1,000 metres. Bello Horizokte
is the capital, which has been built by the Government as recenth^

as 25 years ago. It is constructed on entirely modern lines with
parallel streets, wide open spaces and presents a beautiful appearance.

It was destined principally for the Government offices and the resi-

dence of the officials. The population is now 50,000, comprising

mostly officials and those who cater for their wants. The town itself

lies in a hollow, surrounded by mountains, has an excellent climate

—

warm during the day but cool at night. The atmosphere is dry.

The land of the south of the State is less fertile than the

neighbouring State of Sao Paulo, indeed pasture for cattle is all that

that vast portion up to the capital of Bello Horizonte and beyond seems

to yield. Indeed it was only on the way to Pirapora, the terminus

of the railway, on the Sao Francisco river, that cotton in anything

like commercial quantities came to our notice.

The cotton zones of Minas are :

1. Para—Pitanguy with Formiga, situated west of the- capital.

2. Curvello, north of the capital on the railM^ay to Pirapora.

3. Catoni—Montes Claros, in centre of the State.

4. Arassuahy and Peganha in the east.

5. Lengoes do Rio Verde, north-east.

6. Araguary to Sao Pedro de Uberabinha, in the west.

7. The margins of the Sao Francisco river.

Besides in the above localities cotton is grown in almost every

village ; many out-of-the-way houses have their own cotton plot, the

product of which is ginned on a small roller-hand-gin, practically of

the same design as used in India ; it is then spun by hand and finally

woven on very primitive hand looms. In weaving the women push

the shuttle with the hands from one side to the other ; the fly-shuttle

would save about 40 jjer cent, of the time.

The fact that cotton is grown so generally in many parts

—

however small the quantity may be—is proof that Minas is a probable

field for the " future " supply of cotton for the world. I emphasize

the word " future," because for the present the means of transport

will hardly permit Minas cotton to compete freely with the cotton of

other States. The cotton grown in Minas is not all used by the mills

of the State, they buy a good deal of cotton from Bahia and further

north, on which the transport expenses are very heavy. The Govern-

ment and other interested parties should in the first instance aim at

making the State self-supporting as regards cotton. This can certainly

be achieved by seed distribution of one variety for each district for

which purpose seed farms must be introduced. Such a step would

save large sums to the mills in the form of freight economies. It is

strange that Minas cotton should, even now, be exported and that at

the same time the Minas mills should import more than half their

requirements. The total consumption of the Minas cotton mills is

estimated at 6,000,000 kilos. The export tax on cotton from Mina&
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is at present 4 per cent., but one of the modern ginning factories

belonging to a company of Mr. Trajano de V. Medeiros at Pirapora
has a concession of 25 per cent, reduction on this rate.

Owing to the difficulty of travel in Minas it was quite impossible
for us to inspect closely more than the districts along the Sao Francisco
river, but we examined also some cotton fields at Cordisburgo, and
at Curvello.

The cotton produced in Minas varies in length of fibre from
^in. to l|in. ; it ranges from coarse to fine, silky fibres. There are

at least three varieties grown and generally one finds them all in

one and the same field.

As we progressed up north the tendency was to keep annual
cottons more than one year in the field. The shrubs are simply cut
back at the end of the season.

The rainy season is from October to March, the dry season covers
the rest of the year.

The land measure here is 48,400 square metres per ''alqueire"
which is, therefore, almost twice as much as in Sao Paulo.

The varieties of cotton growing are :

1.

—

The herbaceous kind, of American origin, often called " Big Boll "

or " Big Boffe," but it is seldom Russell Big Boll. The fibre

is coarse, anything from 20 to 30mm., very often strong. People
say that it resists the pink boll-worm and cotton leaf-worm
better than other kinds, but where ants are this cotton cannot
exist. This real annual plant is in most places grown for two
or three years, i.e., the plant is cut off two or three inches above
the ground after it has given a crop ; in the next season it sprouts
out again and the new branches bear the crop. We were
repeatedly told that in the second year the crop is heavier, if the
pink boll-worm does not infest the field. The seed is hairy, with
yellowish-green linters (ginning percentage about 30 per cent.).

2.

—

Rim de Boi is a tree cotton, which has the curious " kidney " seed
arrangement. Seven or eight seeds are joined closely together in

two's with one at the head, resembling the formation of the rattle

of the rattlesnake, or as the name indicates, the seeds are similar to
the kidney of an ox. The seeds are practically bare of linters ; they
cling closely together. The fibre of this cotton varies from 25 to
32mm. in length ; it is finer than the herbaceous kind and is very
strong. The colour of the lint is white but there is also a khaki-
coloured Rim de Boi cotton ; this latter is frequently used by the
domestic spinners as it gives a nice effect in the cloth, without
the necessity of dyeing. " Rim " cotton is often called " In-
TEIEO." The ginning percentage is only 18 per cent, and for

this reason it is generally bought round the district of Pirapora
with a discount of 20 per cent, on the other cottons. In Joazeiro
and farther north in Bahia this cotton is very much appreciated
by the hammock weavers and a premium, instead of a discount,
is paid.
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3.

—

Crioula or Quebradinho, or Maranhao, or Miudo, is the third
variety

; it has a very small black seed with a sharp point,
absolutely bare of any hairs. It is a tree cotton, remaining three
and even five years in the soil. The fibre is very glossy, fine,

varying in length from 24 to 3omm. In the Pirapora zone it

does well, but along the Sao Francisco river the fibre does not
develop in length and people say that it is more subject to insect
attacks than any other kind. This seed is very similar to the
" Moco " seed of the Serido. It is, however, smaller.

The names of these cottons are constantly confused ; they
differ from one locality to another.

4.

—

Sertanejo Arboreo is a tree cotton, 15 to 25mm. It is very
similar to Crioula. We found it only in Cordisburgo.

The astonishing feature about cotton in Sao Paulo and Minas is

that one hardly ever sees a fibre that is not strong.

As a rule all these cottons can be met with in one and the same
field and the majority of cultivators leave the shrubs growing for

several years, but there are some M'ho plant seed every year, in which
case the American herbaceous kind is used.

Cotton in Minas is not generally cultivated on a large scale, but
only by small holders. Indian corn is mostly grown in the same
field ; it shoots up quickly and then the cotton plant is over-shadowed

and has not enough circulation of air.

From the information given us we calculated that the average

yield per acre is about 1801b. lint, whilst in the Sao Francisco it may
be taken as 2201b., but these figures are not very reliable as it is too

difficult, in view of the many crops grown together; to obtain exact

information on this point.

The land is prepared, in the more enlightened parts, with ploughs

from June to August, but generally only a hoe is used. According

to the first rainfall the seeds are planted between September and
November. Picking takes place in June

;
generally there are two

pickings. No rotation of crop is followed.

In each locality there is only one price for cotton, whether short

or long, dirty or clean.

With the exception of the ginning factory of Mr. Trajano, S. V.

de Medeiros at Pirapora, all the ginning plants are miserable in-

stallations, generally 18 to 30 saw-blades constitute the machine.

They are all made by the American Eagle Company and are driven

mostly by oxen, the machinery being similar to the ancient Persian

water-wheel, viz., a huge wooden cog-wheel turned by the animal

works the shaft of the pulley from which a home-made leather strap

drives the gin. It is in Minas where we have seen the most
" inefficient " ginning.

The future of Minas as a cotton producer for the markets of the

world lies a long way ahead. First the different types have to be

separated ; the people trained to better cultivation and to careful

picking and ginning of cotton. Great possibilities do exist, but they

are far from materialising in the near future. Meanwhile the means of

transportation have to be improved for at present a good deal of produce
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is spoiled for want of ready communication with the large centres.

The people seem hard working.

The modern ginning factory at Pirapora belongs to the " CoM-
PANHiA ViAQAO E INDUSTRIAL DE PiRAPORA," one of the numerous
Companies of Mr. Trajano S. V. de Madeiros. It may be of interest

to state briefly the terms on which the Government of Minas has given

to the Company the concession for the ginning factory and oil mill

:

a Government loan of 200 contos at 6 per cent, interest, re-payable

in instalments within 15 years ; no import duties on machinery,

25 per cent, reduction on the export duties, exemption from municipal

taxes during the next 25 years and all land for the factory and
experimental station were given free.

There are two large gins and a single American box press.

The Company has also an oil seed plant which is the more im-

portant section as it is intended to bring up on the River Sao Fran-

cisco the cotton seed from distant parts where at present most of it

is given to the goats and cattle for fodder. The present price of seed

in those parts is 40 reis per kilo. The freight to Pirapora is calculated

at 30 reis. The cost of jute bagging is probably as much as the cost

of the seed it contains, for a bag holding 40 kilos of seed costs at

present 1$200.

In the oil plant what is called the " cold " process is used. This

is applicable to all kinds of seed, whilst the " hot " process employed
in the majority of cotton seed oil mills can only be used for this

special seed. These machines were made by V. Anderson Company,
Cleveland, U.S.A.

Pirapora is joined to Rio by 1,006 km. railway, half on narrow
gauge and half on broad gauge. This town is increasing rapidly, it

is the great emporium for the goods which are handled by the river

traffic, at the commencement of the navigable portion. Joazeiro is

at the other end 1,369km. away, from there 576km. railway connects

with the capital of Bahia, known in Brazil as Sao Salvador, but in

Europe as " Bahia."

After the previous general remarks on cotton growing in Minas,

details as to the conditions of cotton cultivation along the Sao Fran-

cisco river will be learnt from a perusal of the next few pages which

are short extracts from my diary :

—

SAO FRANCISCO RIVER

The River Sao Francisco rises in the mountain range called
" Canastra " in Minas and flows through the States of Minas, Bahia,

Pernambuco, Alagoas and Sergipe, where it enters the Atlantic Ocean,

The length of the river is 3,100km., 2,400 of which are navigable.

Some small portions are, however, only accessible to boats during the

rainy season and it may be said that regular navigation is established

only between Piraf»ora, in the State of Minas, and Joazeiro, in the State

of Bahia, a distance of 1,369km., of which 480 are in Minas and 890

in Bahia. This portion may be called the navigable stretch of the

Upper Sao Francisco. The second part navigable throughout the

year is between Piranhas and Barra, about 230km. in length where
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the " Paulo Afifonso " falls check all progress of ships. This forms
the Lower Sao Francisco and is situated between Alagoas and Sergipe.
During the dry season navigation is very difficult, as there are many
shallow parts ; the draught of ships must not be more than 1 -SOmm.
There are also some places with hidden rocks and fast currents.

A large number of tributaries of the Sao Francisco are also navi-
gable but regularly established navigation exists only on the Paeacatu
CoRRENTES and Rio Grande, with its secondary tributary Rio Preto.

The lack of more frequent and regular navigation is seriously felt

and it was proved by a Commission that for want of transportation
facilities large quantities of produce were rotting on the quays. In
some instances consignments had to lie in the open for six months
or more.

Those who desire to become more acquainted with the great

possibilities of this river, are advised to study a large volume issued

in 1860 by an engineer, M. Enrique Guilherme Fernando Hahlfeld

—

who made the first detailed survey of the river from 1852 to 1854.

This book, which has become rather rare, contains a number of maps
and can probably only be obtained through Government offices in

Rio de Janeiro ; it is still the standard work on the Sao Francisco.

A short and highly interesting description of the river, crops, minerals,

etc., is found in a pamphlet by M. Alfredo dos Anjos, called " Rio
S. Francisco " and published in 1918 by " Estabelecimento Graphico
F. Forgonovo," 91, Rua do Lavradio, Rio de Janeiro.

We travelled for eleven days on this flat-bottomed steamer
stopping wherever anything of interest was to be seen or whenever
our wood fuel had to be replenished. In the upper reaches near

The steamer of the " Companhia Industria e Viaq;ao de Pirapora,"

on which the Miosion travelled
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Pirapora the river was very shallow and sandy. Whenever the

steamer went aground, which occurred pretty frequently—mostly
during the night, the sailors, all powerful men nearly all of the negro

type, jumped overboard with crow-bars and bodily levered the steamer
off. These men worked very hard and were always full of humour and
pleasant. After a few days journey, the water-level became so low
that we had to stop during the nights. The navigation is almost
entirely done according to the appearance of the surface of the water.

On nearing Joazeiro there are some difficult stretches to navigate on
account of hidden rocks coming within a few inches to the surface

and often covering almost the width of the river, indeed in some
cases the open passage between these rocks is very limited and the

current extremely swift. Before this part of the country can be
properly opened up a great quantity of the hidden rocks will have
to be removed, as navigation is too precarious.

Similar rapids are also on the Lower Sao Francisco, when
approaching the Paulo Affonso Falls.

On this river journey we had the pleasure of the company of

Dr. Octavio Carneiro, the chairman of the Companhia Industria e

Viagdo de Pirapora, one of the many enterprises of Mr. S. V. Trajano
de Medeiro.

Sao Francisco was our first port, 229km. from Pirapora and
1,140km. from Joazeiro. It has 3,000 inhabitants. There is one gin

with 25 saws which had not been sharpened for three years though
every year fully at work.

There is a great confusion of names of the various cottons. What
was known in Pirapora and the rest of Minas by " Creoula " is here

called " Inteiro " or " Rim de boi," etc. Only one price is paid for

all cottons, whether long, short, dirty or clean. The growers did

not know that the length of fibre, cleanliness, strength, etc., contributed

any value to the cotton.

One bale screw press worked by hand, similar to the one shown
in accompanying illustration, was the only press used. Indeed this

kind of press is typical right through the interior. The best cotton
in all the mixture was the small black seeded cotton, spoken of in

this place as " Quebradinho," measuring 34mm. All the cotton was
very dirty.

There are two markets in the town for the sale of the produce
and for weighing purposes, but cotton is not sold there. I suggested

that town authorities should induce the growers to sell their cotton

in the market ; that proper regulations on the lines of the Indian and
Egyptian cotton markets should be established.

The American kind " Big Boll " is much affected by ants, whilst

Creoula legitima (Quebradinho) withstands them. The season for

picking was just beginning (end of May). The seed is planted October,

November and December. All the cotton is grown mixed with Indian
corn. Land is held by families ; the value of land is estimated at

anything from 10 to 80 $000 per alqueire of 48,400 square metres, but
when buying a large estate, land can be had much cheaper ; in fact,

some little distance away from the river, land can be had at a nominal
charge. Probably the lawyer's expenses would be as much as the

value of the land.
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.^^^,

Primitive Hand Screw Press for Cotton Bales, in general use up-country

Field workers receive 2 $570 per day. The share system is in

vogue in these parts. For picking cotton the payment is 1 $200 per

15 kilos ; a woman or a child can pick on an average only 15 kilos

per day.

We visited also a plantation on the other side of the river ; in

one and the same field there was rice, beans, grass, Indian corn and
cotton. The owner could not tell us what he made on cotton. All

the different varieties of cotton were to be seen. Creoula takes nine

months to mature, but as they have no rain at that time of the year,

this long period of maturing does not interfere. There was a great

deal of " Big Boll " in the field, and some of it was good.

About every ten years the land is flooded ; it is a slow inundation,

depositing alluvial soil. Occasionally heavy floods come ; the last

one was in 1919 of which all the towns and villages still bear traces

of devastation, many of the houses having fallen in and have not

been re-built. The water must have risen some 25m. on that

occasion and for months the people had to take refuge on the

neighbouring hills.

Januario : 1,055km. from Joazeiro, 314km. from Pirapora.

All the different kinds of cotton, except the " Inteiro " (or " Rim
de boi ") are called here " herbaceo "

; the people grow the usual

sorts, all mixed up.

One gin had worked three years without sharpening saws. It

was driven by oxen, the gearing being on the model of the old-fashioned

Persian wheel. In this place we saw some women spinning by hand,
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The Landing Stage at Januario

also hand-weaving. Pillow-lace making is one of the princij)al occu-
pations for women and children in all these villages and the photograph
below shows mother and child at work. Coats' sewing thread is given
the preference over the Pedra thread of Brazilian manufacture, was
the information given by these women, but Coats' thread was dearer
and more difficult to obtain.

The left side of the river in Minas is more fertile than the right

side, as there is more water on the left. For this reason the virgin

The Makmg of Pillow-Lace is a great Domestic Industry all along

the Sao Francisco River and in the whole of North Brazil
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forests come closer to the river. These forests contain fine hard woods.
Transportation and other expenses of the wood to Rio de Janeiro
are calculated to be 100 $000 per cubic metre, whilst the wood can
readily be sold at twice that figure in Rio.

In this district "Succuris," a kind of "boa constrictor," abound.
They had recently found one of great length, 10m. and more, which
had died through swallowing a " Capybari " (resembles wild pig but
is actually a rodent). During the week prior to our arrival five
" succuri " snakes had been brought into the town. The skins are
used for many purposes.

Jacare : 364km. from Pirapora, 1,005km. from Joazeira.

The name of this place means " crocodile." All along the Upper
Sao Francisco crocodiles are very numerous.

We visited two ginneries, both mule, or oxen driven, called

here " bolandeiras." One of the gins had worked six years and the

other sixteen years without any sharpening of the saws ; each gin

had about 20 saws. The proprietor of one ginning factory had a

spare set of saws, but he did not consider it necessary to replace the

worn-out ones. In one factory they had 2 hand-presses turning out
bales of 60 and 80 kilos. One man bought on the basis of an arroba

of 15 and the other of 16 kilos.

In this district " Rim " is cultivated little as it is attacked by
insects. The present price, regardless of length of staple, etc., of all

seed cottons is 5 $000, but for " Rim," on account of low ginning out-

turn, it is 4 $000.

The only people who know what a good quality of cotton is are

the women accustomed to spinning and weaving. The men in the

cotton business never dream of looking at the fibre.

Manga de Japore : (426km. from Pirapora, 943km. from Joazeiro).

This is the largest cotton exporting port in Minas. We visited a

field about 3km. outside the town ; it was a mixture of an American
kind, much hybridized, and the black seeded cotton, known here as
" Maranhao," which is the same as " Creoula " in the south. The
hybrid American was, in places, long, about 30mra. and strong ; in

others it was very short. The Maranhao was not yet ripe.

In a ginning factory we saw a gin with 18 saws which had worked
without attention to the saws for ten years. The pile of seed in the

factory from last year was all a mixture.

" Rim " is not much cultivated here and from what we could

see and learn the American kinds of cotton seem to do better in this

zone than any other varieties. This is quite contrary to the experience

of the southern parts visited by us. People say that the American
herbaceous kinds withstand insects better than the others.

Prior to Manga we stopped a short time at Morrinha, where
spinning and weaving are carried on to some extent by the women.

Almost every household along the Sao Francisco River has in

the garden a primitive funnel made of wooden sticks, each about
four feet long, in which wood ashes are filtered, in this way providing

potash. Vegetable oil is added and the mixture serves as soap.
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This finishes the description of Minas. It must be stated that

cotton in small patches is grown all along the left side of the river

from Pirapora to Sao Francisco, but some distance away from the

river. There is a large cotton zone on the right and left bank of

the river " Rio dos Pandeiros," which is a tributary of the Sao
Francisco, joining the latter below Januario. Cotton from here is

brought to Januario, Jacare and Manga. On the right side is a

cotton zone behind Morrinho, along the Rio Verde.

On the Rio dos Pandeiros is a waterfall, 35m. high, not yet

used for hydro-electric purposes.

Besides cotton Minas produces coffee, Indian corn, rice, black

beans, tobacco (for which Minas is famous), sugar cane, potatoes and
manioc or mandioca. The latter is a root of a shrub which is ground
to flour and as in the interior bread is seldom baked, meat and
vegetables are generally covered with mandioca flour (" farinha ")

in substitution of bread.

A typical View of the Vegetation along the Banl

Sao Francisco River

of the Upper
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Chapter VI

STATE OF BAHIA
Area : 536,110 sq. km.

Population of State : 2,500,000 inhabitants (1912).

Capital : Bahia (Sao Salvador), 300,000 inhabitants.

H y ,,?'

STATE

baAia
Pailwa ys : Completed

Railwa ys: Under Construc ticn

29° 3°° .-

' I I Kilometres

The State of Bahia, on account of its large area and varieties of

climates is able to produce crops of the tropical, sub-tropical and tem-
perate zones.

Bahia has a long sea-coast, is bounded in the north by the States

of Sergipe, Alagoas, Pernambuco, Piauhy and in the east by Goyaz.
In the south is " Minas " the neighbouring State.
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The Cotton Zones of Bahia are the following, together with the

quantities of sacks of cotton sold to the cotton mills of Bahia from
1st July, 1920 to 30th June, 1921, as per latest report of the " Centre

Industrial do Algodao," Bahia :

OKDER
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There is no export tax in Bahia, but various little taxes, such as
agricultural administration tax 1*5 per cent., statistical tax 2-2 per
cent. ; in all, these levies come to 3-7 per cent.

In Bahia we got to know the cotton along the Sao Francisco and
that grown along the railway between Joazeiro and the city of Bahia.
We also examined the various cottons in the stores of the mills.

The quality of cotton and the conditions under which it is grown
vary in this State so much that a short extract from my daily notes
will probably convey a more correct idea than an attempt at

generalising.

SAO FRANCISCO RIVER (continuation)

Following on the Sao Francisco river from the last description in

the previous chapter on Minas we got to Malhada, 481km. distant

from Pirapora and 888km. from Joazeiro.

Our next stop Avas at Carinhanha, 483km. from Pirapora and
886km. from Joazeiro.

Opposite this town there is an estate belonging to Mr. Augusto
Jaep, called " Cerra do Ramalho," which is said to be well-managed,

but it was too distant for us to visit.

Land is very cheap here ; one man bought 500 square kilometres

for 50 contos in 1915.

As soon as one enters the State of Bahia one is forcibly reminded
that politics, sometimes local, sometimes of State nature, play a very

important part in the lives of the people. The question of having
street lights or not, was the primary cause of a revolution in a

neighbouring place, " Carinhanha," which lasted several months and
spread to surrounding districts, also to Malhada. There are frequent

political turmoils in the State of Bahia, and when the European reads

exaggerated statements of these in his newspapers, the conclusion is

often drawn that this state of affairs applies to the whole country,

which, of course, is entirely A\Tong. These disturbances are of a local

nature. It is true, politics occupy the minds of people in every State

to a great extent to the detriment of business, but generally differences

are adjusted without bloodshed. In Bahia this is not the case and
Malhada and Caranhanha bear traces of a violent passage at arms.

Many buildings show the bullet holes, even churches have not been

spared. Devastation has been increased by the great flood which
took place in 1919. Many houses on the high bank of the river were

destroyed and at the time of our visit were not yet restored.

There is a new ginning factory at this place, its gin has 50 blades,

it is driven by an English steam engine, the boiler is also English,

but there was no cotton to gin. In normal times this port is of

importance as the cotton from Bella Flores, Monte Flores and Caitete

is brought here. This cotton is now shipped from " Bom Jesus de

Lapa " and has to be carried a greater distance on muleback before

it reaches the boats.

At a small place called Volta we saw a little field containing

mostly " Inteiro " cotton, measuring 32mm., its fibre was strong and
silky. It was the second year of its growth.
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On the Lower Sao Francisco River

On the Upper Sao Francisco River
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Barrero Grande, or Volta Grande, as it is sometimes called.

We inspected a saw-gin sold by Schill's of Manchester. It had
worked for four years without attention to the saws. The gin was
driven by the old-fashioned arrangement, known as " bolandeiro." The
bales were pressed by a hand-press. The cotton varied from 15mm.
to 32 mm. ; it was all mixed up.

" Inteiro " cotton was not good and the cultivator said that it

was easily attacked by insects. In this district the " annual " kind
(covered and naked seed) seemed to do better but, strange to say,

only two miles away from here the contrary obtained.

Bom Jesus de Lapa : 748km. from Joazeiro, 621km. from Pirapora.

We met a rather intelligent cultivator in this place who was able

to supply us with a little more information than we were able to obtain

in other parts along the Sao Francisco.

As everywhere, cotton is planted with the first rains which, in

this district, take place in October ; it is ready for picking from May
but continues to give lint until September. Preference is given to

the " herbaceous " kinds which remain here in the ground for at least

two years. Undoubtedly it would be better if they were planted

every year and the field burnt off after the first crop, because it is in

the second year that the cotton worm does great damage. The
cultivators allege that, if in the second year the cotton worm does

not appear in great numbers, the yield is much higher than in the

first year. Information supplied to us shows that the yield per acre

works out to 2201b. lint in a field where Indian corn is grown as well.

One cotton merchant, who is also farming, maintained that if only

cotton were grown icithout Indian corn, the yield should be 50 per cent,

higher. This question of growing cotton as a mixed crop with Indian

corn has certain advantages for a small man, as it ensures that either

one or the other of the crops will turn out satisfactory, but un-

doubtedly the height of the Indian corn must be a disadvantage to the

development of the cotton plant as it prevents the circulation of light

and air.

Maranhao cotton is said to be more liable to attacks of insect

pests. " Inteiro " cotton is well liked here. It is grown especially

on the islands of the river and one plant is said to yield as much as

8 kilos seed cotton. " Inteiro " cotton is not killed by the floods.

Generally speaking, the more distant future of cotton in this

district is good, but at present there is a shortage of hands. This

place is the outlet of the Bella Flores and the Caitete zones.

The " annual " plants have taken on the arboreal character.

There was a ginning factory with 25 saws, driven by a steam

engine. We saw some cotton in the store, already ginned, that had
come on mule back a distance of 40 leguas (each legua=6-5km.) from
Monte Alto—Riacho de Sant Anna ; it was of an inferior kind.

The people here believe that when an eclipse takes place during

the maturing of the cotton, the crop must be a poor one. The same
superstitious belief was expressed to us in several other parts of Brazil,

thousands of miles away.
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R.IO Branco (formerly known as Urubu) : 6G6kra. to Joazeiro, 703km.
to Pirapora.

There was one gin, 30 saws, not yet fitted up, as this year there

has been no cultivation of cotton in the immediate neighbourhood.

Close to this place the " Rio Corrente " joins the Sao Francisco

river on the left side. On it are situated Santa Maria and Porto

Novo, forming a considerable cotton zone. Here is a road through

to the State of Goyaz in the heart of Brazil ; Goyaz is said to produce
excellent cotton and to have very fertile soil but lack of railway and
river communication has so far prevented this cotton entering the

world's markets.

Pack-Mules with Country Bales of Cotton.

The usual Method of Transportation in the Northern Parts of Brazil (64 kilos

each bale) ; often 30 and more mules follow

RiACHO Sant Anna : 24 leguas away, has several gins.

Macaubas : 16 leagues away, has one gin. Both places send cotton
to Rio Branco, but the major portion goes to Lapa. On an average
some 1,000 bales of cotton are shipped every year from Rio Branco.
P09O DO MEL :

" Inteiro " cotton, 32mm., crossed with the herbaceous variety,

covered seeds instead of naked, fibre strong, bright white, but less

silky. Little damage by insects. The cotton is used for domestic
purposes.

The " Quebradinho " (black, seed, naked) was short—26mm.

Bom Jardim :

This is the port for Cannabrava, a cotton district some 22 leguas
away and here was the worst ginned cotton we have ever seen. It

is transported on mules, 2 bales of 60 kilos each, cost of transport=
15 $000 for the two bales.
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The yield of cotton was given as being 2801bs. lint per acre as a
mixed crop. It is a good district but short of hands.

Freight from here to Joazeiro is 1 $100 per 16 kilos. So far, some
200 arrobas have been sold to Joazeiro at 7 $500 per arroba, including

cost of freight. Both " Inteiro " and " Quebradinho " are liked, the
latter especially is good—up to 35mm.

Fazenda Torrinha, owned by Dr. Francisco B. Mariani, whom we
had the pleasure of meeting.

The " tarefa " here has only 4,000 square metres, instead of 4,356
square metres as in other parts ; we were told that if cotton were
planted alone it would yield about 7001b. per acre but with a mixture
of Indian corn in the same field it gave only 3801b. The ginning

out-turn of the cotton here is 31 per cent. lint. On this farm there

were produced about 8,000 kilos lint. This gentleman had never

thought of looking at the length of fibre, all cotton being paid, of

course, one uniform price ; he had not troubled about selecting seed,

etc.

This farm is especially engaged in cattle raising and the owner
complained that the people were not very good workers, that they
preferred fishing and the shooting of " egrets," which are plentiful in

these parts.

Barra do Rio Grande : 439 kilos from Joazeiro, 930 kilos from
Pirapora.

This is the port for Goyaz and Piauhy States ; cotton of excellent

quality also comes from Barreiras on the Rio Grande (789km. from
Joazeiro). The Rio Preto is a tributary of the Rio Grande and I am
told that the region between Santa Rita and Formosa is well suited

for cotton growing.

The yield near Barra do Rio Grande is said to be 7001b. per acre,

but here cotton alone is planted ; there is no rice nor Indian corn in

the field.

Quebradinho was 32mm. and Herbaceous 28 /30mm.

There is a gin with 40 saws driven by steam. The cotton was
badly ginned, although the gin was comparatively new and working
only two years.

From here begins the cultivation of the Carnauba Palm, the

leaves of which supply the well-known wax used sometimes in sizing^

warps ; a description of the primitive manner, in which the wax is

obtained is given in the last chapter. The trade in this wax is becoming
every year more important.

Chique-Chique or Xique-Xique : 359km. from Joazeiro, 1010km.
from Pirapora.

This district was closely surveyed a short time ago by Mr. L.

Zehntner, a Swiss who is an official of the Bahia Government ; he
recommended it specially for cotton growing (see Report iii " Boletim
da Agricultura 10—12, October to December, 1920, Secretariat of

Agriculture, Bahia).

The annual American kinds of cotton are grown here almost ex-

clusively but they are left in the ground for three years. Some-
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" Quebradinho " is also cultivated but the American kinds are

preferred. We were told that the second year gives the best yield.

In this district the cultivators have again given up cotton on account
of the low price. At present 3 $000 per 16 kilos seed cotton is paid

and as the yield per acre in mixed fields is only 1201b., cotton is no
more a paying crop ; for picking wages alone half the above price,

namely 1 $500 has to be paid. Land is very cheap. For 36 sq. km.
three contos were recently paid. The picking in this part of the

country is disgracefully performed. The people shake the cotton

from the trees and let it fall to the ground, then scoop it up, along

with sand and dirt. Cotton from this district has always been classed

by the Bahia people as seconds and thirds on account of the dirty

condition. The nearest gin is 60km. away and another one is situated

120km. distant. Generally, the agricultural conditions of Chique-
Chique seem very neglected. One farmer had bought a plough and
an American inter-cultivator, but he could not get anyone to use them.
The wages for day labour are 1 $500 per day. The cotton seed is

thrown to the animals, as it does not pay to transjDort it to any oil

mill. The goats especially are fond of cotton seed.

The reason why agriculture is neglected is probably due to the

fact that Chique-Chique is an excellent fishing place and fish sells at

10 $000 per 15 kilos against cotton at 3 $000. Fishing is an occupation
which does not call for continuous labour and consequently suits the
people better than agriculture.

The supply of fish is very plentiful and the fishing season is from
May until October ; on an average 8,000 " surubis " are caught,

weighing on an average 101b. but some of these are as heavy as 801b.

The fish is dried and sent to Bahia.

Some 60km. away from Chique-Chique there are found tour-

malines, diamonds, white and black, lead, saltpetre and crystals for

lenses. The mines also take people away from agriculture.

PiLAO Arcado : 278km. from Joazeiro, 1,091km, from Pirapora,

The only buyer of cotton is Col. Franklin Lins d'Albuquerque.
The cotton from this place is classified by Bahia as second class. He
buys about 70,000 kilos every year and cultivates about 70 acres

himself. Three years ago he lost 80 per cent, of his cotton through

the pink boll-worm, the following year he exposed his seed before

planting for several months to the sun, with the result that he lost

only 10 per cent, of his crop through pink boll-worm. He had
received information, .through Pernambuco, of this remedy. We
had heard of the same remedy in Sao Paulo.

The yield per acre is 2201bs. of lint. This farmer pulls up the

plants every year, burns the stalks and selects his seeds. The seeds

from the first bolls are taken for planting. The ginning percentage

is 33 per cent, of his own cotton, but that bought from other farmers

yields only 27 per cent. The cotton he buys is mixed with " Quebra-
dinho." He considers that land is worth about 3 to 5 contos per

36 sq. km.
Wages : 1 $500 per day

;
plenty of workpeople.

Picking : 700 reis per 15 kilos.

Price of cotton to-day : 3 $000 per 15 kilos.
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Mr. Lins has two gins, one 25 saws and the other 36. A kerosene
motor drives the gins. Bales of 90 kilos are pressed by a hand-screw.
All cotton seed is given to animals.

Bahia buyers deduct in purchase 4 per cent, discount for prompt
cash, unless four months" credit is given, and a further 10 per cent,

is deducted as Bahia classifies his cotton as No. 2.

Railway freight from Joazeiro to Bahia is almost 2 $000 per

15 kilos lint. Cost of transport from Pilao Arcado to Bahia=7$000
per arroba. If Mr. Lins sends his cotton to Minas he has to pay
about 800 reis per 15 kilos in taxes.

The principal crops are Carnauba palm leaves, mandioca and Indian

corn. Fishing takes up a lot of the time of the people. There is no
share system. Those who rent land do not pay any rental. The
landlord is satisfied to have somebody on the land, on whom he may
call for help against payment of a daily wage. The products of such

tenants are sold to the landlord ; by these means the landlord probably
earns what he loses on the rent.

Remanso : 202km. to Joazeiro, 1,167km. to Pirapora.

A tarefa here has only 25x25 bra^as of 2-20 metres each.

Verdao Cotton
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" Inteiro " is cultivated ; in the first year it yields 16 arrobas,
in the second year half that quantity and in the third only about 6.

The farmer had not pruned his trees, consequently only very few new
branches had formed.

At this place we first became acquainted with " Verdrlo " cotton

which gives an excellent fibre. In this district it measured from
30 to 34mm. It is a cotton which is said to have been introduced
some four years ago from Pernambuco. Its outstanding feature is its

silkiness and in every case it is strong ; it has large bolls and is easily

picked. From here upwards to the north this cotton is met with
under various names. Of course, it is mixed with other kinds. Efforts

should be made to get this cotton pure. It has a very promising
future ; especially the strength and silkiness appealed to us and the
farmers generally agree that it is a heavy yielder. The seed of this

cotton is very easily recognised as it is large and covered with green
(sometimes blueish-green) hairs, for which reason it is also known
as " green seed " or '' blue seed " (" verde," " Azul," " azulao," etc).

It is called in some places " riqueza," meaning " wealth," then again
" rompe-letras," equal to " debt-payer," which are significant names.

Verdao in these parts remains two to three years in the ground,
but farther north it grows for five or six years.

A gin with 35 saws and a kerosene engine is in the village. We
saw some bales of 60 kilos cotton that had come from Piauhy, Sao
Raymundo ; it had 30mm. and was ginned there. One mule takes

two bales (a bale in the north is called " mala ")
; the journey is

18 leguas= 110km. and costs 10$000 per mule load.

There are 1,300 bales of this cotton in the town, waiting for a

higher price.

Casa Nova : 75 kilos from Joazeiro, 1,294 kilos from Pirapora.

Hand saw gin with 20 saws. Screw bale press. Cotton in the

store all mixed : Herbaceo, Inteiro, Quebradinho and Verdao.

Verdao had a fine glossy fibre, about 30 to 32mm., seed large,

verdigris colour. A farmer who had made his own experiments with
this cotton said that it was a marvellous yielder, bearing bolls right

from the bottom. Sometimes the cotton was ripe 3 months after

sowing, but in other districts it takes twice as long. The plants are

left three years in the soil without pruning.

JOAZEIRO :

There is a ginning factory with 30 saws ; some blades had a num-
ber of teeth broken out. " Verdao " cotton is liked, but hammock
makers prefer the " Inteiro " cotton and pay a considerable premium
for it. Ginners will not trouble to separate the " Inteiro " seed

cotton, a work that could be performed by a child. Though they would
get a higher price, they do not trouble.

Three varieties are known here :
" Herbaceo," amongst which

they include " Verdao " and all shrub plants ;

" Inteiro " (known
here as " Creoula ") and " Quebradinho." There was a very
large amount of dead fibres amongst the cotton pile in the gin, not
so many leaves.
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During the whole of our journey we saw only on one occasion
that a woman was employed at a ginnery in separating the bolls of

dead fibres.

We noticed a clear Hybrid of " Inteiro,"' being covered all over
with the verdigris linters of " Verdao." Indeed, though " Verdao " is

only a recent introduction, the apparent hybridization which has
taken place and which is at once visible on account of the green hairs

on the seed, is a striking fact, noticeable all over the north.

There were in the ginning factory a number of cotton bales,

packed in palm-leaf canvas from Pilao Arcado ; this was very dirty

cotton of short staple.

On the banks of the Sao Francisco, near Joazeiro

Joazeiro is the emporium at the end of the navigable part of the

Upper Rio Sao Francisco and cotton is sent to it from the interior of

the Pernambuco State as far away as 100 to 120kra. ; it comes unginned

on muleback. Cotton also enters from Casa Nova, 90km. away and
from the district of the 'municipio" of Joazeiro, 60km. in circum-

ference.

A distance from the town is the "Horto Florestal," an agri-

cultural experimental station, belonging to the Federal State Govern-

ment. It suffered severly from the flood of 1919 and there was no

cotton plantation there when \\q visited the place.

The Director, Dr. Paulino d'Araujo Gaes, promised to plant

several hectares Avith cotton ; he is evidently working under great

difficulties, owing to shortage of money. There is an excellently

managed orphanage for boys and girls run in connection with the

experimental station.
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The Director stated that he had made in former years experiments

as to pink boll-worm in three fields :

No. 1 was not irrigated and had no pink boll-worm.

No. 2 was irrigated every third month and had pink boll-worm.

No. 3 was irrigated every month and the crop was all eaten up.

Calcareous soil, in his opinion, gives a silky fibre.

An experimental agricultural -station close to a commercial town,
whose inhabitants are only interested in buying and selling, seems
almost out of place.

There is a ginning factory at Petrolina (corruption of " Pedra
linda " meaning " beautiful stone," there being a huge rock in the

market place).

Petrolina opposite Joazeiro, on the other side of the river, is still

a small place, but is growing visibly and likely to become a very

important centre as a railway from the Port of Maranhao is being con-

structed which will have its terminus at Petrolina and bring the produce
from that State and of Piauhy. Petrolina is situated in the State of

Pernambuco whilst Joazeiro is in the State of Bahia.

At Joazeiro navigation for steamers ceases and our journey now
took us by rail through the State of Bahia. Arrangements had
been made for our special train to stop at the principal cotton centres.

Our first call was at Bomfim (551 metres above sea-level) which
is 444km. from Bahia. We inspected the gin of Messrs. Ramos
Queiroz & Co. ; it has 40 saws and it is driven by a kerosene engine.

All kinds of cotton were mixed, viz. :

Inteiro—not much—5 years in ground, length of fibre, 28mm.
Verdao .. ..2 ,, ,, pruned back, .. 32 /34mm.
American, large black seed . . . . . . planted every year.

White-haired seed . . . . . . . . . . ,, ,, .,

Small black seed . . . . . . . . . . ,. ,, ,,

Six years ago no cotton was grown here ; it was introduced by the
above firm and cotton is now liked by the farmers. When cotton is

very sandy, they riddle it over a sieve, which is shaken through an
eccentric contrivance. There was also a seed disinfecting chamber
for the purpose of killing the pink boll-worm.

The following is a copy of a Sale Note of Mr. Ramos' cotton bought
by a large Bahia mill.

15 kilos at 30 $000 442 $000
4 per cent, discount for prompt cash .. .. 17 $700

424 $300
Expenses :

Freight per Rail 22 $600
Classing the Cotton . . . . . . . . 200
Commission 8 $800 31 $600

Net Balance in favour of Mr. Ramos . . . . 392 $700
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Why the mill charges the man two per cent, commission I do not

know, as the mill uses the cotton.

This is a peculiar district. The main crop takes place in June,

but there is not a single month in the year when cotton is not picked.

Shrubs bear almost every month, as after every shower new blossoms

form. There are many showers throughout the year.

This ginner pays 4 $000 for clean cotton and 3 $000 for dirty

cotton ; in one week he had received as many as 700 odd lots, from
one lb. to 4401b., totalling 7,3101b. All are mixed up. This shows
the necessity for a uniform seed for the whole district, otherwise mix-

ture of all kinds must take place, as the ginner cannot keep such small

lots apart.

The railway freight from Bomfim works out at 102 reis per kilo,

i.e., more than pre-war rate of freight from the U.S.A. to England.

Near to the town of Bomfim we found an abandoned house with

garden in which there were some 50 trees of cotton, mostly " Inteiro,"

largely infested with pink boll-worm, but the fibre was fully 42mm.
long, some 45mm., strong and silky.

3km. outside Bomfim the Federal Government is on the point of

establishing an experimental cotton station.

The railway journey from Bomfim takes one through enormous
stretches of once cultivated, but now abandoned, land overgrown
with shrubs and cacti of all kinds. Near Ituiba the train passes for

miles through a narrow valley and on the top of either side is a table-

land which is said to be suitable for cotton. This district suffers

from drought every five or six years when the only food for the cattle

to be found around are the many cacti, the thorns of which they break

off with the horns.

QUEIMADAS :

Gin with 20 saws (working four years without sharpening). Kero-

sene engine 3 h.p. "' Verdao " cotton is liked best. 36 to 38mm.
in length. Usual mixture of all kinds ; cotton is brought in from
" Monte Santo," 8 to 10 leagues away.

Santa Luzia :

There are three gins, one with 30 saws, another with 20 and the

third with 40 ; two driven with kerosene engines and one with steam
(wood as fuel). " Verdao " good, 34mm. ; it is not much attacked

by pink boll-worm, but " Inteiro "is.

The crop begins August to September and whenever there is a

shower a new crop comes on.

Serrinha :

One gin with 72 blunt saws. Kerosene motor.—The fibres are short

and weak and the cotton musty ; it seemed intentionally damped.-

—

The picking is in August and September.—This was formerly a large

cotton district but owing to the low price the acreage has been

reduced considerably.

A zone of great importance is Morro de Chapeo, which sends the

cotton via Jacobina per rail to Bahia ; we could not visit the district,

but we saw the cotton in the Bahia mills.

In the State of Bahia (Sao Salvador) I was invited by the " Centre

Industrial do Algodao " to give a lecture on the impressions gained
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during our visit through the State. The President of this organisation

—

Mr. Alberto Moreas Martins Catharins—was in the chair. There
were present : the Minister of Agriculture, cotton spinners, merchants,
etc. We also called on the Governor of the State and explained to
him the reforms required.

The " Centro Industrial '" comprises all the spinning mills of the
State. The President complained severely that they have to import
cotton from other States whilst Bahia produces even now more than
is necessary for the consumption of the mills. It is said that half

the crop is sent to Minas, especially from those parts along the Sao
Francisco. This cotton ought to pay the State tax, of 2 • 2 for statistics

and 1-5 for agricultural administration, in all 3-7 ad valorem, but
very little of the cotton raised there pays this tax for that country
is too far away from the seat of control. The " Centro Industrial do
Algodao" made an offer to the Government to buy the land and
implements for three cotton farms in the State of Bahia, provided
that the Federal Government and the State of Bahia each find 200
contos. The parties are likely to come to an agreement.

The classer who grades all the cotton which comes to the Bahia
mills is in the employment of the Commercial Association of Bahia.
The draw-back in connection with the classification of the cotton is

that the price difference of 10 per cent, between the first and second
class is not sufficient. In Pernambuco this difference is 50 per cent.

As a matter of fact, at one ginnery we noticed a man using a quantity
of unripe, matted and damaged cotton, and when I drew his attention
to it he explained that this would not cause his cotton to be graded
into a lower class than No. 2 and he did not see why he should not get
paid for the dead fibres as he had to pay for them.

The length and uniformity are not taken into consideration in this

classification.

Our journey now took us north towards Sergipe. The rainy
season had not yet terminated when we visited these parts and though
we had arranged to stop, at several stations and make excursions, we
found the roads impassable even for horses.

Our special train stopped at Alagoinhas, where cotton has
recently been introduced. The usual mixture was grown. Cotton
is planted in April and in three months it is ready for picking.
" Verdao " was again the best variety in the mixture, but it was only
28mm. long. The silky character was preserved. The farmer thought
that this shortness was due to the fact that this cotton sample
represented the end of last year's crop. The yield was given as being
2751bs. lint per acre.

Time did not allow us to visit all the cotton producing districts

of Bahia, but we examined the cottons either at the ginneries or at
the cotton mills. We came to the conclusion that the " Verdao "

variety is, in every case, the best and that the cotton along the Sao
Francisco river is better than that found in the other places.

There are great possibilities in Bahia as regards " VerdJio," and
a Seed Farm specialising in this kind of cotton would undoubtedly
give excellent results. Another advantage in the State is that cotton
grows practically all the year round.
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Chapter VII.

STATE OF SERGIPE

Superficie : 23,368 sq. km.

Population : 450,000 inhabitants.

City of Aracaju : 35,000 inhabitants.

Density : 19 per sq. km.
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Sergipe is the smallest State : it is shaped in triangular form, the

eastern side being open to the Atlantic Ocean ; the western side has

Bahia as a boundary and the north-eastern portion connects with the

State of Alagoas, the river Sao Francisco forming the natural boundary.

Aracaju, the city and seat of the Government, is the principal port.

The coastal region is low but the interior has mountains and plateaus.

This State is practically dependent on sugar and cotton ; Indian

corn, beans and rice are also grown, but sugar and cotton are the

staple crops and the Government fully realise this fact and have
organised a special Cotton Department which has been instrumental

in bringing into force an excellent decree for the protection of cotton

(No. 270, 4th March, 1921).

The General Secretary of the Cabinet—Dr. Alvaro Silva—awaited

the arrival of our special train at the station of Aracajii and with us

visited two cotton mills of that city. We then paid our respects to the

President of the State, His Excellency Engh°. Col. Pereira Lobo.

The whole Cabinet understands the cotton question and they are

prepared to do what is in their power, but as both sugar and cotton

have fallen in price considerably the State has had very reduced
incomes as its only source is the export tax on cotton which for 1921

was fixed at 8 per cent, ad valorem. Until the previous year this tax
was 9 per cent. ; it was reduced by request of the Cotton Department
of the Federal Government.

It has been recognised that the export tax is an impediment in the

fostering of cotton exports, but where the State has no other revenue
it will be almost impossible to abolish it or even reduce it considerably

unless a new system of taxation is evolved.

The Government have recently built a fine entrepot-warehouse
where the cotton of the whole State will shortly be classified. At
present only a small portion enters it because the organisation is not
yet complete. The cotton is weighed there and graded into three

classes by a coloured gentleman. No regard is taken of the length of

fibre in this classification, he merely takes into consideration the

cleanliness of each lot. We were shown a lot of cotton, some of which
was graded into classes 1, 2 and 3, and I took the samples and mixed
them up from the order in which they were given to me, then asked the

classer to say which was class 1 and which was class 2. His first guess

was wrong. I asked for the standard samples according to which the

cotton was graded, but there were none in existence. We drew the

attention of the Government officials, including the Governor, to these

shortcomings, and they promised to introduce the necessary reforms.

The small amount of exports of cotton from Sergipe is due to the
fact that the eight cotton mills in the State, containing 52,710 spindles,

consume almost the whole of the production of cotton.

In 1920, 59,680 tarefas = 17,145 hectares grew cotton, and gave
a crop of 65,000 bales of 75 kilos lint, Avhich works out to a yield per
acre of about 1751bs. lint. Here again it is a question of mixed culti-

vation with other crops, otherwise the yields would be higher.

The cotton Avhich we have seen in this State is very uniform, more
so than in any other State so far visited. Generallv it was 28mm.
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strong and white. The crop was not ready at the time of our visit.

Picking takes place here in August—September. Owing to the rainy

season and the bad state of the roads it was quite impossible for us to

visit the fields so we had to content ourselves with examining the

cotton at the ginneries and the cotton mills.

Besides our stay at Aracaju, we stopped at Buquim, S.

Christovao (the old capital of Sergipe), Maroim, Japaratuba,
and Propria.

The ginning factories of Sergipe have an excellent method of clean-

ing the cotton prior to ginning : a hexagonal sieve-drum placed in a

slanting position with meshes 9 by 6mm. receives the cotton at the top

and the loose cotton is thrown gently from one side to the other by the

rotation of the drum at about 35 to 40 revolutions per minute ; the

cotton gradually works its way to the outlet at the lower end from

where it is taken to the gin. This simple contrivance does not damage
the "bloom" of the cotton.

Out of 2,850 kilos of seed cotton which pass through one sieve,

over 50 kilos of dust and foreign matter were extracted daily.

At Japaratuba we witnessed the cotton arriving from Aquidaban.
The bales were insufficiently covered with bagging, the whole front

and two sides of each bale were uncovered. It was raining

heavily and the cotton not being densely pressed of course became
saturated right through. These bales had come a distance of 24 kilos

and during the journey they had experienced several heavy tropical

showers.

The Federal Government has started four experimental cotton

farms in Sergipe at Annapolis, Dores, Propria and Sao Paulo, Ijut

none of them was quite ready at the time of our visit.

The country is divided into four cotton zones, viz. :

( 1

)

Nossa Senhora das Dores with the following places

—

Dores (most important)

Capella

Maroim
Aquidaban (important)

(2) Propria with

—

Propria

Gararii

Porto da Folha
Villa Nova

(3) Sao Paulo with

—

Sao Paulo
Itabaiana (important)

Campo do Britto

Dist. da Carira

(4) Annapolis with

—

Annapolis
Lagarto
Riachao
Buquim
Estancia
Campos
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The cotton here consists of " Quebradinho," " Creoula " and
" Verdao." The fibre is about one inch in length and sometimes
slightly longer. " Verdao " is preferred.

The planting season is in February—March and picking begins in

August and lasts until January.

" Annual " cotton is allowed to remain two years in the field ;

it yields at times after only three months. " Verdao " remains four

years and after the second crop it is generally pruned.

The bales weigh 70 to 80 kilos.

The tarefa in Sergipe is 25 by 25 bra9as of 2-20 mts. (3| tarefas

= 1 hectare).

The yield of cotton was given as 90 kilos per tarefa lint of
" Quebradinho " and as 120 kilos of " Verdao."

At Sao Christovao we inspected a mill with 8,000 spindles and
250 looms, making only white goods. There was a gin at the mill

which worked very badly. At Aracaju we visited two other mills.

Wages here are on the average 1 $500 per male and female operative.

At Propria we visited another spinning mill with two gins having
40 saws, which had many broken teeth. The slanting sieve was in

operation. The owner liked '" Inteiro " cotton best but this is grown
only to a small extent, after that he liked " Verdao " and he agreed
that we did right in recommending the Government to distribute only

that seed. In the pile of cotton at this mill there was again an excellent

variety : it seemed a hybrid of " Inteiro " crossed with " Verdao."

As the Sergipe mills spin 18"s on an average any of the existing

mixtures is good enough for them and this is probably the reason why
no improvement in the cotton has taken place, but we are convinced
that the State of Sergipe may contribute considerably to the export
of cotton if attention is given to separating the various qualities and
planting only one kind, preferably Verdao, or Riqueza, as it is called

here.
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Chapter VIII.

STATE OF ALAGOAS

Superficie : 26,915 sq. km.

Population : 800,000.

Density : 30 per sq. km.

The capital is Maceio and has 40,000 inhabitants.

PaO Di ASSUCAIT-
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At Pao d'Assucar (5,000 inhabitants), a port on the Sao
Francisco, we stopped in order to inspect the ginneries which handle

every year about 3,000 bales of 180 kilos. This town makes a busy
impression. The cotton of this district is almost identical with that

we saw in Sergipe. Mixture exists here as well and Verdao is the

best variety in it. There were also some good hybrids between
" Inteiro " and " Verdao."

The bales of cotton we saw in the streets and in the port were not

properly covered.

After 36 hours steamer journey we arrived at Piranhas, from
where we took the train to Pedra.

Through the courtesy of Mr. L. lona, the managing director of

the " Companhia Agro Fabril Mercantil" at Pedra, we were enabled

to travel per motor cars the distance of 360km. to Garranhuns in

Pernambuco : this road was to a great extent constructed by this

cotton mill company and is kept in repair by it. Wherever we passed
cotton fields we stopped the cars. The cotton in these parts was
beginning to open and we were enabled to examine it. On our journey
we obtained the following information :

—

At Inhapi, municipality of Matta Grande, the yield worked out
to 1651b. lint per acre.*

A mixture of Verdao, Quebradinho and Maranhao is grown, but
cotton alone occupies the field.

The custom in this district is for the tenant to rent the fields at

10 milreis per " quadra," paying cash : a three years' agreement is

general. The tenant has to provide a wooden fence, a kind of wattle

fence ; the branches for this basket work fence are provided by the
trees felled when clearing the land. The cost of these fences works
out to 120 reis per 2-20 meters. As cattle are kept in large numbers
in the whole of the north, all fields have to be fenced and the wattle is

the one in use.

Lagoa do Algodao :

The only additional information to be obtained was that cotton
sold at the time at 1 $600 per arroba of 16 kilos.

Sant'Anna do Ipanema :

This is a town of considerable importance.—Before we could enter
it we had to get six men to repair the road, which had been washed out
owing to the heavy rains. The town has two ginning factories and in

the municipal district there are altogether 14. The cotton passing
through this place is estimated at 4,000 bales of 75 kilos per annum.
The cotton is generally carried on mule-back, one mule taking a
maximum load of 160 kilos to the railway stations of Garranhuns,
180 kilos away, or to Quebrangula, 150 kilos, at a charge of 12.$000
per load.

A labourer's wage is 1 $500 per day. One of the ginners told us
that he pays at present 2 $500 per "arroba " of 16 kilos clean cotton
and 2 $000 per " arroba " for dirty cotton.

In these parts they use the following measurements :—1 quadra = 2 tarefas ;

I tarefa = 25 x 25 bra9as ; 1 braga = 2-20 meters.
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" Verdao " was again the best fibre ; the ginnery was full of the
usual mixture. The factory we inspected had two gins with 50 saws
each, a cleaning sieve and two screw presses worked by hand. Last
year this factory dealt with 1,200 bales of 75 kilos. The daily

production is 30 bales. The cleaning sieve takes 3001b. of dirt daily

out of the lo.OOOlb. of seed cotton which is handled.

When the bales are sent per ox cart they are made to weigh
110 kilos.

Planting takes place in May—June and the cotton is ready for

picking in about three months. A most unusually quick period of

growth, but in all this district of Alagoas this information was confirmed.

Market Scene at Sant'Anna do Ipanema

The export tax horn the State of Alagoas is six per cent, ad valorem,

plus seven per cent. Municipal duties are 200 reis per bale and in

addition the large ginning factory w^e saw had to pay annually 175S000
ior town dues.

The crop in Alagoas was not ready for picking at the time we
visited the fields. The plants looked very vigorous : generally the
*' annual herbaceous " kinds remain two years in the field ;

" Verdao "

remains four years.

One of our party went on horseback from Propria to Quebrangula,

a three days' journey, and brought samples back from the following

j)laces on this tract :

(1) Propria.—Not in reach of overflow of Sao Francisco
;

cotton very dirty, most of it 23mm., but the " Verdao " is 30mm.
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(2) Propria.—In reach of flood water. Dirty sample ;

22mm. ; very regular.

(3) Delta of Sao Francisco.—About 23mm. This sample is

not so even in length as Alagoas cotton generally.

(4) Olhos d'Agua do Acioli.—One gin with forty saws.

(5) CuRURiPE (Municipality of Palmeira dos Indies).—One gin

with fifty saws always well sharpened. Length of staple 22mm. ;

pretty regular.

(6) Palmeira dos Indios and Quebrangula.—Sample con-

tained much sand and leaf dirt ; some cotton looked quite dark.

The " Verdao " in this sample was on an average 24mm. ; a hybrid
" Verdao " measured 35mm. and was silky. The " herbaceous

''

cotton had only 20mm.

(7) Quebrangula and Vicoza Zone.—The saws of the gin are

regularly sharpened once in three months. The unginned " Verdao "

measured 30mm., the saw-ginned " Verdao " only 25mm. There
was a large percentage of " Verdao " in this sample and therefore

it felt very soft.
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Chapter IX.

STATE OF PERNAMBUCO

Superficie : 99,896 sq. km.

Population : 1,200,000.

Capital : Recife (or Pernambuco), 240,000.

Density of Population : 12 per sq. km.

Map of Pernambuco

The State of Pernambuco is almost four times the size of Alagoas.

It is situated north of Sergipe. In the west it has a long coast-line

with Recife, as the city of Pernambuco is called, as an excellent port
;

in the north the States of Parahyba and Ceara are the boundaries
and in the east Piauhy and Bahia mark the frontiers. Recife is the
nearest Brazilian port to Europe, being about 4,000 miles from England.
" Recife " means " reef " and refers to the coral reef which forms
almost a natural harbour in front of the city. This coral reef extends
several thousands of miles northwards.

The State of Pernambuco is, and has been, tlie principal cotton
exporting State of Brazil, due to the facilities which shipping affords

and to the fact that in the city of Pernambuco several houses
established themselves many years ago which made it their business to

grade the cotton and to press it into bales of high density.* Had it

not been for this fact, the trade would have been diverted, for it is

not that Pernambuco produces a large quantity of cotton. A very
important quantity of cotton from Parahyba and other neighbouring
States finds its way annually into Recife. Pernambuco is principally

given up to sugar, though the cotton crop is the second in importance.

* See Chapter xiii. for full description of method of handling cotton for export.
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The present Government seems anxious to devote more attention to

sugar than to cotton.

Last year's crop (1920-21), grown in Pernambuco, according to

the figures of the Cotton Department, amounted to 29,794,000 kilos,

the largest cotton supplying municipality being Sao Jose do Egypto
with three miUions, then following Correntes. Flores, Timbauba
each with 2^ millions. Bom Jardim, Caruaru, Garanhums, Gloria
DO GoYTA, Limoeiro DO NoRTE, Nazareth, Afogados de Ingazeiro,

Brejo da Madre de Deus, Taquaretinga, each with over one milhon

kilos.

The State of Pernambuco has three cotton zones, viz. :

(1) North-east, served by the Great Western Railway with the

lines of Limoeiro and Parahyba.

(2) The Centre, served by the Central de Pernambuco Railway
where the best producing district is, with Barao do Rio Branco

as terminus, which may be considered the collecting place of

all the hinterland extending to Belmonte and Salgueiro.

(3) The South, Garanhums-Guapapa and part of the Alagoas

Railway branch.

Cotton grown in the State and exported pays 5 per cent, tax but

cotton brought in from neighbouring States does not pay export tax

again on being shipped ; such cotton has paid the tax in the State of

origin.

Our first acquaintance with Pernambuco cotton was at Garan-
HUMS, which is 1,000 metres above sea-level. It is a most curious

sight to see cotton fields, palm trees, European vegetables such as

potatoes (not sweet potatoes), cabbages, cauliflowers, apple and pear

trees growing in fields close together. The climate here, owing to the

altitude, is quite temperate and bracing.

The mayor of the town took us in a car to show us the cotton

fields in the neighbourhood. No effort is made to keep to one variety ;

we explained to the farmers that they should keep their fields planted

with only one variety.

There is a prospect of achieving some good results in this district,

because Messrs. Trajano de Medeiros & Co. have, at this town, an

up-to-date ginning factory with 4 gins each 60 saws {see ]). 174).

This ginning plant has been working for two years ; about 3,000 bales

of 200 kilos are ginned every year and forwarded from here by rail to

Recife (Pernambuco) a distance of 286 kilometres. Suction pipes

convey the cotton to the gin and again to the double box press, which

is capable of turning out four bales per hour.

In the ginning factory is one of Howard & Bullough's openers,

in which ginned cotton is cleaned for clients on commission at the rate

of 200 reis per kilo for cleaning and baling. This process enables the

cotton to be put into a higher class, being much cleaner than before,

but the cotton loses a good deal of its bloom, probably because it

runs too fast.

This firm does not buy the cotton which it gins in its various

establishments, but does the work of ginning and baling on commission.
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On the bales turned out by the hydraulic box press of this firm
the railway company makes an abatement of 20 per cent, on the freight
owing to the greater density.

This ginnery was established as a result of a concession granted
by the State of Pernambuco, one of the conditions being that pure
8?ed for planting purposes must be suppHed without charge to planters
in the district and the firm has promised to distribute only one variety,
vix., " V^erdao." One of the employees of Trajano de Medeiros & Co.,
Mr. Oscar Kruger Piquet, was with the Mission for the greater part
of the tour.

At the time of our visit to Garanhums this firm was adding an
extensive cotton seed oil mill to the ginnery.

The total output of the zone has been placed at 15,000 to 20,000
bales of 75 kilos per year.

The arroba of seed cotton in this district has 20 kilos.

Garanhums is the centre of what might be called the southern
zone of Pernambuco's cotton districts ; as we proceed north the cotton
becomes of longer staple.

We visited Limoeiro and here inspected another modern ginning
factory belonging to the '"Sociedade Algodoeira do Nordeste Brazileiro."

It is on exactly the same lines as the factory at Garanhums. It has four
gins with 80 saws and is made by the Munger Huller Gin Co., Dallas,

Texas. But there is here a box bale press of greater power (gin com-
press) turning out bales of 220 kilos 20in. by 25in. by 59in. with an
average density of 311b. per cubic foot. 40 bales are pressed daily
and the railway companies make a concession on these bales of 40 per
cent, and the steamship companies of 50 per cent, on the normal rates.

The ruling prices for first-class cotton here were 9 $000 per 25 kilos

(one arroba =25 kilos here) ; second-class 4|500. This is for fair

quantities but 1 $000 less per arroba is paid for small lots. On an
average the cotton which entered at this gin measured 24mm. to
26mm., but there were also the following, all mixed up :

—

Moco : up to 40mm. weak.

Verdao : from 30 to 35mm. strong.

Annual or Herbaceous : up to 20/ 22mm.
Quebradinho : up to 37 /38mm.

The farmers are present when the classification is made.

At another ginning factory in this little town were three gins
with 35 saws

;
we noticed a delinting machine and found that a

labourer was putting some linters into each bale of cotton. This is

a distinct breach of the Cotton Protection Act, but evidently the
owner had acted in ignorance as he innocently told us that in one
season when he had discontinued this practice he had lost 30 contos.

The bales pressed at this second factory weighed 80 to 90 kilos

and measured 49in. by 34in. by 21in. The density was 19-5lb. per
cubic foot.

We also visited Messrs. Trajano de Medeiro's ginning factories

at Caetano and at Safe. They are up-to-date saw-gins but as some
long staple cotton is entering these districts, it is desirable that they

J
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should have some roller gins. There is no difference made in the speed

of the gins whether the cotton is long or short. Long cotton, if ginned

by saws, should be ginned slowly.

Barao do Rio Branco :

There are four gins and a press exactly as at Limoeira, belonging

to the " Sociedade Algodoeira do Nordeste Brazileiro," whose head

offices are at Recife, Pernambuco. The Rio Branco gin handles 28,000

bales of seed cotton of 75 kilos per year. They state that two-

thirds of their cotton comes from over the frontier, from Parahyba,

and only one-third from Pernambuco. Ginned cotton is sent to Rio
Branco from a distance of 60 to 70 leguas (1 legua=5km.) and un-

ginned cotton from 10 to 12 leguas away.

The " Verdao '" cotton is here again the largest yielder, strong

and silky. The usual mixture exists in the field.

Annual cotton is planted in February—March and as it

matures within six months the cultivators j^refer it to the tree cottons.

Annual cotton is mostly planted at "Pedra," "Buique'^
and "Aguas Bellas." The pink boll-worm is still attacking the-

" herbaceous " cotton here.

The ginning outturn is stated to be 26 per cent.

There are sufficient workers to be had at 2 $000 per day.

Seed cotton is sold here on the basis of 20 kilos= 1 arroba, whilst

lint cotton is sold at 15 kilos= 1 arroba.

In this district a difference is made between clean and dirty

cotton. The prices were 6.$000, 5 $000 and 4 $000 per 20 kilos

according to the state of cleanliness.

Indian corn and beans are sown in the same field, along with cotton.

At Alagoa do Baixo we M'ere shown what is supposed to be
" Caravonica " cotton. It seemed hj^bridised with " Verdao " and
the fibre had probably obtained its silkiness from the latter. The-

length was 40mm. but weak and the field was not pure.

" Verdao " was again described as the best. In this district

what is locally termed " herbaceo "' cotton is grown as an annual

plant.

The transport expenses on muleback for two bales of 80 kilos to

Barao do Rio Branco (the terminus of the railway) are 5 $000.

This rate varies according to the chances of having return freight, and
it is very high when the country is suffering from a drought. It has

been as"^low as 4 $000 but also^as high as 11 $000. The distance to

Rio Branco is 60km.

At Alagoa do Baixo is a gin with 50 saws which are sharpened
from two to four times a year.

Cotton fields are now much more frequent and as we proceed north
the crop is in a more advanced state.

All the fields are enclosed with a wicker-work wattle-fence, the

cost of which is here estimated to be 1 $000 per metre.

" Moco " cotton begins to be grown here. The flowers are almost,

caiarv-coloured and the bolls are small.
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The Federal Government has been constructing some excellent

motor roads in the interior of this country, with the primary intention

of being able to convey foodstuffs to the inhabitants during the periods

of drought.

The whole of the north-eastern portion of Brazil is subject to

periodical droughts which cause famine and widespread distress, but
more will be said under this heading in the description of Rio Grande
do Norte and Parahyba. which suffer more from them than the State

of Pernambuco.

New Motor Roads of this kind are being constructed throughout the

North-eastern States. This photograph was taken near Patos

The construction of these roads costs five contos per kilometre and
whilst formerly all the cotton business was done at the coast, through
the opening of these excellent means of communication the business, as

we have seen in the case of Trajano de Medeiros & Co., and " Sociedade

Algodoeira do Nordeste Brazileiro," is being taken into the interior.

Besides the construction of these roads for the purpose of reducing

the want of the people, the Federal Government has constructed

large reservoirs of water in several parts and it is in the neighbourhood
of these that cotton is frecj^uently cultivated.
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Chapter X,

THE STATES OF PARAHYBA
AND RIO GRANDE DO NORTE

These two States must be dealt with in one and the same chapter,

as the conditions in the two are so much alike.

PARAHYBA
j

RIO GRANDE DO NORTE
Area .. .. 58,400 sq. km. Area .. . .41,246 sq. km.
Population 600.000 inhabitants

j

Population 410,000 inhabitants

Capital : (Parahyba) Capital : (Natal)

35,000 inhabitants
j

20,000 inhabitants

Density .. 10,273 per sq. km. Density .. 10,000 per sq. km.

^.^^' States
O F

Rio Grande DoNoRTE amd co^sr^^cr,,^

Parahyba ^tate Boo^n^R.f

^A/ih/Ars COI^PLETZD

Pail wa rs Ovi3e »

The two States are situated in the north-eastern corner, north
of Pernambuco, the State of Ceara is the western boundary. The
Atlantic Ocean, Avith Areia Branca (near Mossoro) and Natal as ports
in Rio Grande do Norte, and Cabadello (near the city of Parahyba)
in Parahyba, forms the eastern limit of the two States.
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The country rises from the coast in four definefl steps towards
th(> interior, viz :

—

1.

—

Littoral or " Aoreste," extending from Pcrnambuco northwards
along the coast ; iirst it is sonu» 30 miles broad but on the northern

side its width may be 50 miles. It is more or less flat. The
climate is not as humid as on the southern coast, nor as hot but
it is much damper than up-country.

Cotton is grown here to a very small extent ; on the east

side only the annual herbaceous cotton is cultivated. In the

market it is sold as " Matta." On the northern side, near Mossoro,

cottons of various kinds, as will be seen in the description of that

district, are produced.

2.

—

Matt.\ zone.—These are the Hrst hills. Various kinds of cacti

are the characteristic. In dry places " Quebradinho " cotton

grows, where it is damp the herbaceous mixture of hybrids will

be planted. This is also classed as "Matta" cotton.

3.
—" Catingueira " ZONE is again higher and being drier, the quantity

of herbaceous cotton is less. " Quebradinho " predominates.

More cactus grow, rocks begin to show and a few boulders are

strewn about. A short kind of acacia tree grows here. Some of

the cotton from here is sold as " Sertao," if long, and the inferior

kind as Matta.

4.
— " Sertao " begins where a grass known as " Capim panasco," a

coarse yellowish-brown grass, covers vast stretches ; this is the

upper part. «ild looking country, many boulders, one often balanced

on the top of a heap ; small brushwood ; triangular peaks of moun-
tains of blue tint surrounding a plateau ; the deep azure blue sky

and the air most invigorating ; cattle graze on the grass. There

are fewer cacti here. Here is the cotton land, which gives the

Sertao cotton, it grows along the valleys of the many rivers, or

on low plateaus. Wherever one sees a plant, locally known as
" Malva," which has a yellow flower, in formation similar to a

Michaelmas daisy, cotton grows well, according to the saying of

reputed farmers, and certainly we have travelled days through

stretches of this weed. The explanation of this saying is that

cotton and this plant belong to the same botanical family. In

this zone grow all kinds of cotton : " Verdao," " Inteiro,"'

" Quebradinho," and " Moco."' Annual kinds are rare and should

never be planted. This is tree cotton ground.

Unfortunately, owing to the high reputation which the genuine

Serido—Moco cotton enjoys in the market, efforts are made in all

parts of the north to grow it. but it seems that Moco seldom turns out

strong and long, except in the Serido district proj)er. of which more
will be said later. The cultivators would probably do much better

in most parts if they grew " Riqueza,"' (known in other parts as Verde).

It is, of course, human to aim at the best, viz : Moco. Riqueza is

certainly second best and wHh scientific seed treatment might beat,

in the lower Sertao, the Moei') ])lant.

Commercial Cotton Classification.—Serido cotton and Sertao,

first grade (" primeiras"), are long staple cotton, grown on trees, they

are picked from July to January. '" Matta "' cotton is picked from

September to February. The cotton merchants divide each of these
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three varieties into " first/' or " primeiras." and " seconds " or
" medianas "'

; the lowest they call "refugo."

Droughts.—The rainfall of the whole of the north-east part of

Brazil, from Ceara down to Pernambuco, even to the interior of

Alagoas is very irregular, and at periods of between five and seven

years there are seasons when no rain whatever falls. These periods

of prolonged droughts used to be very fatal to the cattle and human
beings and even now, though many water reservoirs (" a9udes ")

have been constructed the loss of cattle is very considerable. Grass,

alfalfa and such other fodder crops which can be stored for long periods

are not cultivated probably on account of the shortage of hands, but in

some cases these crops could no doubt be grown and be used in times

of droughts. From Sao Paulo northward \\'e never saw a haystack
such as we are accustomed to in Europe, North America, and even in

Argentine. Would it be too much work or is there some other reason
why hay is not made ? When the rains do not come, then the people

trek and walk hundreds of miles, from Ceara and also from the Sertao

of the other north-eastern States, in search of water and food. It is

then when the cactus tree is appreciated by the cattle, the juicy

substance giving food and drink. Everything but Moco cotton and
the cactus dry up ; indeed we have seen cactus cultivated by some
farmers. It is mainly for the purpose of fighting these periodical

droughts that the fine motor roads are being constructed. The
Government also builds large reservoirs for the storing up of water,

for these supply, besides drink, also food in the form of fish. Originally

these reservoirs were built also with the intention of irrigating fields,

but none of the many reservoirs I have seen was or could be applied

for such purpose. As soon as the rains fall, the people return to their

old homes ; they love their native heath regardless of these droughts.

-V^^

River-Bed Cultivation

As soon as the river dries up, beans and other vegetables are planted Note als

wattle-fencing
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Even in normal times the rivers soon empty themselves and for

quite six months the river beds are dry and are used for the cultivation

of beans and other vegetables. It is by digging holes into the river

bed that many villages procure their only drinking water supply,

even in ordinary seasons.

The years of great droughts are long remembered ; it is perhaps

due to the hardships suffered by the inhabitants of these districts

during famine periods that they are generally a hardened race, strong,

and frugal by habit, though somewhat indolent, but when put to it,

they can work.

The following were the years of " Grande Secca," as the droughts

are called: 1877/78, 1898, 1905, 1908, 1915, 1919, and the years of

very heavy rains were : 1882, 1888, 1894, 1899, 1910 to 1914, 1917

and 1921. In these years as much as l,oOOmm. rain fell. During
the normal season the rainfall is about 600mm. ; when he gets

that quantity of rain, in about three falls, the '"sertanejo" (name of

the inhabitants of the Sertao, or upland) is quite satisfied.

The rains generally cease about the beginning of June, but un-

fortunately for the first growth of cotton this year they started again

in July. Our journey was made slower in consequence of the rains
;

it was intended that we should travel through these States by motor
car, but once off the main roads this mode of travel became impossible,

the cars would not cover more than a few miles a day, as we had to

spend hours in lifting and pushing them out of holes and muddy places.

The greatest difficulty was encountered when crossing rivers, as

bridges do not exist. The following illustration shows one of the

several crossings of river beds which were unexpectedly filled with
water owing to the late rains. Finally we had to abandon the cars

and take to horses, a much quicker way of travel than by motor in

muddy country with no roads or only an old worn-out road, covered
with grass, " malvas "" and even brushwood. Through travelling on

Crossing the River under Difficulties
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m

Road Difficulties. Constructing a Bridge for the Motor-cars

horseback we saw the country thoroughly ; indeed, as the cotton

grows mainly in narrow valleys, one can inspect the plantations

only by riding a horse or a mule. In this way we travelled through

the famous Serido district, riding along valley after valley.

The method of cultivation is very primitive. In these undulating

stretches of country, where rocks frequently come to the surface, the

use of ploughs is out of question, consequently the " enxada " or hoe
is the only possible agricultural implement used, just as it was
hundreds of years ago.

As in most parts of Brazil, cotton is here also cultivated as a mixed
crop. If ever this system can be excused it is here, where many empty
patches exist due to the dying off of a tree. Indian corn, beans, melons,

are planted here and wherever there is space. This compels the farmers

to prune back the cotton trees, which is very good.

The cotton plantations being along the margins of the river bed
in the Sertao, many get alluvial deposits from the flood water ; no
manure is applied anywhere. The life of a cotton tree is an uncertain

quantity. Some trees were pointed out as being 40 years old and
they were still bearing, but the general impression is that 15 years is

the limit they ought to be allowed in the field. Trees are pruned
back. The branches of the trees often bend down under the weight
of the cotton.

Moco seed which produces the best Sertao and Serido cotton is

at times black, at others brownish ; it has a distinct spike with two-
ended fork. The name Moco comes from a small rodent of the same
name larger than a rat but similar in shape, living in the mountains.
The excrements of this animal are like the seeds of the Moco cotton tree.

Moco seed has a spike with a two ended fork, sometimes it is brown.
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Difficulties of Travel. Motor-cars refused to travel through this mud
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The Cotton Mission fording a River in Rio Grande do Norte

A typical Moco Cotton Tree in the Serido District
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Tout mostly black. Hybridisation has too evidently taken place, the

original naked seed is often partially covered with hairs and the leaf

of the genuine plant has short lobes, whilst many plants have long

lobes, said to be a sure sign of crossing. The flower is of a lemon-yellow

and the bolls are small, 7 to 15 being strung up at the ends of the

branches, thus weighing them down. The plants bear from July to

January. The average yield is diflficult to assess, as the plantations

extend in irregular widths along the valleys of rivers and brooks, but

after very careful calculation and allowing 501b. an acre for over

estimates we come to the conclusion that 450 to 4801b. lint is on the

.safe side for the Serido. Of course, catch crops such as Indian corn

.and beans are at the same time in the field.

Moco Cotton

There is also a very small seed variety of Moco, to which is given
the diminutive name of " Mocozinho "

; its fibre is perhaps slightly

finer than Moco proper.

Moco cotton ripens all together and if the ground has sufficient

•moisture after the first picking which takes place in July, new leaves

and bolls form which are ready by September and later. It is maintained
that Moco trees get their moisture by infiltration from the reservoirs,

•and by capillary attraction from the subsoil water which is not very deep.

General Remarks.—After the cotton has been picked the cows
are allowed into the fields ; the farmers have a saying that cows
" salubrisam " (lit. they make healthy) the cotton, because they prune
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the branches, cutting them off clean as with j^riining shears, but
goats (which are very numerous) do a great deal of damage because

they pick out all the young shoots, they " desolham " the cotton,

i.e., lit. they take out the eyes.

Insect pests are not as severe as one might imagine at first thought,

seeing that the trees provide shelter during winter : this absence of

severe plagues is probably due to the intervening hill sides. There is

only intermittant cultivation, as the crests of the hills are not culti-

vated ; thus many miles separate one plantation from another.

The plantations are all carefully fenced by a wattle, of closer

basket work than in Pernambuco. Cattle are grazing freely on the

hills and therefore the fields have to be protected.

Picking is not performed as carefully as it ought to be, the people

are apt to leave the cotton too long open ; it may be due to shortage of

hands, but I noticed that in Parahyba there were women engaged in the

picking, whilst in Rio Grande do Norte, very few women were to be

seen in the plantations. Indeed the cotton fields of Parahyba were
picked clean at the same time that the neighbouring fields in Rio
Grande do Norte Avere covered with open cotton, much had been
shed and pickers were rarely to be seen. Some of the Brazilians in

our party stated that the " Parahybano "" was always considered

a more industrious man than his neighbour.

As regards the necessity of establishing roller-gins in place of the

old " Eagle " saw-gins, I have written in detail in Chapter iii.

Suffice it to say here, that such an innovation would mean an increase

of at least 25 per cent, on the value of the total crop, as the fibres

would be longer and the grade would be improved. There ought to-

be nothing but roller gins in the Serido.

In these general remarks I must mention the open-handed hos-

pitality of the people. Wherever one arrives at night, even without
previous notice, one is heartily welcomed. The best of the food which
the " Sertanejo " has is put before the stranger and sleeping accommo-
dation is found. They are very kind people. In these parts everybody
uses a hammock instead of a bed, a very convenient and comfortable

substitute, always free from insects, which is a great advantage over

a bed in tropical countries. During the day the hammock serves as

saddle blanket. In each farm there is generally a large room, walls

are mostly uncovered clay, carnauba palm trunks hold up the

structure and in every upright beam there are found hooks for fastening

up the hammocks. Two or three hammocks may be tied to one hook,

spreading out at different angles, thus many people can be accommo-
dated in a comparatively small space.

Life in the " Sertao " is quite safe now ; until recently this has not

always been the case, and the old farm houses have still loop-holes

for the rifles, indeed they are constructed like a small fortress.

There is a distinct desire on the part of many cultivators in these

parts to use selected seed for planting, several complained that they
could not obtain pure strains. The people realize the advantages
they can obtain from good seed. Some cultivators we met were
selecting the best plants in their fields with a view to preserving the-

seed for planting purposes.
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There are large landowners and small cultivators, the latter working
generally on the share system.

Further details will be found in the following notes taken from
my diary, which describe the route we followed and the points of

interest :

—

From Recife we travelled in a special train to Parahyba and Natal,

where we had long interviews with the Presidents of the States and
with the cotton exporters, of which particulars are given in Chapter xi.

From Natal we had a special train to Lages, taking with us two
Ford motor cars, the only kind which can be used in a country of this

nature. We stopped on the way at Baixa Verde, in the municipality

of Taipu, to inspect a cotton store and a cotton field. In the former
we saw for the first and last time during our tour that a person was
employed in separating the damaged and matted fibres (called
" crueiras ") out of a heap of cotton. In the cotton field there was a
mixture of all kinds, but one Moco tree which had a strong fibre of

4omm. occupied our interest. The farmer had not taken the trouble

to thin out, there were 12 trees growing in one hole.

Two German commercial men whom we met at Natal had been
cultivating cotton during the war in this neighbourhood. They
were very satisfied with their experiment. They gave us the following

information as regards their own experience :

—

" RiQUEZA " (same as Verdao) was 28mm. long, yielded 1801b.

per acre with nothing else but cotton in the field. Ginning out-turn :

28 per cent. Little damage done by pink boll-worm.

"Webber ' American Upland, pure, was 32 /33mm. long and
yielded 3001b. per acre, it being closely planted.

" QuEBRADiNHO " (small black seed) in the first year gave hardly

anything, but in the second year there was a plentiful crop. Length,

28 /30mm., ginning out-turn, 27/28 per cent.

Annual, or locally termed " herbaceo," i.e., acclimatized American,
length, 22 24mm.

;
ginning out-turn, 25/26 per cent.

Share system with 50 per cent, to landowner in lieu of rent is

general, but some small cultivators rent their land. Only the hoe
is used.

The value of land was stated as about 350 milreis per 100 square
km. There is a shortage of water.

Lages is the terminus of the railway. Some 20,000 bales of

70 kilos pass through every year ; it is a smaller market than Campina
Grande, but of importance. We visited a farm close by called " Bello
HoRizoNTE." Riqueza proved to be the best of the mixture, being
at times 35 mm. long. Moco cotton was found to be very weak, and
many dead fibres were in the lot we saw.

Cotton seed was being sold at 4 milreis per 20 kilos.

The railway freight from Lages to Natal is 2 $300 per bale of 75

kilos cotton.
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A ginner complained that it would be too hard Avork to separate

the green Riqueza seed from the j)ile of mixed seeds in his factory-

It is indeed easy work for a child. (In 1905-06 the Khedivial Agri-

cultural Society cleared out in this way A\hat is known in Egypt as-

" Hindi " cotton.) A 12 h.p. Blackstone Oil Engine was driving a

50 blade saw-gin.

The Moco-fibre before ginning measured 45mm., after ginning

it had only 37 /38mm.

We motored to " Fazenda Joazeiro,"' in the municipality of

8ant"Anna do Matto. A windmill was driving the gin ; the speed

varying has, of course, a detrimental effect.

The Federal Government Cotton Department had here a nice

demonstration field with Moc(') cotton. The trees were planted 1| by
l^yd. apart, but in the second year they intend to remove every other

row.

We picked from one and the same branch black Moco seeds and
brown ones.

We saw here the first cultivation of a dry river bed. As soon

as the water recedes the people owning the land on the banks plant

in the river bed beans. They even use stable-manure in this kind of

cultivation and erect fences to protect the crops from the cattle. In

consequence of the recommencement of the rains a great deal of damage
was done this year, as the river beds filled with water again and carried

away the recently planted crops. This kind of cultivation is called

" varzea."

The rates of a mule-load are 4 to 5 milreis to Lages and 8 to Angicos.

At a farm called ' Sao Bento,"' the owner told us that the yield

was about 2501b. lint cotton per acre over an area of 30 acres. His-

Moco cotton measured 40mm., but was weak, the Riqueza, though

only 32mra., was very strong and silky.

Our next stop was at Angicos (10,000 inhabitants) where the

Prefect called a meeting of the cultivators ; he explained the various

points at issue and we had afterwards a good discussion.

The production of this district is about 14,000 bales (70 kilos),

per year.

A " carga "" (which is a mule-load of two bales) to Lages costs from

here six milreis.

Moco measured 40 to 42mm., Riqueza 35mm. and Herbaceous

32mm.
Moco sheds the cotton very easily. Riqueza in this district is-

more attacked by insects than Moco.

A field of Moco gave a yield of 4621b. lint per acre
;

ginning:

percentage 33 per cent.

There are 14 ginneries in the district. An exporter who has an
agent here made last year a difference of three miheis per arroba of 20^

kilos seed cotton between clean and dirty picked cotton. This agent,

works on a commission receiving one milreis for every 100 milreis

cotton purchased for the exporter, the latter finds all the ready cash.

Moco is very easily ginned ; its price, if pure, is higher than,

ordinary cotton.
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A seed farm in this district would be a boon, as the cultivators

are very intelligent and complain of lack of good seed.

In consequence of the bad state of roads our progress by car was
very slow. The Mayor of Assu and several Government engineers,

knowing that we had to cross the river " Assu," whose bed, 800
metres wide, had been filled with water owing to the rains, assisted

our crossing. Some 20 men pushed the motor cars through the water..

We inspected at Assi; a ginning factory where both Moco and
Riqueza (here called " Azul "") was 30mm. in length. Moco was weak.

The present price is three milreis for 20 kilos clean seed cotton and
two milreis for dirty cotton, including dead fibres.

The ginning percentage of Riqueza was given as 25 per cent., the
yield as 5051b. per acre. This high yield was obtained on land
subject to inundation in the neighbourhood of Assu, at a farm called

Sao Antonio.

Three great irrigation schemes in this district are contemplated
;

one at Pata Choca, for which the contract has already been given to
Messrs. C. H. Walker & Co. Ltd., London. This firm does a great deal
of constructional work for the Brazilian Government, receiving 15 per
cent, commission on all outlays. A reservoir to contain 150 millions

cubic metres water is to be constructed. At Mudubim and Lagoa
DE PiATO dams for 50 millions and 25 millions cubic metres water
are under consideration.

At Assu we had an excellent meeting with the cultivators of the-

district. It being market day a large number of them were in the town
and the Mayor invited them to the town hall, where after an address
by the Mayor, who is himself interested in the cotton business, mc
had a lively and interesting discussion. One farmer stated that on
his ' fazenda Camello " he had obtained from selected Moco 5001b.-

lint per acre in the first year and over 7001b. the second year.

The farmers calculate the yield in this district per 1,000 holes
(" covas "), which is equal to 3,025 square metres.

On the boundary road between the municipalities of Assu and
Mossoro, the Mayor of the latter town, Mr. Camillo Figueredo, who
is a merchant of Mossoro, dealing also in cotton, met us. We had to
cross the river Upanbma, a tributary of the Assu, under similar diffi-

culties to those we had experienced previously.

We visited the mayor's cotton plantation and another one, called'
" Boa Vista " and " Buenos Aires."

There was the usual mixture, but Riqueza predominated with a
fibre up to 35mm. The cotton is pruned back generally only when
Indian corn is to be planted between the cotton. There were Moco
trees with branches weighted down : they spread out like fern leaves.

10 to 14 sets of bolls were at the end of the branches. The fibre was-
42mm. long.

Mossoro has only lately taken up cotton growing, but there seems-
every chance of success, as the yield in the first year on one plantation
was 2801b. lint per acre, in the second 3001b. and this year, the
third, they thought the crop would be much bigger.
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A piece of land 1,540mm. frontage to the river and 5km. in depth

was recently sold at 3 contos. The frontage to the river is the deciding

factor in land purchases in these parts, as the crops depend to a great

extent on the inundation which yearly deposits silt.

Some 40,000 bales pass annually through Mossoro, concentrating

there from the Serido, Parahyba and Ceara. The distance from Mossoro

to Limoeira (in Ceara) is only 90km. of a good road.

An excellent sample of cotton, uniform, 50mm. in length, coming

from the Jaguaribe valley in Ceara was shown to me. Dr. W. L.

Balls in his report signals these samples out as being high-class. {See

Chapter xii.) Rus.sos in that valley is an important cotton district.

There are in Mos.sor6 several important merchants, who deal in

all kinds of produce^ but especially cotton, carnauba wax and goat

skins, viz. :

—

M. F. de Monte & Co. ship bales of 120 kilos to Europe, their

agents in Europe being Jacob Walter & Co., London, and J. Bromley

Moore & Co., Liverpool.

TertuHano Fernandes & Co., Mossoro, have bought recently a

liigh density press, from Ceara, which will turn out bales of 150 kilos.

Other Mossoro cotton merchants are :

Alfredo Fernandes.

Camillo Figueiredo.

F. Borges de Andrade.
Joao Fereira de Almeida.

These firms issued broadcast a circular explaining the necessity of

clean picking, etc. We saw this circular placarded up in many shops

of the interior.

In Aracaty, the port of shipment for the produce of the Jaguariba

valley, there are :

J. Klein, Figueredo & Co.

Costa Lima & Mirtyl.

The port for Mossoro is Arreia Branca ; for an ox-cart carrying

18 bales each 70 kilos to Sao Antonio and from there in lighters to the

•ocean steamer costs at present about 800 reis per bale, the same price

as is charged by the railway company.

Our next stops were at Sao Sebastiao, Pedras das Abelhas
^nd Brejo do Apody. Very little cotton was to be seen ;

the few

fields represented a mixture in which Verdao was always the best,

measuring up to 32mm. This is really the Carnauba Palm district.

At Carahubas the Verdao cotton is known under another new
name " Pelucho." At a press in this place they moistened the sides

to improve baling. Buyers complain that the cotton from here con-

tains a good deal of sand.

Fraudulent Packing.—Serido merchants come here to buy
inferior Matta cotton, take it to Serido and have it rebaled in sacks of

64 kilos. (At Carahubas the bales are mostly 100 kilos as they use

oxen carts for transportation. ) This Matta cotton is afterwards brought

into the market as Serido cotton. (Just what they did in Egypt,

when they mixed Upper and Lower Egyi:)tian cotton.)
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Our next stop was at the Fazenda Fortuna, 140 metres above
sea-level. This is the first spot where we find strong Moco cotton

;

Verdao does not do well, but a variety which looked as if it might be a
hybrid between the Inteiro crossed with Moco, was good, being 38 to

40mm. and strong. Moco gives the best yield out of the mixture of

Herbaceous, Verdao and afore-mentioned hybrid.

At UruguayANA Moco was not as good as in the last place. We
halted at Augusto Severo, 130 metres above sea-level ; this town was
known as " Campo Grande " and before that as " Triumpho." There
are 7 ginning factories in the township each with hand-presses ; half

the cotton is sent to Lages and half to Mossoro, to the former town
the rate for a mule-load is 12 milreis, to the latter 6 to 8. 2,000 bales

are handled annually. The price of cotton in Augusto Severo was
2 $500 for 16 kilos seed cotton, ginning out-turn 33 per cent.

In CoLONiA the farmer was in the habit of separating the seed

for planting purposes ; the same is done by the owner of Cachoeira.

At Sao Antonio where we see the first " agude," a reservoir

6km. long and 1km. wide, Verdao and Herbaceous do well in land
subject to flood. They plant in June—July and within four months
the crop is ready. The intention is to raise the dam of the " aQude "

by six metres which would enable 500 hectares to be irrigated twice a
month.

The Verdao in the district measured 35mm. and some Moco cotton

reached 37mm. It was strong cotton.

We passed on our way " Maracanahu," " Amazonas, Mulungu
(Parahyba), " Catingueira." Moco is mostly 35mm., at times 42mm.
Herbaceous is only 22mm. It is a great pity that this latter should

be allowed in so near proximity to the real Serido district. We could

see distinctly the hybridisation that had taken place, the Moco having
taken on the roughness of the herbaceous cotton.

At night we had to cross the " Rio de Piranhas," which had so much
water that the horses refused to swim with the riders in the saddle.

We had to swim through the river leading our horses behind us.

At Sao Fernando, which is only 15km. from Caico, Moco cotton

was again hybridised, measuring barely 35mm. and being rough.

Verdao had the same length, strong and silky.

Moco gives here hardly any crop during the first year, in the

second year a tree yields from 8 to 10 kilos seed cotton, increasing

every year until 16 to 20 kilos are reached. The ginning out-turn

was 28 to 29 per cent.

Verdao gives a crop in the first year, in the second year it yields

slightly less than Moco, but after the third year there is hardly any
crop. There is no pruning done. Moco trees last here 10 years, but
after the fourth year the plants are cut back close to the soil.

During years of drought the quantity of cotton per Moco tree is

reduced, but the quality is said to remain good.

No difference is made in price for length or resistance of fibre
;

the largest buyer paid at the time of our visit 4 milreis per 16 kilos

for first, 500 reis less for second and 1 §500 less for third grade.
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Here are generally large landowners, who let the land to tenants

on the understanding that 50 per cent, of the cotton crop is paid
" in lieu " of rent. The tenant cultivates two rows of Indian corn between
each row of cotton. When the landlords advance money to the tenants

they pay 500 reis per kilo seed cotton less than the market price for

cash.

All landowners have ginning plants and deal in cotton.

SERIDO
The Serido proper is defined by the six following municipalities,

and only cotton coming from there should be sold as " Serido "
; cotton

from the neighbouring districts should be termed " type Serido " :

—

Artificial

Water
Reservoirs.

400
140

Municipality.
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One ot the many Reservoirs (a^udes) in the Serido District

Reservoirs.—In the municipality of Caico there are 400 water
reservoirs constructed by building a dam across two hillsides.

This includes small and large ones. In 1909 there were in the whole
of Rio Grande do Norte 1,086 reservoirs, of which the Serido accounted

for 700. Since then this figure has risen to 1,500, of which over 800'

are in the Serido.

Most of these have been constructed by the landowners, but the

Government is at the present time building various reservoirs of large

dimensions, with the ulterior object of irrigating the country lying

behind. Whether it will be possible to undertake the irrigation of

such very undulating country as this without expending further very

large sums indeed, I doubt. In some cases the erection of the dams
necessitates the flooding of large areas of fertile lands and it seems

doubtful, indeed, whether the irrigation will be a commercial propo-

sition and a technical possibility. Of course, the very sight of a sheet

Typical Cotton Land in the Serido District
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of water to one coming from a famine district is a great consolation,

but judging from the lie of the land behind the three irrigation works
visited, it would appear to me that great areas of first-class land are

being sacrificed at the expense of a very problematical scheme which
will require much larger sums than the construction of the dams has cost.

The Moco cotton is the only plant in the Serido which will with-

stand the great droughts ; this is probably due to the geological condi-

tions of the valleys. Slanting rocks, forming an acute angle, on which

there are layers of shingle and soil, seem to prevent the moisture from

A Moco Cotton Field on

The dry grass " capim panasco " prevents th«

' taboleira " land

fallen cotton from becoming dirty

running off entirely. Evidently the deep roots of the trees find little

pockets of soil and shingle which remain damp even during the years

when no rain falls. Until quite recently cotton was grown on the

margins of the rivers, brooks, etc., only so far up the slanting side of

the hill from the course, as it was thought that the roots would reach

into the subsoil water level. These lands are called " Baixos," i.e. low
lands. But a few years ago some cultivators made experiments
with growing cotton much further up the slant, on what are called
" taboleiras," which used to be considered too dry. These experi-

ments have been a great success, and the practice of using these " tabo-

leiras " for cotton is becoming common. It is true that " taboleira
"

land does not give so big a yield, but the cotton is stronger. By
bringing the " taboleira " land under cotton cultivation a considerable

extension of the crop can take place.

One farmer planted his cotton in large holes, about a meter in

circumference, thus forming a cavity into which the rain settled. This

man had an excellent crop.
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Scarcity of Labour.—There are thousands of acres of this kind
of land which have not yet been put under cultivation in the Serido

district. There is therefore every possibility of extension but the

country suffers from a shortage of people, especially now since the
Government has started the construction of the motor roads. Labour,
which used to come to the Serido from the Breijo sugar district of Para-

hyba, after the termination of the sugar crop there, in order to help

with cotton picking in the Serido, has been attacked by the road-

making firms, where discipline is perhaps not as strict as on the farms.

Now that the rubber collecting in the Amazonas is being discontinued,

it is to be hoped that the Cearense labourers who used to perform this

work will be directed to the cotton fields of the Serido, where the

climate is invigorating and living healthy.

No other crop but cotton can come into consideration in these

quarters. Of Indian corn, beans, etc., only so much is grown as is

required for the feeding of the inhabitants and their stock of pigs.

The cultivators whom we interrogated were mostly alive to the

importance of pure seed ; their only regret was that they could not

obtain selected seed from any institution and it is to be hoped the

Government will undertake a Moco seed farm in this area.

We had the advantage of an excellent guide in the whole of the

Serido. Dr. Ignacio Joaquim de Carvalho Filho, the chief judge of

Caico, who knows the whole zone thoroughly and who understands

the peculiarities of the country, accomjDanied us throughout this part

of Rio Grande do Norte, explaining the conditions and organising

excellenth^ the whole trip. We are much indebted to this gentleman.

We examined the gins in Caico and found one with 50 saw-blades,

though sharpened, which would not gin properly. The reason was
that the man had ginned cotton that had become wet by the recent

rains ; the hairs had clogged the saw-points and consequently they
would not work satisfactorily. We found quite a good lot of Moco,
silky, 35 to 38mm. long, but part was fully 45mm. before ginning.

The present prices for such cotton were four milreis per 15 kilos

first-class seed cotton, and 3 $600 for seconds. One merchant told

us that a large exporter had bought cotton in February /March, i.e.,

when the cotton was not yet grown, at 200 milreis per 130 kilos lint,

free Lages station, charging one per cent, interest per month until

delivery.

The cotton merchants in Caico are :

Celso Dantas de Camboira
;

Ariston & Cunha ;

Gorgonio Ambr. da Nobrega
;

Luiz Agatangelo de Brito
;

Fco. Gorg. da Nobrega.

Caico is situated on the " Rio do Serido," the main river ; when
it has water it runs so fast that the banks have to be protected by
special grass. There is no cultivation of Baixos on this river on
account of its quick flow.

On leaving the town we passed a small plantation where we saw
50mm. Moco. We first visit the " Valle do Saboeiro," 220 metres
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above sea level. Moco was mostly strong, 35mm., but there is also

Verdao, which is weak, though silky. This valley has 20 kilometres

by 220 to 250 metres under cotton.

We cross the " Rio do Mundo Novo," the valley of which is

30km. in length, the whole of which is cultivated with cotton.

The plants were grown 2-61 metres apart both ways (12 palmas,

each 22cm.). Besides Moco a smaller seed, but otherwise identical

with Moco was planted. This small seeded cotton is called " Moco-
zinho " or " Sedinha," being silky in appearance.

Wages of labourers are 800 reis per day, but plain food to be

found by employer ; this is for picking. The farmer here had the

system that one nian was engaged to pick all the clean cotton and
another followed the first picker to collect the dirty cotton left. In

this way he got a premium of 1 $500 per 16 kilos on his clean cotton.

The land is sold in all these parts according to the frontage on
the river or brook. At the time of our visit land changed hands at

50 mil reis per '' braca "' (=2-20 metres) river frontage with 7ikm.
depth.

The fields in the Serido are frequently fenced in by stone walls.

The yield was given us as : low land, two kilos per plant ; higher

land, one kilo per plant ;
" taboleira " 200/300 grammes per plant.

There is no need to clean " taboleiras " of grass ; indeed, when
the cotton sheds it falls on this " panasco " grass and does not become
dirty. Taboleiras " have generally 1| meter of a gravel soil layer

on rock.

Fazenda Sao Nicolau is situated 240 metres above sea-level,

in the valley of the Sao Nicolau, where it joins that of the river
" Mundo Novo." The owner of the large fazenda was a very

intelligent gentleman who had taken great interest in cotton.

He first showed us a specimen tree of the indigenous cotton grow-
ing wild in almost inaccessible parts on the heights of mountains
between rocks. This cotton, called " Algodao Sylvestre " or " Ganga,"
was found there as long ago as 1807 at the time when the farm was
bought, and has probably existed there for centuries. The seed is

small and has a peculiar spike ; some seed is bluish-green. The fibre

is short and of little commercial value ; its length was 20mm. From
the historical, botanical point of view this plant is very interesting, as
it is probably the forerunner of the Moco or Verdao cottons found in

Brazil.

The samples of " Moco " cotton of this farm we considered weak.
Of course, it must be taken into consideration that these samples are

from the first pickings of the new crop which, according to general

opinion in Brazil, is frequently weak, and latterly rains had been
falling.

We rode for miles through the " Taboleira " portion of the
plantation. There was a great deal of cotton ready for picking and
beginning to shed. The owner was complaining of a shortage of

hands, especially this year, owing to the employment given through
the construction of roads.
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We came across one cotton tree, the fibres of which were 50mm.
in length. This farmer is particular in seed selection : he plants
" Moco " as pui'c as he can get it. Absolutely pure " Moco " is a thing

of the past. Generally the bolls of " Moco " are small, but the number
of them on the branches is extremely large. We have seen as many as

15 bolls towards the end of a branch. " Verdao " and other kinds

have only about four bolls at the end of a branch.

We rode through the Valle de S. Jose do Serido to a village

called BoNiTA (300 metres above sea-level). It was formerly called

S. Jose do Serido. In this rich valley, 55km. in length and 300

metres in width, all the low-lands (called " Baixos ") were cultivated

with "Moco " cotton. From Bonita one gets a magnificent view of

practically the whole of the " Serido " zone, surrounded by a vast

amphitheatre of mountain ranges.

At Cruzeta the three rivers, Rio Quimporo, Riacho do Meio
and Rio do Sao Jose (or Salgado) meet.

At Cruzeta a huge water reservoir is in course of construction

at a cost of 597 contos : it is expected to be finished in 1922.

16,000,000 cubic metres of water will be stored there, and as the

Government has acquired through appropriation extensive stretches

of land, it is to be hoped that the Cotton Department will be allowed

to establish a seed farm here. The cotton from this valley enjoys a

good reputation. " Moco " was pretty strong, but its length varied

from 32mm. to 42mm.

The system of excellent roads begins again here and from
Cruzeta to Natal huge motor cars, bringing material for the construc-

tion of the dam, travel regularly in eight hours.

We called at Fazenda Emburanas and later at Epinal in the

municipality of Acary. The owner of this farm, Mr. Francisco
Raymundo de Aranjo, a plain " Sertanejo," has devoted more than
ordinary attention to the cultivation of cotton. He has his own
experimental grounds and keeps records of the behaviour of the plants

;

he does scientific work by instinct. He assured us that an excep-

tionally large " Moco " tree had given 3,065 bolls =9-45 kilos seed

cotton in the fifth year.

This farm had 25 hectares of " Moco " cotton on " Taboleira
"

land and 9 hectares on " Baixo." On the " Taboleira " the yield of

lint per acre worked out to 310 to 3201b. The trees ^\'ere planted 1 • 50

by 2-20 metres. The trees last from 10 to 15 years. The first

bolls open in June, but the main crop is in July to September and
onwards to the end of the year and even January. This farmer had
found water 10 metres below the surface and had endeavoured to

trace the length of the roots, but had not succeeded ; he had had
roots two metres in lengths, but thought they must go deeper.

Mr. Raymundo was one of the first who used the " Taboleira " land

for cotton. He plants his trees in January or February, when any

re-planting is necessary.

Planting is undertaken at a time when there have been at least

two falls of rain ; he plants his seed in a hole, 12 inches lower than

the surface, so that the water collects round the plants. Near the
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farm is one of the usual reservoirs, and no doubt the water from this

filters through and supplies moisture to a portion of his crop.

This farmer has no need to take his crop to the market : the

buyers come to his farm, and he always gets a premium over local

rates.

The ginning outturn is now 26 per cent., but before the pink
boll-worm came it was 30 per cent. This farmer says that many farmers
do not trouble to get back their own seed from the ginnery, and in some
places, we are told, a man can take his seed cotton to the gin, receive

at once the equivalent lint and seed of someone else's lot. As all

cottons are alike in their estimation, such procedure saves time of

waiting.

At this farm we saw 17 plants of Sea Island cotton growing as an
experiment. The length of the fibre was from 50mm. to 55mm., strong,

fine and silky.

I feel that the information obtained from Mr. Fco. Raj^mundo is

quite reliable ; this man made a very favourable impression on all

of us.

AcARY. This was our next stopping place and from there we
visited the valley of the Rio Acauan. The town of Curraes Novos
is situated on this river.

At Gargalheira, close to Acary, the river passes through a narrow
valley which lends itself for the building of a dam, and here the

Barragem Gargalheira is being constructed. Work is proceeding

there under a contract with Messrs. C. H. Walker & Co., Ltd., of

London. It is intended to have the walls of the dam 25 metres high

with three sluice gates. The top distance from one side to the other

of the walls of the dam is 120 metres. It is estimated that 7,000

barrels of cement will be used. This reservoir is intended to be used

for irrigation purposes, but from the nature of the undulating country
behind each one of us felt doubtful whether this was a technical

feasibility. Certainly tunnelling of many of the hills would be neces-

sary to carry the water to irrigation canals.

At a farm on the way to our next halting place we were told that

on " Taboleira " land " Moco " had yielded 282 kilos lint per acre, and
" Riqueza " had given the same yield. The ginning out-turn was
given as 28|^ per cent.

We met another agent of one of the large cotton exporting firms

who said he was paid two per cent, commission on the value of his pur-

chases for the firm.

Jardim do Serido (280 metres above sea-level). This little

town is beautifully situated with a grove of tall palms at its entrance.

It is probably the most important of the municipalities in the Serido

district.

Mr. Felinto Elysio, the political chief of this town and a land

owner, accompanied us through the rest of the Serido. He showed
us some very nice samples of his " Moco " cotton, 40mm. and strong.

He makes a regular selection of seed and insists that all his pickers

carry two bags, one for clean cotton and the other for dirty cotton

and dead fibres.
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Jardlm do Serido, one of the principal Towns in the long staple district

We visited the estate of the Mayor, called Fazenda Apertado,

where there is a large reservoir, constructed in 1874. It is not

intended for irrigation, but a small outlet has been provided to water

the few fields cultivated with sugar.

The soil here evidently contains a great deal of saltpetre ;
this

is especially the case near Malhada da Areia in the valley of the

Rio Barra Nova.
Another farm visited was Canto Alegre ; the owner also

selected his seed. His " Moco "' was up to 42mm. but somewhat

weak.

At Malhada da Areia one export firm had offered this year 150 $000

per 120 kilos lint. To this must be added 10^000 for transport to

port.

Umary. At this farm the cost of picking was 1 $000 to 1 $200

per 16 kilos, and one picker would collect daily an average of 801b.

seed cotton. The length of fibre was 37mm. to 38mm.

Besides " Moco " they grow " Mocozinho." It turned out slightly

shorter but much silkier. The farmer con.sidered " Verdao" more sub-

ject to insects than the other two kinds. Care is taken on this farm

to separate dirty from clean cotton. We thought that the qualities

were somewhat irregular.

Passing through OuRO Branco* we reached Fazenda Volta do
EspiRiTo Santo.

On the " Taboleiro " land of this estate some more excellent

cotton was grown, averaging 38mm. to 40mm., but we found one tree

* Cotton is often called in Brazil •' ouro branco," lit. -white gold.
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with 50mm. to 55mm. and a very strong fibre. We thought that
this was the best cotton we had seen so far. The ginning outturn
was 28 per cent. {See scientific examination of this cotton at end of

this Chapter.)

SOMBRIO :

Mr. Fehnto Elysio has a farm here and we saw a magnificent
crop all along the valley of the Rio do Coite. The yield in the pre-

vious year had worked out at 4201b. per acre ; half the land was
taken up with Indian corn. For picking he pays 1 $000 per 16 kilos

for clean picked (no food to be provided for the picker) and makes a
reduction of 200 reis where the cotton is dirty. There is a gin with
35 saw blades on the farm. The price for ginning and baling on com-
mission is 20S000 to 22S000 per '• carga " of 128 kilos. {See end of

this Chapter.)

Mr. Fehnto separates the cotton seed he intends to use for

sowing at once after ginning,

PaRELHAS

:

Here again a reservoir is being constructed by the Government
at BuQUERAO DE Parelhas where the waters of the river 8erid6 are

to be collected. There is a catch basin of 18km. and 300,000,000
cubic metres of water are said to be available. The cost is estimated
to be 10,000 contos. The possibilities of irrigating the land imme-
diately behind the dam seemed again a very difficult, if not imjDossible,

task.

At the Fazenda Velha situated at the bifurcation of the Serido

and Timbauba rivers we were able to obtain reliable information as to

tihe yields. The low-lands give at least 4501b. lint per acre.

Moco Cotton Cultivation along the Rio do Coite
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This farmer made a difference between sandy " Taboleiras "

;and stoney " Taboleiras."' According to his opinion the latter

produced excellent quality but a smaller quantity.

During the drought of 1919 the sandy " Taboleiras " gave no
crop at all, but the stoney one yielded ; he plants his trees four metres
apart all round. This cultivator also selects his seed. After ginning,

the fibres measured 36mm. to 37mm.

We noticed some of the khaki natural coloured cotton, viz.,
" Inteiro," in his fields.

This valley is 28 kilometres long, all planted with cotton.

At the Fazenda Joazeiro we saw a i^retty even cotton 38mra.
ginned.

A Moco Cotton Field In the Valley ot Sao Bentos River, with Owners
(Everybody here wears large leather hats)

" Serido " cotton is generally a creamy colour and has a peculiar

-smell, somewhat like goats' skin. This year the first pickings have
"turned out quite white instead of creamy.

The bales of 64 to 65 kilos measured 1-25 by • 75 by • 40 metres.

In the Valle do 8. Bentos we saw more excellent cotton in the

third year of growth on " Taboleira '' land measuring up to 45mm.,
and being very silky. The yield on this farm was 4801b. per acre

lint and the ginning outturn 30 • 8 per cent.

For picking 1 $500 was paid. For ginning and baling 20 $000 to

;23$000 per 8 arrobas of 16 kilos lint.
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The present (July 1921) prices are :

—

1st Class, 160 $000 lint per " carga " of 8 arrobas= 128 kilos.

2nd „ 80$000 to 1001000 „

Expenses for eight arrobas lint :

39 $000 for picking wages
20 $000 for ginning and baling

59 $000

The cotton is sold at present low prices at 160 $000, therefore 101 $000>
remain to pay for labour, profit and interest.

There is further the seed equal to 18 arrobas which, at a very-
low price for cattle feeding, is worth 9 $000. Therefore a total gross-

profit of 110 $000 per 128 kilos = 390 reis per lb., from which must be
deducted the slight amount of labour expended and interest on
capital. This applies when the owner cultivates the land himself

;

when he has a tenant there remains 50 per cent, for the landlord clear.

Planting takes place only every 10 or 15 years and weeding perhaps-
once or twice a year.

The fencing of the property costs as much as the land. There
are altogether three kinds of fences, viz. :

Present cost.
" Vara " (wattle fence) = 1 $000 for 2 • 20 metres
Stone with wattle on the top = 3 $000 for 2 • 20 metres
Stone alone = 5 $000 for 2 • 20 metres

This terminates the tour through the Serido.

We now proceeded again by motor cars south of the Serido to^

Santa Luzia, which is situated in the State of Parahyba.

The principal interest in this town is the modern ginning factory
of the " Sociedade Algodoeira do Nordeste Brazileiro," which has
three large saw-gins of 50 blades, and at the time we visited three
roller-gins of Piatt Bros. & Co., Ltd., Oldham, were being erected..

These are the first roller-gins in the north-eastern part of Brazil.

The company has opened up schools at all their factories for the
instruction in reading, writing and arithmetic, as well as agriculture,
of their workpeople and their children.

We visited the Fazendas Fechado, Riacho da Varzea Alegre
and Riacho dos Gatos. (" Riacho " means brook.)

In each of these places " Moco " had a length of from 40mm..
to 42mm., and the fields were well picked. There were decidedly
more women workers in the fields here than in any part of Rio Grande
do Norte. On the Fazenda Fechado efforts are being made to plant
nothing but selected seed.

Sao Mamede :

This is the next town we visited. It is situated on the river of the
same name where the two affluents of the Riacho da Varzea and
Riacho dos Gatos meet.
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The cotton here was very good but we noticed some crossing

between the "herbaceo" and "Moco." The yield per acre was 4821b.

To my mind this place is the limit where the Serido—Moco type of

cotton grows, for at the next place

—

Riacho Tatu—there was a distinct

falling off in the cotton. It is noticeable that less care is taken in the

cultivation, and again we got the mixture of " Maranhao," " Riqueza "

and " Moco."

We travelled by cars along the splendid main roads up to Pombal,
inspecting the cotton fields on the way.

At Patos, which is almost half way, we met again the President

of the State of Parahyba—Dr. Solon de Lucena—who happened to

l)e in this part of the country ; he enquired as to our impressions.

At Pombal we were able to have a meeting with a large number
of cotton cultivators, to whom we explained the necessity of pure

seed and better methods of cultivation. This was very necessary as

the cultivators had been told that they should alternate one row of
" Moco " with a row of annual cotton. The effect of such advice

was clearly visible in the hybridisation that had taken place and, of

course, the annual American type of cotton was mixed with Moco in

the ginning, causing the mixture of seeds and lint.

Unfortunately, we were not able to reach Souza. This is a town
which is likely to expand in the near future because several railway

companies are building lines centreing on Souza, viz. :

—

1. The Central Company do Rio Grande do Norte is being

extended from Lages to Souza.

2. The railway from MossoRO is projected via S. Sebastao,
Carahubas to Souza.

3. The Great Western Branch from Campina Grande is to be

extended to Souza.

4. The railway from Lavras in Ceara is to connect up with

Souza.

5. The Central de Pernambuco Railway terminating at present

at Barrao de Rio Branco is to be continued to Souza.

At Patos there was a very nice selected " Moco " cotton
;
pretty

strong, but the majority of fibres did not measure more than 32mm.,
though one boll measured 55mm. This was at the Fazenda
QuEiXADO. The arroba here is 20 kilos.

We returned from Patos to Santa Luzia and proceeded via Sole-

DADE to Campina Grande. Here the " Moco " measured 32mm. only

and was rather dark.

The chief interest at Campina Grande is the very modern
ginning factory of the " Companhia Parahybana de Prensagem e
Beneficiamento de Algodao," in which the export firm of Messrs.

Wharton, Pedroza & Co., Natal, is largely interested. In this factory

there are three gins of 80 saw blades each with suction pipes and filler

and a hydraulic press (Bridge, Castleton) turning out exjjort bales.

{See -p. 170.; -

Campina Grande is the great market for Parahyba and Pernam-
buco through which 200,000 bales, each of 64 kilos, pass annually.
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Loading the Pack Mules with Cotton Bales near Patos

Time did not permit me to visit the other cotton gro\\ ing States of
Brazil. These are :

—

MARANHAO
In this State cotton is the principal product and the Congress of

the State seems to realise that the Government must take the necessary
steps to improve and extend cotton growing. Various cotton experi-
mental stations have been erected.

There are five distinct zones in the State, namely :

(1) Littoral, comprising the municipalities of Alcantara^„

Guimaraes, Cururupii, Tury-assu, Santa Helena. Pinheiro and Sao-

Vincente Ferrer.

Cotton Haulage at Camplna Grande, the great cotton Emponum
of the North-East
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(2) Called " Pedreiras," comprising the municipalities of S. Luiz,

Gonzaga, Pedreiras, Bacabal, Barra do Corda and Grajahii.

(3) Called " Itapecuru," comprising the municipalities of

Itapecurii, Coroata, Codo, Caxias and S. Jose dos Mattoes.

(4) Called " Parnahyba," comprising Brejo, Burity, Curralinho,
Santa Quiteria, Chapadinha and Vargem Grande.

(5) Called " The Sertao," comprising Picos, Mirador, Pastos
Bons, Nova-York, Passagem Franca, Sao Jotlo dos Patos and Barao
do Grajahu.

PIAUHY
The State of Piauhy possesses excellent conditions for the cultiva-

tion of cotton and there are evidently possibilities for the extension of
the crop.

It seems that the central and southern zones are not yet opened
up owing to lack of transport facilities and from reports received these
promise to be sj^lendid cotton growing districts.

Several Federal Government cotton experimental seed farms have
been started in this State.

CEARA
This State grows quite a good quantity of cotton and evidently

the Jaguaribe Valley, according to samples shown to me, can pro-
duce excellent qualities. {See Chapter xii.)

The largest cotton producing municipalities are :

—

S. Francisco de Uruburetama, S. Joao de Itapipoca, Uniiio,

Russos, Limoeiro, Ipu, Ipueiras, Nova-Russos, Iguatu, S. Matheus,
Pedra-Branca, Benjamin Constant, S. Pompeu and Morada-Nova.

The States of Goyaz, Para, and even the Territory of Acre,
are said to produce cotton.

Report by Dr. W. LAWRENCE BALLS, Chief of the Experimental;

Department of the Fine Cotton Spinners' and Doubters''

Association Ltd., Bollington, near

Macclesfield, on

:

"SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SERIDO SAMPLES
OF COTTON RECEIVED FROM MR. ARNO S. PEARSE."

All the samples brought by Mr. Pearse from Brazil on the occasion

of his visit there during 1921 were handed over to the Experimental
Department of the Fine Cotton Spinners' and Doublers' Association
for examination.

After discussion with Mr. Pearse, we arranged to examine in detail

the two Ceara samples, the one sample of Verdao, the Sombrio and
Espirito Santo samples of Moco, and to take four more samples of
Moco at random to represent the remainder.
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Since the statistics thus obtained would be meaningless without
some basis of comparison, we have put beside them similar figures

taken from our records to show the kind of results given by good
cottons from America and Egypt.

(1) The average of a dozen well-grown medium staple American
Upland samples.

(2) A long staple but rather coarse Brown Egyptian of strain

No. 77.

(3) A high grade extra Sakel cotton.

(4) Three other pure strains of Egyptian, No. 310 being a super-

Sakel, while Nos. 95 and 111 more resemble Assili.

The statistical tests applied were as follows :

—

<A) HAIR BREAK
These tests show the average results obtained by breaking 100

hairs at random, the length of each portion of hair tested being 1cm.

taken in the middle of the hair. Results are expressed in grammes,
und give some clue to the strength which may be expected in the yarn,

provided that the yarns compared are all of equal regularity.

To effect this comparison for the same count, we have to take

into consideration the hair break of equivalent weights of cotton.

This has been indicated under the heading of " Relative Hair Break,"
which expresses the strength as shown by hairs of equal hair weight

<D), i.e., equal fineness.

(B) WALL THICKNESS

The thickness of the cell wall of the hair is measured in 100 hairs

indirectly by taking the difference between the total width of the hair

at some one point of the width, and the width of the central canal,

this difference being divided by two to give the thickness of the wall.

(C) RIBBON WIDTH
We use this term for what is commonly and inaccurately described

as the diameter of the hair. It is determined at the same time as the

measurements of wall thickness.

Cross Sectional Area. This can be calculated, if required,

irom the figures for wall thickness and Ribbon Width. It mainly
ioUows the hair weight.

tD) HAIR WEIGHT
A known length of hair is taken from the middle of each of a

large numbers of hairs, and from the total weight of all these separate

lengths we compute the average weight of a single centimetre of hair.

Results are expressed in milligrammes per centimetre.

This test is one of the measurements of fineness, and from it can
be calculated the number of hairs in cross section of any given kind
of yarn. The lower the hair weight the more hairs there will be in
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cross section, and hence, other things being equal, tlie finer the count
which can be spun witliout reducing the number of hairs in cross

section too low.

(E) SORTING
All the samples were put through the Sledge Sorter,* an illustration

of which will be found in the advertisement pages of this volume,

and the curves shown express the percentage distribution by weight

for the various lengths of staple found in each sample. Duplicate

tests were made on each sample, so that in this way some idea of

the error of the test can be gathered.

It may he noted that the Ceara samples were difficult both to

draft and sorb owing to their extreme fineness.

It will be noticed that all the curves show an apparent tail of

long hairs, but this—as explained in the handbook of the Sorter*—is

fictitious ; and to obtain a true idea of the composition of the samples,

the rapidly falling front portion of the curve should be projected

downwards to cut the base line.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON OBSERVATIONS
It will be seen that the Ceara samples (from the Jaguaribe valley)

are extremely fine, whether judged by hair weight, or even more so

by ribbon width. Their hair break is, at first sight, rather low, but

upon correcting for fineness, they are seen (in the " Relative Hair

Break "' column) to l)e greatly superior to the samples of Moco and
Verdao.

At the same time, this superiority is not abnormal. On comparing
the Ceara with Sakel and No. 77 in this respect, they will be seen to

be about equal thereto, whereas the Moco and Verdao samples are

not only inferior to Egyjjtian in this essential characteristic but also

to the American. Although this fact appears unfavourable to the

Moco samples, it should be carefully observed that we are comparing
country cotton from Brazil with crop cotton from experimental plots

in America, and it is probable that better cultivation would lessen

the difference.

This ' Relative Hair Break "' comparison is really the essential

thing, and the other features of the tests are of comparatively minor
interest ; but it must be carefully observed that while " Relative

Hair Break " shows the intrinsic strength of the yarn which the cotton

may be expected to produce, it does not indicate whether the cotton

will draft smoothly or not ; and it is quite possible for a cotton which

is intrinsically strong to behave so badly in drafting as to produce

weak yarn. For this we have, as yet, no direct test, except the test

of actual spinning ;| and it should be noted that, as mentioned above,

the Ceara samples were decidedly difficult to draft in preparation for

sorting. In this respect, however, they merely resemble other very

fine cottons.

* " A Method for Measuring the Length of Cotton Hairs " by W. Lawrence Balls

(MacMillan & Co., London, 1921).

t
" A Handbook of Spinning Tests for Cotton Growers " by W. Lawrence Balls

(MacMillan & Co., London, 1920).

L
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The results of sorting the Ceara samples, especially Ceara 1, are,

in consequence of this, not quite so sharp as we could wish them to
be ; but it is evident that in the latter we are dealing with a very
long staple cotton, comparable to West Indian, but showing rather
larger amounts of very short hairs than is perhaps usual, though by
no means uncommon, with West Indian Sea Island. Ceara 2 is more
like the high grade Sakel in respect of its length.

The Moco samples show general similarity in respect of their length,
and this is approximately the same as that of the average American
sample.

The Verdao cotton is slightly shorter than the Moco ones, the
difference being barely |in.

In conclusion, I am indebted to Miss E. Lanigan, in charge of

our testing laboratorj^ and to her assistant. Miss Woodhall, for

carrying out these tests and preparing the graphical illustrations

thereof.

W. LAWRENCE BALLS.
13th January. 1922.

TESTS MADE ON BRAZILIAN SAMPLES RECEIVED FROM
Mr. ARNO S. PEARSE
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HAIR LENGTH TESTS MADE ON THE SLEDGE SORTER

CEARA i CBAEA 2

PERCENTAGE WEIGHT OF COTTON

I

LENGTH

1st tests 2nd tests

PERCENTAGE WEIGHT OF COTTON

INCH
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HAIR LENGTH TESTS MADE ON THE SLEDGE SORTER—(continued)

ALGODAO MOCO EM CAROCO
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DR. W. LAWRENCE BALLS' SLEDGE SORTER TESTS ON
MR. PEARSE'S BRAZILIAN SAMPLES

5

^
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\
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>lgAjr OF I& / \
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Length of Hairs
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Note by Arno S. Pearse—The Moco Cottons from the farms "Sombiio "' and "Voita
do Espirito Santo " show remarkable equality in the above charts with the High
Grade Egyptian Sakellarides Cotton.
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Chapter XI

THE COTTON EXPORT HOUSES OF PERNAMBUCO,
PARAHYBA AND RIO GRANDE DO NORTE.

The following is an alphabetical list of exporters of cotton \vho

have hydraulic or other high density bale presses :

—

Boris Freres & Co., Natal, Rio Grande do Noite
;

Boxwell & Co., Recife, Pernambuco
;

Kroencke & Co., Parahyba
;

Mendes, Lima & Co., Pernambuco:
Pinto Alves & Co., Pernambuco

;

Julius von Sohsten & Co., Parahyba, etc.
;

Jose de Vasconcelles & Co., Recife, Pernambuco ;

Wharton Pedroza & Co., Natal, Rio Grande do Norte.

These firms have their selling agents in Liverpool and further

on in this chapter will be found their names together with the descrip-

tion of the shijiping marks of the cottons they sell.

The bale press to which so far general preference is given in the

north-eastern part of Brazil is one made by Fawcett. Preston & Co.,

Ltd., Liverpool, turning out a bale of 48in. by 17in. by 21ins., weighing

4001b. ; the tare is 101b. During the war, oAving to the difficulty of

prompt delivery, two horizontal bale presses of Bridge, Castleton, near

Rochdale, have been sent out ; these are able to press up to a density

of 601b.; one of these bales of 4001b. measures lOJin. by 20in. by 35in.

Fawcett, Prescon & Co.'s hydraulic Bale Press at Messrs. Kroncke & Co.

Parahyba

This kind of press i? used by most of tfie Cotton Exporters of North Brazil
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Cotton Sampling in the Streets of Parahyba

The makers of the Fawcett* presses claim to be able to turn out

up to 40 bales an hour, whilst the information given me by one of the

owners of the other press \\'as that the maximum outturn was 25 bales

.

per hour. I pointed out to the two firms possessing the horizontal

press that short staple cotton like that of India, where Bridge's press

is well introduced, can stand a pressure of o61b. jjer cubic foot, but that

I thought long staple Brazilian cotton might possibly suffer from such

a pressure. The pressure in these horizontal presses can be regulated

and there is no need to use such a high density. The Egyptian bale

has a cubic density up to 3Slb. per cubic foot, and the Cotton Control

Board at Manchester—whose dictum may be considered as absolutely

authoritative—decided that American bales must on no account be
pressed to a higher density than 361b. : this was in reply to the

American compresses which during the war, owing to shortage of

freight, intended to make bales of 421b. instead of 281b. to the cubic

foot. Trial shipments of bales of varying density from these horizontal

presses are now on the way to Lancashire for expert opinion.

The following is more or less the system of handling the cotton

adopted by all the above firms :

—

* Perhaps the latest machines have a greater output.
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The cotton is bought at the office of the exporter from brokers and
small up-country merchants on a secure contract ; loosely packed
small bales, generally 64 kilos each,* some slightly heavier, are delivered
in the warehouses in the towns of exporter (at port) ; each bale is

sampled in the presence of the seller and classified there and then as
either first, second or " refugo " (throw-outs). Only the price of the
first grade is fixed in the contract at the time of purchase, the deduc-
tion for seconds is agreed to at the time of sampling : ^hen we were
in these parts it Avas almost 50 per cent, less than first. " Refugos "

could not be sold at any j)rice to exporters.

The lots are, of course, kept separate in the stores and, according
to the requirements and established mixings of each firm, they are
taken to the press room. Here the process of separating long and
short fibre really begins and the dirty cotton and clean cottons are

Part of Cotton Warehouse of Kroencke & Co., Parahyba,

showmg Export Bales

further separated. Layers of the opened bale are placed on a slanting

table whose surface consists of small Mooden rollers, allowing dirt and
dust to fall through, on each side of this table stand four men taking

out dirty and dead cotton, and as they perform this work they pass the

good cotton on to the next man who again casts his eyes over it,

picking out undesirable stuff and loosening the cotton at the same time,

and so on, each man pushing the cotton to his neighbour. A foreman
checks the length of the cotton in each bale as it is opened and generally

supervises the A\ork on the table. The unsuitable cotton is thrown
behind the men in a pile and only the selected cotton passes along the

slanting table, at the end of which it reaches a simple contrivance for

*As these bales have to travel long distances on mules, the weight is limited to

64 kilos each, one being placed on either side of the mule.
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further opening and mixing, consisting of a doivli/ rotating wooden
beater, having six arms each l^in. A\ide ; this tosses the cotton up,

riddles it further and throws it on an open platform where a number
of men, by means of wooden forks further loosen and mix the cotton,

pushing it gradually into one of the weighing boxes that are on either

side of this platform. A bell indicates when 4001b. of cotton are in

the box : it is then deposited in the box of the press with which the

weighing box is in close contact. Meanwhile the other weighing box
is filled. There are two boxes (in the old presses three) in each Fawcett
press, as the bale is pressed twice. The number of bales which can
be sorted and pressed in a given time depends on the state of the

cotton delivered. All the export firms have this or a similar method
of mixing and pressing ; it depends, of course, a good deal on the

punctilious manner in which this work is performed ; the process itself

is no secret.

Two of the firms had part of the cotton passing through a Creighton

Opener before sending it on to the slanting table, but I pointed out

that this machine often robs the cotton of the bloom as it is

frequently run too fast.* Another firm had in place of the roller

table an endless trellis table mechanically rotating ; a third firm Avas

doing without the table and spread the cotton out on the floor, as is

done in Alexandria. This latter process cannot get rid of the dirt as

well as the slanting table does. At one place we were told that the

Creighton opener enabled the firm to improve seconds and even
'' refugo" to first-class cotton, taking out as much as 15 per cent. dirt.

The shipping marks, the names of the European firms, etc., as

far as I could ascertain, are as follows :

—

Boris, Freres & Cie, Natal, Ceara and Paris.—The Natal

house is undergoing at present some changes ; during the last two
years little cotton has been shipped from there. The shipping marks
are known as BF Serido, BF Sertao and BF Matta, generally sent

to Liverpool.

The principal house is at Ceara, where a very large quantity

of cotton is handled for shipment to Liverpool, Havre, and all the

Continental markets. The best known mark from the Ceara house is

BF/G, classed as fully fair to good fair, average length of fibre

29/32mm., used largely for mixing with Egyptian cotton.

Boris Freres & Cie are established at 65, rue de la Victoire,

Paris ; in Liverpool they sell through Messrs. W. R. Roberts & Co.,

4, Irwell Chambers, Fazakerley Street, and in Havre through M.
Ernest Moch, 146, Bd. de Strassbourg.

BoxwELL & Co., Pernambuco.

J.H.B.
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They have a few other marks, which they sell mostly to the
Brazilian mills, but we often saw "Amor " in our inspection of mills.

Boxwell & Co. sell only through Messrs. William Tanner Boxwell,
Son <fe Co., C13, Exchange Building, Liverpool.

Kroencke & Co., Paeahyba.
Name. UescriiJtion. Length not under

Eagle . . Special Serido, cream . . . . 36mm.
MC . . Serido, cream . . . . . . 35mm.
Star . . ,, medium, as MC, but leafy. . 35mm.
Sol . . Sertao, white . . . . about 32mm.
Sky .. Matal 28 /30mm.
Luna . . ,, XL not as clean as Sky . . ,,

Mars . . ,, III, medium . .

S.B. . . Refugo Pickings

Kroencke & Co. sell only through Messrs. F. Albrecht & Co.,

3, St. Paul's Square, Liverpool.

Pinto Alves & Co., Pernambuco.
This firm ships all the cotton ginned by the " Sociedade Algodeira

Nordeste Brazileiro"' ; it sells through Messrs. F. Albrecht & Co.,

Liverpool, Strauss & Co., Liverpool, and others.

LUX . . 1st Serido liVi^- classed last year in New
York as '-strictly middling."

I

About 2,600,0001b. from the

PAX . . Sertao l^in.
|

1921 crojj were sold to the

U.S.A , and half was classed

APOLLO .. ,, IfTyin.
I

as " middling " and half as
' "strictly low middling."'

Julius von Soehsten & Co., Parahyba, etc.

J.G.G. . . 1st Serido . . Fair Parahyba ; full

Serido, staple, averaging

liirin.

D.O.G. . . 1st Sertao . . Fair Parahyba Sertao staple,

average length Iyt\ to IJin.

XXX . . . . . . . . Fair Parahyba, Matta staple,

1-i-in.

Emma . . .

.

. . . . Medium fair Parahyba,
Serido staple, average length

l|in.

This firm sells only through Messrs. Williams, Palmer & Co., 4/10,
Knowsley Building, Tithebarn Street, Liverpool.

Jose de Vasconcellos & Co.. Pernambuco.*
W.P. & Co. . . 1st Serido . . Extra quality, full Serido,

Primus . . staple Ifin.

W.P. & Co. . . 1st Sertao . . Fair Pernambuco Sertao,

Primor . . staple 1^% to l|in.

W.P. & Co. . . 1st Matta . . Fair Pernambuco Matta,
Primata staple averaging l^in.

This firm sells only through Messrs. Williams, Palmer & Co.,

Liverpool.

* A new Faw cett Press is beino; erected bv them.
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Wharton Pedroza & Co., Natal.

Ozone
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some of which the " Sociedade Algodoeira "' has even estabhshed a
cheap service of motor omnibuses :

—

Campina to Soledade, 60km.
Soledade to Joazeiro. 26km.
Joazeiro to Santa Luzia, 54km.
Santa Luzia to Patos, 48km.
Patos to Pombal, 80km.
Parelhas to Santa Luzia, 44km.
Jardim do Serido to Acary, 26km.
Jardim do Serido to Parelhas, 20km.
Caicc^ to Acary, 45km.
Acary to Corraes Novos, 30km.
Curraes Novos to Natal, 160km.
Jardim do Serido to Campinas, 184km.
A road has been started from Lages via Assu to Mossoro.

In Pernambuco there is a good motor road from Barrao do Rio
Branco to Alagoa do Baixo, Alagoa do Monteiro

;
part of this road

is being constructed by the " Sociedade Algodeira " for account of the
Government. In a few years this net of roadways will cover the
whole of the north. Motor lorries carry now from the ports heavy
goods used in the construction of the bridges, etc., and were it not
that petrol is so expensive, owing to Brazil's low rate of exchange, the
cotton bales would be sent by motor lorries to the termini of the rail-

ways. Considering that alcohol is being manufactured from sugar in

large quantities in Pernambuco, Alagoas and Sergipe, the time A^ill

not be far distant when this powerful fuel will be used in these parts

as a substitute for petrol in the driving of motor vehicles. Pvecent

development in Europe has proved that with little alteration of the
engine alcohol can be used to advantage.

All these places in the heart of the fine cotton growing zones have
suddenly been brought into rapid contact with the outside world,

where formerly days and days of fatiguing mule travel were necessary.

In short, the roads are revolutionising social and commercial life and
some few firms have recognised this by establishing themselves
in the interior. The effect of this move will be far reaching. The
ginning factories being established on the basis of special Govern-
ment concessions must deliver for planting purposes pure seed without
charge to all the planters in the district. We can therefore hope that
the owners of these ginning factories will realise that by distributing

pure seed of one variety only, they will be placed in a position to sell

in the coming years uniform cotton. To my mind, the mistake made
is that all these modern factories are worked by saw gins, whilst in

this entire part nothing but roller-gins should be used. The
Brazilian as a rule is very keen on making money and employing
it in the extension of his business, but in the establishment of his

saw-ginning factories, he has been short-sighted, too eager to turn
out quantity and not paying sufficient regard to quality. One
requires on an average three and a half roller-gins to do the Avork of one
50 blade saw-gin, but the value of the fibre ginned by the rollers much
more than compensates for the smaller out-turn. Even if the roller-

gin saves onlj^ 2mm. in the length of the fibre, it would pay to employ
them, but the difference in length realised is much greater. {See

p. 60.)
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The great interior cotton market in the north is " Campixa
Grande "

; some 200,000 bags of 64 kilos pass annually through here,

where they are put on rail for Pernambuco or Parahyba. The prin-

cipal cotton merchants of this place, who are more doing the work of

the American cotton factor, are :

Demosthenes Barboza & Co.
;

Jose Ignacio Monteiro & Co. ;

Virgilio Maracaja
;

Leitao & Co.
;

Jose de Britto.

These firms must often make advances to the small cultivator,

buying cotton '" em folha " (in the leaf), as it is called, i.e., before it is

harvested. When an exporter gets an order he generally makes his con-

tract with one of these factors, they collect the cotton required, but they

often have to buy in anticipation. These men do not examine the

cotton, they merely buy according to locality and are satisfied if a

bale has the traces of having passed through a certain press. Thus
in order to hoodwink these factors cotton grown outside the Serido is

sent there solely for pressing with the intent of selling it as legitimate

Serido, and the fraud is found out only when the bale is opened in the

warehouse of the exporter. The cotton factors do not knon the

qualities of cotton, but they are clever and keen merchants.

Undoubtedly the establishment of ginneries and presses by
exportors in the interior will do away to some small extent with the

cotton factor ; he will be requii-ed merely there where a cultivator is

forced to sell in the " leaf " before picking, as I do not think many
exporters will be found to undertake this kind of business. It is not

so much the elimination of the "factor"' which will be accomplished,

but the distribution of pure seed by intelligent firms who recognise

that their own welfare, that of the cultivator and of the State depends
on the judicious distribution of the seed. The whole of the inhabi-

tants of the up-country places coming now through the construction of

motor roads into closer contact with more educated people, are bound
to profit in civilisation and they will recognise as they are undoubtedly
beginning to do, that in these north-eastern States exist great natural

possibilities for the extension and improvement of cotton, if they

apply themselves to a few elementary reforms.

Strange to say, none of the modern ginning factories are in the
" Serido "

; the place '" par excellence ""
for growing real long staple

cotton. There is undoubtedly an opportunity of development in this

direction in this district.

Recognising that through the establishment of roller-gins in the

very heart of the country the supply of cotton from there would
improve not only in quality but also in quantity, I have tried to influence

the exporters to undertake the execution of a scheme of erecting a

chain of roller-ginneries and the ideal plan A\ould be if this could be

•done in co-operation by the exporter, importers and spinners. No
party would need to contribute large funds, all would benefit by such

an undertaking. The cotton would certainly improve and the

ginning factories would be a lucrative investment, as the States of

Rio Grande do Norte and Parahyba would make such concessions as
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to guarantee almost a safe return on the capital enii^loyed. The firms

established as exporters have the staff to look after the factories.

*

In the previous chajjters mention has frequently been made of

the various establishments of the " Companhia Industrial de
Algoda e Oleos,"' whose head offices are at Rio de Janeiro. Rue
Sao Jose, 76 ; Mr. Trajano S. V. Medeiros is the president. For
easier reference I aj)j)end herewith a summary of the concerns of

this Company and of the 'Sociedade Norde.ste Brasileiro."

I regret that all these ginning factories comprise solely saw gins

and not one roller gin. These factories are the practical outcome of

a Cotton Congress held in Rio de Janeiro in 1916. Besides granting

concessions in the form of reduced export taxes the Government has

even made loans to this Company.

The following is a description of the concerns of this Company :

Garanhuns Gin Plant (State of Pernambuco).—Is located on

the south line of the Great Western of Brazil Railway, Ltd., distant 270

kilometres from Recife. This plant has four gins of 60 saws each, with

cleaning feeder, condenser, double box hydraulic press, provided with

steam packer or traraper. Bales obtained at this press have an average

weight of 180 kilos, measuring 1-22 by 0-61 by 0-58 ra. The
capacity of these four gins is 30,000 kilos of seed cotton in 10 hours'

work. A 70 h.p. boiler and engine are used at the power house of this

plant. In a separate room operates a cotton cleaner and the cotton

cleaned there is re-pressed at the gin press. The belt distribulor of

cotton over the gins and the brushes are substituted on this plant by
the air blast system, i.e., two fans do the work of the belt and brushes

acting on the saws. Beside the gin building, two large rooms have

been built for storing the seed cotton and a third room for the bales.

All the buildings are of brick and covered Avith tiles. A branch of

the Great Western Railway runs along the platforms of these store-

rooms and this is a great advantage for handling the cotton in and

out. The cotton seed is removed to a modern seed-house fully

equipped with conveyors, elevators, etc., for handling the seed in,

distributing, cooling and carrying to the oil mill. This plant has

been in operation since 1919.

Opposite to the gin plant there is an oil mill for crushing the

seed obtained from the gins and bought in the neighbourhood. This

oil mill has a capacity of 20 tons of seed in 12 hours' work. The
machines are of the very late models manufactured in the United

States. The power house is equipped with a 150 h.p. boiler (type

Babcock & Willcox) and a Corliss engine. This mill is working now.

Sao Caetano Gin Plant.—Is located at 160 kilometres from

Recife, on the central line of the Great Western Railway. With
regard to buildings, machinery, power house, handling facilities, etc..

this plant is absolutely identical to Garanhuns gin plant. The oil

mill, however, has the capacity of 5 tons of seed a day. The gin plant

has been in operation since 1918.

LiMOEiRO Gin Plant.—Is located in the village of Limoeiro do

Norte station of the Great Western Railway, 83 kilometres from
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Recife. This plant has four gins of 70 saws each. The system of

gins, condenser, press, etc., is the same as on the tAvo plants above.

The capacity is 35,000 kilos of seed cotton a day. An automatic
engine and a tubular boiler of 100 h.p. have been installed at this

plant, making a better power house. The seed obtained at this place

is consumed at Recife. This plant started ginning in 1920.

Sape Gin Plant (State of Parahyba do Norte.—Is located at

the village of Sape, 46 kilometres from Parahyba (town). This plant is

identical to Limceiro gin plant and the oil mill next to it is in every
item equal to the oil mill at Garanhuns. This gin plant has been in

operation since 1920 and the oil mill has just started.

Patos Gin Plant.—A gin plant and an oil mill of the same
type and size of the installations of Sape will be erected at Patos.

Part of the machines are already bought.

SouzA Gin Plant.—A gin plant and oil )iiill identical to the Sape
gin and oil mill will be installed at Souza. The machinery for these

two plants is near to Souza and the buildings are going on.

Nova Cruz Gin Plant (Rio Grande do Norte).—Is located at

140 kilometres from Natal, to which town it is connected by the

Great Western Railway. This plant is of same capacity of Sao
Caetano and Garanhuns. No oil mill will be installed at Nova Cruz, and
the seed obtained there will be shipped to Sape in Parahyba. This

plant is nearly finished.

Iguatu Gin Plant (State of Ceara.—This plant is located on the

Estrada de Ferro de Baturite (railway), 413 kilometres from Fortaleza.

The capacity of this gin plant and oil mill is the same as Sape and Souza
installations. Both gin plant and oil mill are in operation.

SoBRAL Gin Plant.—Is of the same size and type of Iguatu,

Souza and Sape. This gin plant is located in the north of the State

of Ceara, on the Sobral Railway, 125 kilometres from the port of

Camocim. The buildings are finished ])ut the machinery not erected

yet.

Oil Mill at Pernambuco.—-The largest oil mill of the company
is located at Recife (Pernambuco). This plant is connected to every

railway line in the States of Alagoas, Pernambuco, Parahyba and Rio
Grande do Norte and by water and rails to Pernambuco docks. The
seed house has a capacity of 5.000 tons of seed and is equipped with

up-to-date machinery. The oil mill capacity is 40 tons of seed in

12 hours run.

At the same place the comjjany installed a large plant for refining

30 tons a day of cotton seed oil received from the several oil mills,

and make compound lard, winter oil and soap, for home consumption
and export. The departments for refining oil (summer oil) and making
of soap are working already.

The company has already in Pernambuco 14 railway freight cars

and four oil tank cars for the transport of cotton, cotton seed and
oil from the gin plants and oil mills up country.

The "Sociedade Algodoeira do Nordeste Brazileiro," a

limited company registered as Cavalcanti & Co., Avith a capital of
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1,000,000 $000, head offices at Recife, Pernambuco, 234, Apollo
(2° andar), P.O.B. 187, has established similar modern ginning factories

as the preceding firm.

Its establishments are situated at Timbauba. Rio Branco and
Limoeira in the State of Pernambuco, and at Santa Luzia in the State

of Parahyba. The Company has further obtained concessions for

the establishment of similar factories at Picuhy, Pombal and Sao
Joao de Cariry in the State of Parahyba. and at Alagoa do Monteiro

and Alagoa do Baixo in the State of Pernambuco.

All these concessions stipulate that in connection with a ginning

factory, an experimental cotton plantation must be worked and that

good seed has to be delivered free to all the growers of the district

who apply for it.

The State, in consideration of these undertakings, grant con-

siderable concessions in the rate of export tax, local taxation, and

allows machinery to be imported free of charge.

This company is closely connected with the cotton merchanting

firm of Pinto, Alves & Co., Pernambuco. Besides attending to the

ginning, the firm has established a separate road constructing

department, which undertakes this kind of work on behalf of the

Government, receiving a fixed percentage on all outlays. The
technical manager, Eng™.- J. F. Branduo Cavalcanfi , is one of the

most hard-working men I had the pleasure of meeting in Brazil, and
he knows the country thoroughly, having been one of the first advo-

cates of the construction of motor roads throughout the North-

eastern part of Brazil. I am indebted to him for a good deal of

information.

Quite an extensive omnibus service is run by this company and
excellent schools have been established in connection with the many-
sided undertakings of the firm.

There is a third firm which owns a very modern ginning factory,

viz., 'The Companhia Parahybana de Prensagem e Beneficiamento
DE Algodao" at Campina Grande. The cotton export firm of Wharton,
Pedroza & Co., is largely interested in this concern.

Though Compina Grande is not in the heart of the cotton growing
district, it is a large cotton emporium where a considerable portion

of the Serido cotton is sold and put on the railways.

There is little difference between the new ginning factories just

described, except that in the Campina establishment there is a high-

power bale press of Messrs. David Bridge & Co., Ltd., of Castleton,

Lancashire, turning out bales of a density of from 50 to 601bs. per
cubic foot, whilst the other two companies do not possess high density
bale presses.

The "Companhia Industrial de Algodao e Oleos " does not buy
cotton, but merely gins " on commission "

: it buys cotton seed. The
other two concerns buy the seed cotton.
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Chapter XI!.

BRAZIL'S CHIEF EXPORT COMMODITIES.

The subsequent list shows the statistics of Brazil's ten chief com-
modities of export.

Cotton has been dealt with in the preceding chapters and a short
resume on Coffee has been given at the end of the chapter dealing
with Sao Paulo, as it is pre-eminently a Paulista crop.

The following notes on the remaining commodities are worthy of

the attention of the student of Brazil's possibilities. It must be borne
in mind that many of these products are used as rotating crops with
cotton and therefore it does not seem out of place to mention these

particulars in a report dealing principally with cotton.

EXPORTS OF BRAZIL'S CHIEF COMMODITIES DURING THE YEARS
1916 TO 1920
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EXPORTS OF ALL KINDS OF PRODUCTS, BY STATES
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Sugar in Brazil is prineii)ally planted along the coast, this part
having the necessary humid-hot climate, except in S;Io Paulo, which
has sufficient water up-country. The States in which sugar cultiva-
tion is most advanced are shown in the table at the end of these notes
on sugar, but it is grown in every State A\herever there is a supply of
water. Seed selection is not practiced and generally haphazard
cultivation is resorted to. The planting is done by making a small
hole with the hoe into the soil, in this is embedded a piece of cane
with a feAv sections (eyes), generally taken from the top portion of the
cane. The holes are one meter apart, careful weeding is a great
advantage, but few are the plantations where the necessarv three
clearings are given. Within fourteen months from planting the cane
is ripe, up to twelve canes grow from one hole and the sugar field

presents by that time a real tropical aspect, a dense mass of canes
u'ith fresh green leaves. The canes are then chopped off. cleaned of

leaves and taken to the crushing mill. The following illustration

shows one of the many " engenhos " or small primitive sugar mills

which we inspected in the course of our journeying.

In these small " engenhos " the stj^ueezing rollers are turned by a
mule, on the system of the Persian wheel ; the juice which flows from
the rollers is called " calda de canna " and this is boiled over o})en

fires. Through fermentation and distillation of the syrup, carried out
in an old-fashioned plant, alcohol is obtained and " cachaya," the
Brazilian whisky, is prepared. The " calda de canna," is a very
wholesome drink, non-intoxicating, whilst the " cachaga " is a strong
alcoholic liquor, used for making rum. In the neighbourhood of large

refineries the smell of " cacha(,^a " is very strong and contaminates

A primitive Sugar-cane Mi
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The Boiling of Sugar at Biriguy (Sao Paulo)

On the left-hand side is one of the customary baking ovens

the air. As in \'ie\v of the high price of petrol motor-driving is

becoming almost prohibitive, it would appear that the use of sugar
alcohol might present an excellent substitute for petrol, and I would
advise interested parties to get into touch with the Professor of

Chemistry at the Manchester University, where considerable research
work in this direction was carried out during the A\ar. Brazil's low
rate of exchange and the consequent high price of petrol is at present
stopping the transportation by automobiles, whilst excellent high
roads in the northern States are not lacking : it is just there where
sugar growing is most developed. The State of Pernambuco has
most of the modern sugar mills, but they are met with in lesser

numbers in any of the exporting States. We visited one belonging to

the " Societe Sucrerie Bresilienne," at Piracicaba, capable of crushing
60 tons of cane in 24 hours. The crushing mills were made by the
Cie de Fives, Lille, and the vats by Brissonneau Fils & Cie, Nantes.
The company has considerable areas of land where sugar is grown.
The soil stands 15 years continuous sugar cultivation ; by that
time the yields become small and rather than manure or rotate with
other crops, a new " ro9a," is made, i.e., stretches of forest are burnt
off, cleared and cultivated. Such a system of impoverishing the soil

is almost criminal. The wholesale burning of forest is tending to

change the climate and is, of course, wasting the resources of the
nation. In a recent Brazilian Government publication it is stated :

" The growing of sugar cane in Brazil, with rare exception, is carried

on by antiquated and anti-economical methods. We have not yet
any industrial establishments possessing the requisite elements for the
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extraction from the cane of a percentage of sugar equal to that
obtained in Hawai, Cuba, Java, etc." To me it seemed that there is

plenty of scope for the work of many botanists. Contrary to what I

saw in India sugar canes are allowed to flower in Brazil.

There have been a great many violent fluctuations in the export
of sugar from Brazil, the last impetus to the trade was given during
the War. At the Ijeginning of the twentieth century the exports
moved between 300,000 and 350,000 tons, then they fell off to

200,000, and since then were as follows :

SUGAR EXPORTS
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Cattle.—The rearing of cattle and pigs is undertaken at every
cotton plantation ; it is the staple industry of Rio Grande do Sul,

Goyaz, Minas Geraes, but it also flourishes in Sao Paulo, Matto
Grosso, Parahyba, Rio Grande do Norte, in fact in every State cattle

are being raised.

During the last decade it is being realised by the Agricultural

Department and by the individual farmers that the native stock
requires improvement by introducing selected foreign breeds, for

which jiurpose tlie Indian Zebu l)ulls seem specially liked, as the}'

withstand more readily the hot climate. Farmers are proud of their

Zebu and Herefordshire bulls, and a veterinary Government service is

activ^ely engaged in preventing the diseases to which foreign cattle are

prone. Only the thoroughbreds and milch cows are fed, all other
cattle have to find their own food on the pasture lands. On our
journeys in the interior we frequently met huge herds of cattle which
had travelled in charge of a few " vaqueiros " or cow herds hundreds
of miles. On these journe^^s the cattle becomes of course thin and
every now and then a halt of considerable duration has to be made.

Each farm has a " corral," an enclosure of fences, made of tree

branches, where early in the morning milking takes place. The
Brazilian cow refuses to give milk unless its calf is close to her ; the
calf is tied on the front leg, whilst the cow is milked. Thus the
farmer cheats his cow into the belief that the calf is getting the milk.

The latest Government cattle statistics sho^^' what an important
industry the rearing of cattle has become.

CATTLE—STATISTICS
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Introduction o{ Zebu cattle from India is much favoured.

During milking the Calf is tied to the front Legs of

the Cow, otherwise the Cow refuses to give milk
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2,000 sheep and 4,000 hogs. The style of the firm is the " Continental
Products Co." The second is also in 8ao Paulo at Barretos. near Santos,
it is called the " Companhia Frigorifica e Pastoril " and is entirely a
Brazilian company. Vestley Bros, of London and Chicago have
established a plant at Mendes in the State of Rio de Janeiro. At Rio
de Janeiro are the " Armazens Frigorificos dos Caes do Porto '

; no
killing is done at the latter place, but the freezing and chilling processes
are carried on. This firm gets the cattle killed at the slaughter-house
of Rio de Janeiro.

At Rio Grande do Sul there are three packing houses and an
extension is contemplated.

The development of this new industry is shown by the following
figures of exports of frozen and chilled meat :--

Kilos

Value £ sterling
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often sees fruit and blossom on the tree together ; it takes nine months
for the formation of the fruit. The cocoa beans are embedded in a
5-cornered oblong capsule, each of which has about 25 beans. The
beans are fermented generally during four days and are then dried
and can be kept in this state for years. The work connected Avith

cocoa cultivation is of the simplest kind and easy to jjerforra.

Brazil produces the fifth part of the world's cocoa requirements.

Rubber from the Amazonas, Acre and Para was, before the
arrival of plantation rubber, the wealth of these States, but in view
of the rapidl}^ increasing yields of the plantations of the British

colonies, it is hardly to be expected that Brazil can compete unless

thorough reforms are carried out. The output of the world's planta-
tion rubber has grown as follows :

—

1913 1914 191.5 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920

Tons . . 48.000 65,000 93,000 120.000 200,000 260.000 300.000 340,000

In 1920 Brazil's exports amounted to only 23.352 tons, as is

shown in the following table :

—
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'' The Caudioox Casiilloa is met with in the Amazon valley and in

Para. It is thought by some planters to be one of the most
important of the rubber-yielding si:)ecies.

" The Marujabe.ira grows throughout the region comprised
between the upper Acre and the further extremity of Parana.
Its culture has been attempted in other States, but has
subsequentl}^ been a1>andoned, owing to the small yields

in comparison with the other species."'

Herva Mate, the green tea of South America, accounts for

nearly £3,000,000 in the list of exports ; it is obtained from the

leaves and twigs of " ilex mate," "ilex paraguayensis." The tree

resembles an orange tree, is about eight metres in height, the leaves are

oblong. The most important State for '" mate "'
is Parana, then

follows Matto Grosso, Rio Grande do Sul. etc. It is estimated that

50,000,000 kilos of mate are consumed annually, three-fifths of v.hich

is produced in Parana.

Mate tea is a stimulant tonic, mildly laxative and much appreciated

by Brazilians, Argentines -and Chilians, as a hot or a cold drink. The
tea is generally served in a bov/1 (" cuia "" ^the shell of a gourd) into

which a small tube (" bomba ") is admitted. The " cuia " and
" bomba " are passed from one to another, but in the cities " mate "

is served like ordinary tea in cups.

Tobacco Plants at Villa Americana (Sao Paulo)

Notice the extraordinary height which the plants attain

Tobacco is the last of the ten chief articles of export. The State

of Bahia exported in 1919 38,123,336 kilos, representing a value
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of £3,702,953, in 1920 this quantity fell almost 10,000,000 kilos. Rio
Grande do Sul is the next largest exporting State with an average of

about 2,000,000 kilos. Good tobacco is grown also in Minas, Goyaz,
Sao Paulo, and practically in every State, but this is more for home
consumption. In the north of Brazil women smoke pipes, whilst the

men keep to cigarettes which they make with the leaf of Indian corn
in place of paper.

The largest buyer of Brazilian tobacco before the War was
Germany ; in 1912 Germany took 19,236,000 kilos, equivalent to two-
thirds of the total exports.

Sao Felix in Baliia is the centre of the tobacco manufacture
;

for the cover-leaf of cigars tobacco from Sumatra and Cuba is still

being imported, merely because the Brazihan tobacco is not carefully

graded.

It is noteworthy to remember that in the central and north
Brazil the word tobacco is not used, but " fumo."'

Cereals.—Wheat is little grown in Brazil and most of the
country's requirements (600,000 tons) are imported from Argentine.
In the Portuguese colonial times the southern States, such as Rio
Grande do Sul, Santa Catharina and Parana used to grow wheat, but
owing to various diseases the cultivation was abandoned. The
Government has recognised the wisdom of reintroducing this cro}>

and by means of premiums it is assisting successfully. Rio Grande
do Sul, Sao Paulo and Minas have again commenced to grow wheat
and it was estimated that the country produced 84,000 tons in 1917,

200,000 tons in 1920 ; half of this was grown in Rio Grande do Sul.

Rice is grown in every part of Brazil and the primitive cultivation

is slowly making room for improved methods, especially in Rio de
Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Minas, Rio Grande do Sul and Parana. In the

north three crops of rice may be harvested in one year.

Whilst in 1915 rice exports amounted to only three tons, in 1920
they had reached 135,000 tons, representing a value of almost
£6,000,000. Rice is largely consumed in Brazil mixed with beans.

mandioca, jerked beef, etc , which constitutes the national dish called
" feijoada."

The exports for the last few years were :

—

1917 1918 1919 1920

Kilos .. .. 41,638,860 27,915,708 28,422,957 134,553,680

Value .. .. £1,327,730 £985,844 £1,220,749 £5,803,052

Beans are considered cereals in Brazil. The black bean (" feijao

preto ") is the staple food of the masses and is grown every^^here.

The War has made Brazilian beans popular in most parts of the

world, especially the brown bean {" feijao mulatinho '"). For export
purposes beans are frequently sterilised with a view to killing any
insects which might reduce the value of the shipment in transit. It

is roughly calculated that Brazil produces annually the large quantity

of 350,000 tons of beans. The exports during the last few years were :

—

1917 1918 1919 1920

Kilos .. .. 24,504,044 92,851,909 44,815,403 23,101,337

Value .. .. £2,152,308 £1,089,284 £1,302,024 £569,292
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The U.S.A. are ready to take any surplus from Brazil.

Indian Corn (Maize). This is grown in some 20 varieties in most
parts of the country, generally as a catch crop, as for instance in cotton

fields. Indian corn is largely consumed locally, but since 1916

exportation has begun : the following are the figures :

—

1917 1918 1919 1920

Kilos .. .. 24,054,425 14,275,4.50 3,475,400 4,426,223

Value .. .. £209,849 £195,049 £50,039 £53,392

Mandioca, a root crop, requires to be mentioned on account of

the popularity w^hich it has attained in Europe during the last few

3ears. Mandioca or mandioc, as it is sometimes called (in Latin
' manihot utilissima, euphorbiaces,") is closely related to the manigoba

rubber tree. The name is derived from Indian, " mandi " meaning-

bread and " oca " house. Indeed it is to the present day largely used

as substitute for bread and on our journeys in the interior, along

the Sao Francisco river and the north-eastern States, we rarely had

bread to eat, always the " farinha " or mandioca flour. Up country

many people sprinkle all kinds of food with this flour which one finds

invariably on the table.

The cultivation is very simple. A tuber is planted in August

—

September, it grows very rapidly ; in March the tree is 4 to 5 feet

liigh and flowers begin to show which is an indication that the root

is ripe. No weeding is i-equired, as the tree soon spreads a close shade.

As with several Brazilian crops, it is merely a question of planting

and harvesting. One root may weigh up to 25 kilos. We saw the

most luxuriant mandioca plants along the Sao Francisco river. The
root is prepared in the following manner : it is cleaned, washed, ground,

pressed and roasted ; in this way the poisonous ingredients of the

plant disappear.

Mandioca is used in the preparation of tapioca or Brazilian sago.

Exports of mandioca flour from 1913/16 fluctuated between

4,177 and 4,771 tons, but in 1917 they reached 18,489 tons and in 1918,

25,000 tons. Italy has taken large quantities of this commodity
;

most of the foreigners in Brazil like this typical Brazilian product

in their meals.

Carnauba Wax.—During one of the breakdowns of our motors

Ave had the pleasure of discussing with a number of small farmers in

the Carnauba Palm district near Assi'i, the method of obtaining the

wax. As this wax is being more and more used in the manufacture

of gramophone records, in the making of dyes and size and as little is

known of this primitive industry, the following notes may be of

interest. These small farmers said : The Carnauba palms belong to

those rich men who let out small lots to the poor people w^ho pay the

rent in wax after the year's crop, the annual charge depending on the

value of the palm trees. No contract is made for longer than one

year but the old tenant always has preference over the area Avhich he

had hired the previous year. During the year the landowner, who
has generally a shop, advances to his small tenants cash and the

jiecessities of life.
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The wax is graded into "" Cera de 1 ',"" " Cera de 2\"' and " Cera
Mediana " for which the local prices at the time of our visit (July.

1921) were oO$000, 30|000, and 20-$000 per unit.

Everything is used of the Carnauba palm.

(1) The leaves after the extraction of the dust are given to the
cattle ; houses are lined inside with the leaves and hats and
various paddings are made of them.

(2) The small black seed is much appreciated by man and animals.

(3) The stem (pau) is excellent material in the construction of

houses, fences, etc.

(4) The root is used in the preparation of medicine.

(5) The wax, besides being a commodity of export greatlj' in

demand, is used as an illuminant in the houses. (Often our
only lamj)S were small, open, flat, iron basins with a A\ick and
dissolved Carnauba wax.)

Carnauba palms grow wild in marshy land (" lama ")—such as

is depicted in the bottom pictures on page 137—and low-lying margins
of rivers (" varzeas ").

Besides the above work no further attention is required and
Carnaubas therefore jDrovides an ideal occupation for lazy people,

similar to Mandioca. Indeed, nature has been too kind to Brazil :

most products grow with little or no help on the j^art of the joeople
;

no wonder that they are at times indolent.

Mining.—The following is a statement by Mr. Orville Derby,
Director of the Geological Government Service at Rio de Janeiro,

which gives a short general resume such as might interest the reader :

—

A.

—

Gold mining.—At Sahara and Ouro Pieto, in the central part
of Minas Geraes, there are two large mining enterprises and a number
of smaller ones, to which we are indebted for nearly all the gold ex-

ported from Brazil, which amounts to about 4,000 contos de reis (gold)

(2,222,000 dollars). In this and several other districts of the same and
other States, a certain amount of gold is produced owing to the
intermittent labours of isolated miners, called faiscadores, operating in

alluvial deposits, but as this gold enters the local circulation, its vnlue,

which certainly cannot be very great, escapes computation.

B.

—

Diamond mining.—Diamond mining has been on the decline

since 1872, when the yield of South Africa became so great as to

supplant it, but it is still carried on in the districts of Diamantina and
Bagagem, in the State of Minas Gejaes and in those of the Chapada,
Diamantina and Cannavieiras, in the State of Bahia. The ofiHcial

value of diamonds exported through the custom houses of Rio de
-laneiro and Baliia, in 1912, was about 250 contos de reis (138,000
dollars), but there is no doubt that the total value of the production

was far above this figure.

C.

—

Carbonate mining.—This is limited to the diamond region of

the central part of Bahia. The official value of exportation through
the custom house of Bahia. in 1912, was a little over 86 contos de reis

in gold (47,700 dollars).
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D.

—

Manganese mining.—Tliere are several raines in active ex-

pl(.'itation in the municipalities of Ouro Preto and Queluz, in the State

of Minas Geraes. These mines have yielded during several years past,

an annual mean production of about 200,000 tons. Another centre

of production is the municipality of Nazareth, in the State of Bahia

;

but this work is stopped at present. During the period in which these

mines were worked, the yield was several score of thousands of tons

per annum.

E.

—

Iron mining.—The enorm()Us beds of first-class iron, which

exist in the central part of Minas Geraes, in the districts of Ouro
Preto, Sahara, Itabira do Matto Dentro and others, have given rise

to a number of gigantic projects of mining on a grand scale, both for

the production of iron in the country and for the exportation of the

ore, but up to the present, none of them have begun operations, and
actual mining is confined to the Esperanga Works, near the city of

Itabira do Campo, which produces a few score of tons per day.

F.

—

Copper mining.—Beds of copper are known in the States of

Rio Grande do Sul, Bahia and Maranhao, but only in the first of these

States have attemjrts been made to exploit them on a small scale.

It appears that even these have been discontinued, as no shipping is

recorded for 1912 through the port of Rio Grande.

G.

—

Monazitic Sand mining.—The extraction of monazitic sand
is at present confined to the original beds of maritime origin hang
along the coast from the State of Bahia to the north of Rio de Janeiro.

The mining of river beds at several places in the interior has been
discontinued for some years. The exporta,tion in 1912 through the

ports of Bahia, Victoria and Rio de Janeiro, was 3,398 tons, at the

official value of 965 contos and a half (gold) (536,350 dollars).

a.— -Coal mining.—This is confined to one single miiie, situated

in the municipality of Sao Jeronymo, in the State of Rio Grande do
Sul, which, for a number of years, has yielded an annual production

of several thousand tons.

I.

—

Mining of Precious Stones.—Yellow topazes are mined in the

district of Ouro Preto, in the State of Minas Geraes ; white, green

and blue topazes, aquamarines and turmalines, in the district of

Theophilo Ottoni and neighbouring ones, in the eastern part of the

State. The official exportation for 1912 was estimated at 133 contos

956 milreis in gold (74,420 dollars).

J.

—

Agate mining.—This is carried on at several places in the

State of Rio Grande do Sul. The exportation, in 1914, was 103 tons,

valued at 82 contos 198 milreis about (45,660 dollars).

K.

—

Mining of Roch Crystal.—This is confined to the district of

the Serra dos Crystaes, in the State of Goyaz. The exportation, in

1912, was 45 tons, estimated at 56 contos 368 milreis in gold (31,315).
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The industrial movement has developed to a great extent during

the last 20 years, especially in the Federal District and Sao Paulo,

Kio de Janeiro, Rio Grande do Sul, etc. The following table shows the

distribution of factories per State, the capital employed and number
of workpeople :—

Besides the cotton spinning and manufacturing industry, which are

dealt with in Chapter ii. in the book, there are factories for manu-
facturing wool, cigars, cigarettes, beer, wine, rum and other forms of

alcohol, maize and mandioca farinhas, shoes, carriages, railway wagons,

diamond grinding, matches, ropes, cheese, butter, jerked beef, chilled

and frozen meat, preserves, chocolates, oil, vinegar, tea, mate, salting

of fish, gum elastic, hats, crockery and earthenware, varnished leather

and morocco, glassware.
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BRAZILIAN RATE OF EXCHANGE AT 90% FOR THE
YEARS 1919, 1920, and 1921.

(expressed in pence per one milreis).

Dates 1919 1920 1921

January 7 131 l^l 10^
U 13,^ 1711 10

n 131 17| 9|
28 13,i 173- 94

February 4 13| Igi 9f
11 13J 181 9i
18 131 18| 10|
25 131 18^ 10

March 4 13} 18} lO^

11 13t5, 17J 91

18 13^ 11
-r, 9^

25 133. U)| 9|

April 1 ]3h 16|- 9

8 13^ 16^ Si

13f 16-1 8|
U 16| 8f
141 16^ 81

14ik m 81

IH IBf 8^
l-ti 16A 84

y^ 16} 81

14tk 15| 8|

lit 15| 8i
14| 14| 71

l-lf 14i 7-iV

14| 14| 7ji

14^ 14fc 7 J.

14| 14} 71

1411 141 7|

14^ 141 8}
141 14 8

141 14 8}
14-1 13ir 8

14f 131 7f
14^ 13 81

14^ 12| 8|

in 12| 8|

14}^ 12| 84

14| 12f 8i

14| 12} 8f
14| U\i 8}

14}| 12i 8

14}f 12| 81

15f 12f 8

K5f llf 7|
1(3| 11} 7f
18 121 81

171 11| 8

181 Ill 7|
171 10} 71

IVf lOJ 7f
17 J 10 7i

Par of Exchange is IBcl.

„
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APPENDIX

List of Brazilian Cotton Mills, with particulars of

Spindles, Looms, Capital, etc.

Address by Arno S. Pearse before the " Sociedade

Nacional de Agricultura," Rio de Janeiro.

(Synopsis of Impressions.)

Advertisements

Coloured Map of Brazil
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Synopsis of the Impressions of the

INTERNATIONAL
COTTON MISSION

on their Journey through some of

the Cotton States of Brazil

=^ADDRESS BY MR. ARNO S. PEARSE,
General Secretary of the International Federation of JVIaster

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers' Associations
before the

National Agricultural Society of Brazil,

Rio de Janeiro. 16th August. 1921.

(TRANSLATION OF THE REPORT ISSUED BY THE
"JORNAL DO COMMERCIO,' DATED 17th AND 19th AUGUST,

1921.)

At the Presidential table were seated His Excellency Ildefonso

Simoes Lopes, Minister of Agriculture. Lyra Castro, Vice-President

of the National Agricultural Society, and the Directors Eloy de Souza,

Bento de Miranda, Hannibal Porto, Augusto Ramos and Victor Leivas.

There were also present, amongst many others, Messrs. Parreiras

Horta, Julio Cesar Lutterbach, Germano Courrege, J. A. da Costa

Pinto, Coronel Francisco Schmidt, Cardwell Quenn, Octavio Carneiro,

William W. Coelho de Souza, Aleides France, Eugenio R angel. Gomes
Carmo, A. Silva Couto, Nabuco de Gouvea, J. Catramby, J. Baptista

de Castro, J. Araujo Ferraz, Aristides Caire, Eniilo Schenk, Sampaio
Ferraz, Fidelis Reis, Consules Oscar Correa e Amynthas de Lima,
Arnoldo Murinelly, Alfredo de Andrade, Alberto Jacobina e Carlos

Raulino.

His Excellency I. Simoes Lopes, who took the chair, stated that

the work of this meeting was to listen to the impressions which Mr.

Arno S. Pearse, the Chief of the International Cotton Mission, had
gathered during his protracted journey through some of the Cotton
Districts of Brazil. The Minister of Agriculture then said :

—

" In 1919 when the Brazilian Commercial Mission visited England,
it received an invitation from the International Federation of Master
Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers" Associations to present, at its

Committee Meeting in Paris, a report on the possibilities of Cotton
Growing in Brazil, and in response Mr. Roberto Cochrane Simonsen

'The Address was given in Portuguese.
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was sent to deliver a paper, at the conclusion of \\hich he suggested

that a delegation should visit our country and this proposal was
accepted.

In the following year, at the International Cotton Congress at

Zurich, this decision was confirmed and the Mission arrived in April

of this year. Thus we had the pleasure of welcoming the Mission

composed of Messrs. Arno S. Pearse. General Secretary of the Federa-

tion, Max Syz and Fritz Jenny, Swiss Delegates, representing large

industrial concerns in that country.

Of the importance of this visit one may form an idea if one con-

siders the great shortage of raw material which the Cotton Spinners of

the Old World have experienced under normal conditions and are

likely to realise again within a short time.

As soon as the Mission arrived the Ministry of Agriculture en-

deavoured, by all means at its disposal, to assist it in its projected

tour through the Cotton States in order that the result might be a

satisfactory one. We are, therefore, here to listen to the considera-

tions of the Cotton Growing Industry, which the Mission may have
to make and we recognise from the outset that, especially from an
economic point of view, the existing apparatus in this country

may be somewhat defective.
"

His Excellency asked Mr. Pearse to address the meeting and he

did so in the following words :

—

" Your Excellency, Minister of Agriculture. Mr. President of the

National Agricultural Society and Gentlemen : At the outset I must
appeal to your indulgence, not only because I am a foreigner, who is

not as yet thoroughly versed in your language, but also because I

come here to give you a few hints after a short journey in the interior

of the States of Sao Paulo, Minas, Bahia, Alagoas, Sergipe, Pernam-
buco, Parahyba and Rio Grande do Norte.

My words may, ho\\ever, be of some use because it frequently

happens that those who are strange to a place notice that which

escapes the attention of the residents, due to the fact that they have

become too familiar with the obtaining conditions. Furthermore,

I must state that I am not here on my own initiative but on the kind

invitation of your esteemed President.

Unfortunately, it was impossible to inspect closely all the cotton

districts of each of the States visited : to do this would have required

many years, but we have certainly examined the conditions of the

principal cotton zones of Sao Paulo, Rio Grande do Norte, Parahyba
and Pernambuco, Avhich produce the largest quantity and best quality

of Brazilian cotton. I may even be so bold as to state that nobody
has ever visited so many cotton fields in these different States as this

Mission has done. Our object after inspecting the fields was to gather

together the cultivators with a view to explaining to them the short-

comings of their present method of cultivation, so that our tour should

not only be instructive to ourselves but also be of some educational

value to those who till the soU and look after the handling of the raw
material.

The area suitable for cotton cultivation in your country is larger

than that of the U.S.A., and the conditions of climate and soil obtaining
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in Brazil are probably more favourable to cotton cultivation than in any

other part of the world, yet Brazil does not produce, at the best; more
than 700,000 bales (500 lb. each) of cotton against the 12/16,000,000

bales in the U.S.A.

In the first instance, there is a shortage of labour but with

impending immigration from Europe, which promises to be large during

the next few years, this disadvantage will be somewhat reduced.

In Sao Paulo and the North-east of Brazil the yield per acre is

larger than in any other country of the world and the Moco fibre of the

Serido (Rio Grande do Norte) is undoubtedly equal to that which

Egypt produces.

Allow me to call your attention to these extraordinary possibilities

which your rich country possesses and I, for my part, wUl undertake to

bring to the notice of the cotton spinners in Europe the qualities of

Brazilian cotton, which to a great extent are to the present day prac-

tically unkno\A'n and I trust you will have an opportunity of seeing,

after the publication of my Report, that many spinners will make their

first trials with your cotton.

Our visit has attracted general attention throughout the country,

especially where cotton is grown : all the newspapers have dealt with

the Mission and have constantly reported its progress and I take this

opportunity of expressing our cordial thanks for the service which the

Brazilian Press has rendered in this direction. My thanks are also

due to the merchants and traders, planters and small farmers—in fact,

to all the inhabitants of the cotton zones visited by us, as everybody

with whom we came in contact manifested the keenest interest in our

work, and I trust that one of the results will be a better understanding

between the consumer and producer of cotton.

Besides the shortage of labour, which is especially noticeable in

the North, there are various factors which have prevented Brazil

from occupying that place which nature destined for her as a world

supplier of Cotton. You have no cause whatever to complain of any
shortcomings of nature, but you must recognise the utter laxity

displayed by those whose duty it is to grow and handle the Cotton.

Once you have overcome your own personal shortcomings there is

no reason why Brazil should not become one of the largest sources of

supply of Cotton. With the exception of Coffee it may be said that

there is no product of Brazil which is sold in the markets of the world

at the same high level as the products from other countries, the reason

of it being the absence of classification by grower and merchant.

Seed Farms.—There is, without exception, a complete absence

of uniformity of fibre amongst Brazilian Cottons. After having visited

more than 1,000 cotton fields I can state that we have not found ten

plantations where any effort has been made to separate the seed and
3 to 5 varieties are grown together everywhere in one and the same
field w-'th the result that a picking gives short and long fibres, coarse

and silky ones. The buyer must make his price for the shortest fibre

and for this reason the farmer does not often receive a lucrative price.

We saw fibres of 20 mm. close to a plant producing 40 mm. and the

price which will be paid for that cotton will certainly be based on the

20 mm. cotton, whilst if the long staple cotton had been planted
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separately the selling price would have been twice as high. It is very

easy in your country to separate seeds of the various types because

they are easily recognised, so much so that even a child could soon

undertake satisfactorily this kind of work. The spinners of Europe

continually complain that they cannot receive from Brazil uniform

qualities. They buy one lot of cotton and when they order the
" repeat " they find a great difference in first and second deliveries.

This lack of uniformity can only be remedied through the distribution

of good seed and of one type only. In order to achieve this it is abso-

lutely necessary to establish in each cotton zone a seed farm for the

production of the seed which best suits its conditions. I consider

that such establishments should be owned by the Federal Governments,

or if they belong to private parties, they must be subjected to strict

supervision by Government exj^erts.

The work of producing standard varieties of seed appertains to the

scientific branch of agriculture and for this reason it is only in rare

cases that the ordinary planter can undertake this work successfully.

Though this may only be a simple process once the machinery has

been set in motion, yet it requires patience and continuity of action.

Brazil's first requirement is plant selection, i.e., the seed must be

separated according to its external characteristics ; when the first

capsules appear those plants must be singled out which have a large

number of bolls and which are bearing right from the bottom

branches ; once the bolls open it will become necessary to inspect

each one of the selected trees and to ascertain the length, strength,

colour, etc., of the fibre. Only the seed emanating from bolls which

have thus been selected must be used for planting purposes in the

next season and thus you will be sure that the new plants will, to a

great extent, reproduce the good qualities selected in the previous

year. In this manner it will be possible to increase in a few years

the length of the fibre by 2 to 4 mm. as has been demonstrated in

other countries and also in Brazil on the plantation Salto Grande,

near Villa Americana, in the State of Sao Paulo. The strength of the

fibre and other good points can in this way be improved.

The seed farms require to be of fair size because you wiU have to

produce on them sufficient seed to supply the requirements of all growers

of cotton in each district and being of considerable area it will be easy

to manage them in such a way that some financial benefit is obtained,

especially if mechanical means of cultivation are introduced. Seeing

that this work of selection must be undertaken with great care, it

Avill be necessary for the technical expert of the Cotton Department

of the Federal Government of each State to undertake it personally,

because it wiU depend upon his work whether the seed farm proves

a success or a failure. Such an official must reside on the plantation

and not in a town. He will also have to superintend the staff and his

duties will further consist in travelHng through the country, explaining

to the planters, small farmers, prefects and other interested parties,

the best way of cultivating cotton. Care must be taken that such

district grows only one kind of cotton in order that hybridization and

the mixing of seeds at the gin are made impossible. The seed farms

will also serve as model plantations where one may be able to ascertain,

not only the method of cultivation, but also the exact cost of growing.
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The fields will serve as a demonstration for the rational method of

cultivation with ploughs, etc., rotation of crops. I am not advising
the Government to undertake the establishment of these farms in the
expectation that public funds will be required annually to subsidise

them ; on the contrary, the farms A\hich I propose, ought to show
every year a handsome profit and the manager, who is unable to show
after two years' working that a profit can be made, must be replaced

.

Such farms should be established in each State—perhaps Alagoas and
Sergipe might require only one between them.

Allow me to insist that these seed farms constitute the key to

the cotton problem of Brazil ; if you delay, or if you do not create

these farms you might as well give up all idea of ever achieving anything
in the way of improvement, for Brazilian cotton will never be able

to compete in the world's markets with cotton from other countries

and Avithin a comparatively short time your cottons will depreciate

so much that the cotton mills of Brazil will be obliged to import from
the U.S.A. a large amount of their raw material. Cotton is a plant

which lends itself easily to hybridization. It is exactly the same as

with cattle. In the raising of stock every farmer recognises the

importance of pure ])lood—with plants it is the same, especially with
cotton. The mixing of the seed in the ginning factories and the crossing

in the field caused by insects or by wind have reduced the quality

and probably the quantity of your cotton and this retrogression is

bound to continue unless you establish the seed farms about which
I have spoken at length. I may cite the case of India. Some three

centuries ago the natives there produced on their hand-looms such
delicate textures as we cannot weave to-day with the most up-to-date

machinery. There is evidence to show that these diaphanous cloths

were produced from cotton grown in India. To-day there is not to

be found in India a fibre of greater length than of 28 mm., and by far

the largest portion of the Indian crop consists of half that length.

The explanation of this reduction in the length and fineness of fibre

is due to the fact that the seeds have been mixed during these many
years and the pollen of one variety crossed with another, so that India

which at one time produced the longest fibre in the world is known
to-day as the supplier of the shortest fibre. During the last 20 years

the Government of India has engaged competent botanists to separate

the different types which exist and there is now noticeable an improve-
ment in the fibre. The case of Brazil is identical with India as was
proved to us in the Serido where the best cultivators told us that the

truest strain of " Moco " no longer existed and a Liverpool cotton

classer who has been in Brazil for the last eight years assured me that

during this period he had noticed a falling off in the Moco quahty.
All your cottons show signs of hybridization, and it is high time you
stopped this retrogression. I am not overstating the case when I

tell you that the mills of Brazil will be forced to import cotton from
elsewhere if you do not adopt such means as I have pointed out. You
have the means—without annual outlay of money—to produce large

quantities of cotton of a uniform type and thus increase your exports
of cotton, which will naturally tend to consolidate the financial

position of Brazil ; but if you show apathy, you w\\\ be drifting to

that state when your largest industry will be obliged to send out of

the country consideral)le sums of money for the purchase of its raw
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material, which a little foresight and organisation would have raised in

your own country.

Picking.—A considerable los.s to the grower and to the country at

large results from the careless picking of the cotton crop. In the course
of my journey I had the opportunity of verifying by means of an actual

transaction between Parahyba and Liverpool, the differences of prices

obtained for one and the same quality of cotton, some of which was
clean, some dirty, and some of medium grade. Tlie respective prices

were 5-42d. for dirty, 7-92d. for medium, and 10-42d. for clean cotton.

I was also told by Boxwells that out of 800 odd bags in one lot there

were only 28 bags which they could classify as clean. The price for

the latter would be 20% above the average.

It is very easy to pick cotton clean, and comparatively little more
trouble is necessary to obtain the above price difference. Each picker

should have two sacks—one for clean cotton and the other for dirty

cotton, dead fibres, etc. Many farmers think tliat dead fibres and
extraneous substances increase the weight of cotton and consequently
the profit. This is a capital error, as I have shown in the above actual

transaction. It is really a pity to see how your people reduce the value

of the fibre through carelessness in the picking.

In Bahia and generally in the North trade has established a

difference in price of 50% between clean and dirty cotton, and
in Parahyba it is almost impossible to find a buyer of dirty cotton at

any price. Thus the farmers will learn to pick their cotton clean at

the expense of a considerable reduction in the price. In Sao Paulo
and Minas the difference between clean and dirty cotton is not suffi-

ciently high, which undoubtedly accounts for the dirty condition in

Avhich the cotton is picked.

8erid6 cotton comes into competition with Egyptian cotton. I

saw how in Egypt children and women whilst picking cotton took into

their mouths those parts containing leaves and dry substances and by
suction separated the foreign matter from the lint. This shows how
much care is bestowed upon clean picking in Egypt.

On my journey through the North I noticed that women picked

better than men and they understand better what constitutes the

quality of cotton. This is probably due to their occupation of spinning

by hand, a process which is still carried on in many parts of the Interior.

Cotton must not be picked whilst the dew is still on it. Cotton
must be dry, as damp cotton cannot be ginned satisfactorily. It is

likewise prejudicial to leave the bolls too long open before picking as

two or three clays of hot sun cause the fibre to lose strength. Should
it rain during the picking season, it is imperative to gather the cotton

as soon as it becomes dry, otherwise the exposure to the sun after the

wet burns the fibre.

Markets.—The market buildings existing in almost all the

municipalities might be used for the sale and purchase of cotton. In

this way the farmers would receive a better price. The bales would be

weighed on official scales and when one farmer sees that his neighbour

receives due remuneration for the greater care in the picking, seed

selection, etc.. he will undoubtedly emulate his example. These

markets would receive the current prices from the neighbouring places
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and thus the seller would not be at the mercy of the sometimes im-

scrupulous buyer, who only too often takes advantage of the ignorance

of the small farmer. Each municipality would have to establish a

set of rules, one of which would have to be that each bag must bear the

correct weight and the name of the grower
;

provision would also

have to be made that the party who sells damp cotton or otherwise

fraudulently adulterates cotton is punished.

In Pernambuco we came across a typical case, where a small farmer
sold his cotton at the rate of two milreis (1/2) per 20 kilos (441b.) seed

cotton. The buyer Avas a rich man in the neighbouring town and
must have known that the ruling price was five milreis. Such cases could

not occur if the cotton were sold in the public market place.

The establishment of Co-operative Societies amongst the farmers
is also advisable. They can be used in many ways, especially for the

facilitation of credit, avoiding the usurious rates of interest, as is the

case at present. In India such societies are also made use of for the

distribution of seed, for the purchase of agricultural machinery, etc.

It appears to me that the Prefects (Mayors) of the cotton districts

might undertake the formation of such societies, which have proved of

great benefit throughout India.

Ginning.—One of the greatest evils to which Brazilian cotton is

subjected is ginning, which—in most cases—is carried out in a most
unsatisfactory manner.

You all know that in this country only saw cotton gins are used.

These machines are perfectly right when dealing with short staple

cotton, i.e., with fibres up to, say, 28 mm., but when nature has given

you staple cotton of good length it is a gross error to employ saw gins

which cut and reduce the length from 5 to 7 mm., as I have proved to

be the case. These five mm. cause a great difference in price: they may
be the means of making a handsome profit instead of a loss.

In the world's markets there is a shortage of long staple cotton

and for this reason its price is relatively higher than would otherwise

be the case. Long staple cotton must be ginned by a roller gin. such

as is in use everywhere in Egypt, India, and even in the Sea Island

and Arizona districts of the U.S.A.

I have made a good deal of propaganda in the North of Brazil in

favour of this gin : it could also be used to advantage in many parts of

Sao Paulo. These machines are' called " roller " gins and are con-

structed by various machinists in England and Germany. The best

known make is " MacCarthy," of Piatt Brothers & Co. Ltd., Oldham. I

am not here to advertise this or that machine. A Rio newsjDaper stated

that I was representing an English machinist : this is untrue and I may
state here again that I have no personal profit from the sale of any
machines. I brought Avith me some catalogues of English and German
machines, which I handed immediately to the Superintendent of the

Cotton Department.

In the North there have been established recently a few modern
ginning factories amongst which I mention those of Trajano de
Medeiros & Co., Sociedade Algodoeira do Nordeste Brasileiro, Com-
panhia de Beneficiamento & Prensagem do Algodao in Campina Grande.

These new factories work well and their owners have undertaken to
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supply first-class seed to the farmers for planting purposes, but by far

the greater part of the gins in the country, especially in Minas, are saw
gins of a very inferior type. It is an exception if the saws are ever

sharpened or overhauled. We found one saw gin which had been
working for 16 years without having the blades sharpened. Any
number of gins had been woi'king four or five years without any atten-

tion to the saws. Naturally, saws in this condition must cut the fibre.

This work of sharpening the saws is so important that the Cotton
Department should hand to one of their own travelling officials an
apparatus for this purpose. When the saws are sharpened it is generally

the case that the whole blade is iiled whilst only two-thirds should 1)6

attended to and the bottom corner should be left blunt. Another
great drawback resulting from the gins is that the machines are

worked too fast : whenever knots are visible in the ginned cotton you
may be certain that the machine was running too quickly. A leather

cover of two or three layers over the pulley on the gin Avill soon remedy
this evil.

We have seen that in some of the modern ginning factories

mechanical openers such as the Creighton Opener are being used : this

is a machine that really belongs to the spinning mill. Cotton
treated by this machine, if run fast, is liable to lose the " bloom "

of raw cotton, which is so much appreciated by the spinner. An
apparatus which does not injure the fibre and does similar work to the

opener is a simple contrivance consisting of a hexagonal sieve with

small meshes, about 8 by 10 mm. wire-netting gauge. This sieve is in

a slanting position and rotates slowly ; the cotton enters at its upper
portion and is thrown Avith little force from one side to the other and
gradually it passes out at the lower end of the sieve in order to be
taken to the ginning machine. This apparatus extracts a great deal

of dust and dirt and does not rob the fibre of the bloom as do almost all

the openers. It must also be taken into consideration that such con-

trivance is easily made at any workshop and costs very little money.
In Alagoas and Scrgij^e there is hardly a ginning factory without such
a sieve.

The major portion of the ginning machines in use in Brazil reduce

enormously the value of the fibre. The Federal Government recog-

nises the necessity which exists for the employment of roller gins and
allows their importation free of duty. They are constructed on the

same principle as the old-fashioned hand-gins used by the natives in

the Interior.

Mixture of Seeds.—A still greater evil results from the sale of

mixed seed by the owners of ginning factories. It is a general custom in

Brazil when a farmer requires seed for sowing purposes to buy the

necessary quantity at any gin in his neighbourhood, regardless of the

number of varieties of seed available. The small farmer plants any
seed he is given (and it generally consists of at least five varieties)

;

the result is, of course, that in due time his field presents a diversified

aspect of all these varieties. The evil produced in this manner through

the sale of seed by the ginning factories means that all the good done
by the Cotton Department is being undone. It is indeed regrettable

that on the one hand the Government expends a great amount of

labour for the improvement of cotton cultivation and on the other
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hand it allows this work to become nugatory through the action of

the ginning factories distributing mixed seeds.

Just in the same way as it is the duty of every Government to

combat epidemics which threaten human life, and in this instance

Brazil occupies one of the first places in the world through the initiative

of its famous hygienist—Dr. Oswaldo Cruz—thus, also it behoves the

Government to protect the economic life of its people, and certainly

cotton constitutes for Brazil an essential part of its economic life.

Various states, such as Maranhao, Parahyba and Sergipe, have
organised on special lines Cotton Legislation, based on a Federal

Decree of the same kind which should be followed by other cotton
producing states of Brazil. The Government of Rio Grande do Norte
has also passed legislation to prevent frauds as regards the exportation
of cotton.

In the State of Pernambuco we saw in a ginning factory a certain

amount of linters being mixed openly with each bale and the pro-

prietor innocently explained that this practice brought him in 30
Contos every year (1 Conto—about £38 to-day). Evidently this man
did not know that he Avas committing a fraud, but nevertheless it is

necessary to put a stop to such practices.

Varieties of Brazilian Cotton.—On our journey we found
several indigenous kinds of Brazilian cotton varieties, which, I feel

certain, will have a great future if the recommendations made with
regard to seed farms and supervision of the sale of seed by ginners

are adopted.

Amongst these varieties I must mention in the first instance

Riqueza, which is also known under the following names : Verdao,

Verde, Azul, Rompe-Letras, etc. This cotton has a large green seed,

which is easily distinguished. We first saw it along the Sao Francisco

river and Me could trace it right up to the northern coast (Mossoro).

In most places when the seed was pure its fibre distinguished itself

by its special strength and its silky appearance—indeed I do not know
of a more silky fibre and its length was occasionally as much as 35
mm. From what we could learn from the planters, it is a good yielder

and resists insect plagues w'ell, though on this point opinions were
somewhat divided. Speaking generally, it seems to me that Riqueza
might be cultivated in a vast territory extending from Chique-Chique

on the Sao Francisco to the northern coast. Of course, there will be

districts where the soil and climate are not suitable and other varieties

will have to be planted. One of these zones is in the Serido, which
may be defined as that part of the country in which are situated the

following six municipalities : Caico, Jardim do Serido, Acary, Flores,

Curraes Novos and Serra Negra, all situated in the State of Rio Grande
do Norte, where the only variety to be cultivated should be Moco.

Your Government would fail in its duty if it were not to establish

here a seed farm especially destined for the production of pure Moco
seed. The cultivators of the Serido, which district we inspected very

closely, travelling for the most part on horseback, complain of the

difficulty of procuring pure seed. The Federal Government have
already bought, in connection with the construction of a dam, most
suitable land for such a farm in the valley of Sao Jose, near Cruzeta.
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I plead with the Minister of Agriculture not to let this excellent oppor-
tunity pass for the establishment there of a Moco seed farm. The
Serido is a cotton zone in which you find united all possibilities for

favourable cultivation of very long fibre. According to the information
available, it seems that the yield per acre in the Serido is about 25°,,

larger than in Egypt, and it must be borne in mind that in that country
intensive cultivation A\ith irrigation is resorted to, whilst in the Serido
this high yield is obtained with comparatively little or hardly any work:
in the Serido the cotton trees last 10 to 15 years, whilst in Egypt they
are planted every year afresh. In the one, hardly any cleaning in

the field takes place, whilst in the other Aveeding is constantly
necessary.

In the Serido some farmers are already recognising the value of

seed selection, and the fibre obtained in this way by them compares
favourably with Sakellaridis—the best cotton of Egypt. I have
found some bolls of Moco, the fibre of which measured 50 mm. and
certainly 45 mm. is quite a common length. This shows that climate
and soil are able to produce the very best cotton. A few Brazilian

cotton mills spin 80"s and even 125"s with this cotton.

Another variety which must not be lost sight of is " Rim de Boi,'
known at times as '* Inteiro," " Creolo " and " Maranhao." The
seed of this variety is peculiar in so far as 7 to 8 seeds adhere together
in the shape of a kidney (the Portuguese name of which is " Rim,'')

or it may also be compared with the shape of the rattle of the rattle-

snake. The fibre of this variety is excellent, strong and of a good
colour. The natives prefer this cotton to any other for spinning on
their hand spinning wheels. The ginning outturn of this variety,

however, is small as the seed is rather heavy and the adherent facets

of the seeds cannot bear any cotton. " Rim de Boi '" might be cul-

tivated with good success along the Sao Francisco river.

The annual herbaceous kind^American " Upland "'— is \\ell suited

for Sao Paulo, but in the other States it should not be cultivated,

except where it lias been found that " Riqueza " does not do well.
" Upland " has the advantage of producing " bolls " A\ithin a short

time, for instance, in Alagoas or Sergipe this type requires only three

months from the planting to the picking and I am told that in Maranhao
only H months are necessary. The fibre of this variety is short and
therefore it should not be planted where there is any chance of a longer

fibre being grown with success. It \\'ould indeed be a real disaster if

this herbaceous cotton were planted in the Serido or neighbouring
district as has indeed been done in Pombal and Lagoa do Monteiro
where the farmers have planted one row of Moco and then one of

herbaceous
; this has, of course, resulted in a depreciation of both

kinds. Happily, we were able to convene a meeting of the jilanters

of Pombal and point out to them the error which they had committed.
The quality of soil and climate have, of course, a great deal of influence

on the different kinds of cotton. Moco resists the great droughts,

and at the same time withstands the floods, whilst most other varieties

can onh' exist under the conditions of sufficient moisture. The cotton

department of the Government, which is in good hands, under the

management of my distinguished friend, Mr. William Wilson Coelho
de Souza, will have to decide the varieties which are best suited to the
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different zones. However, this principle must be strictly adhered
to
—

" to plant only one variety in each district and this must be
pure."

In the course of our journey we were able to learn that the j^ink

boll worm has not done great damage this year and that some planters

have overcome the ravages of this plague by spreading the seed out in

the sun during a few hours prior to jjlanting. In order to preserve the
heat, it is recommended to mix sand and charcoal with the seed. In
the North a new insect has appeared, '" Nysius erlcoe, Schill ; of the
family Lygoeldae, sub-order Heteropteroe—order Hemiptera." It is

commonly called " Perseveio "'
(in Portuguese " bug '") owing to the

strong smell emanating from it, which is very much like that of the
common bug. Many farmers hold the opinion that this new insect is

a natural enemy to the pink boll worm, but as it is not a carnivorous
insect, this can hardly be the case. So far as is known, little damage
has been done. The best way of getting rid of these insects, which
appear in large numbers, is to cover the cotton that has been picked
with a cloth and in a short time the insects will collect on it.

The States which offer possibilities for an immediate development
on a large scale are Rio Grande do Norte, Parahyba and Sao Paulo.
I have already spoken of the Serido district and its environments and
therefore need not say anything further about Rio Grande do Norte
and Parahyba. Sao Paulo, due to its rich soil and phenomenal
yields, will certainly produce larger quantities and it seems to me that

a good many of the old coffee plantations will be turned into cotton
plantations when the price of the latter has again become more lucra-

tive to the grower. In the North one generally hears the ojDinion that
Sao Paulo is unable to produce anything but short cotton, which idea

Is erroneous. I have seen on the plantation of Mr. Manoel Guedes at

Tatuhy cotton up to 32 mm. length, and an acre there gives at least

2| times as much as in the U.S.A. : 28/30 mm. is quite common in

Sao Paulo.

Sao Paulo must and can easily satisfy all the requirements of the
mills in the South of Brazil. It seems to me a useless loss of money
expended in freight on the cotton that is brought from the North to

Rio and Santos : not only is it a question of freight and insurance but
also the export taxes payable to the States of Parahyba and Pernam-
buco. Sao Paulo can produce a good fibre of sufficient length to sj^in

yarn such as the Brazilian mills turn out. Minas and Bahia also can
easily supply with their own cotton all that the mills in these States
require. A shipper of cotton told me that he had sent one lot from
Sao Paulo to Germany and that his cotton was used there for spinning
32's, whilst in Sao Paulo the same cotton was used for spinning 18"s.

It seems to me that generally the Brazilian mills are using cotton of

too good a quality for their low counts.

The exportation of cotton from the State of Sao Paulo can only be
taken in hand when the local mills have been supplied and when a
proper system of classification, such as exists in the North (Recife,

Parahyba and Natal) has been introduced. The Euroi^ean buyer
refuses to accept mixed cotton : uniformity of fibre and clean

lots are essential factors.
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As regards Minas Geraes, I noticed a certain predilection for the

mining industry. Allow me, however, to call your attention to an

indisputable fact, which applies not only to Minas but especially to

Sao Paulo, Parahyba and Rio Grande do Norte, i.e., the existence of

real gold mines for the exploitation of which it is not necessary to go

deeper into the soil than the depth of a hoe : working the soil with any

kind of agricultural implement will bring forth treasures undoubtedly

richer than those of the famous gold mine, " Morro Velho." In this

mine some 3.000 miners are engaged daily and although the conditions

under which these people work are the best possible, yet it must be

conceded that work in the fields, in the open air, is by far healthier than

Avorking underground, and I feel certain that by employing 3,000

strong men in cotton cultivation, either in the Serido or in Sao Paulo,

or in fact in any other cotton zone, would in ten years realise greater

wealth than has been brought to light during the whole of the existence

of " Morro Velho."'

Means op Communication.—Minas Geraes has very rich land,

especially along the Sao Francisco river, but this vast stretch of country

will remain of very little value to the world at large as long as the

transport facilities are not considerably improved. All agriculture,

all progress depends completely on the means of communication.

What is the good of fertile land and industrious people if their products

cannot be brought to the markets of the world ? The traveller on the

few steamers plying on this river is constantly impressed by the

industry of the people working in the fields that are bordering the

banks.

Speaking of means of communication, it is my pleasant duty to

express my admiration for the net of motor roads that have been con-

structed in the last few years in the States of Parahyba and Rio Grande

do Norte. They are already revolutionising the social and economic

life of this vast interior, as the exporters are gradually penetrating

into the interior and beginning to have their cotton ginned and baled

near to where it has been grown. In this way several intermediary

agents, who are mostly speculators, are being cut out and the farmer

is beginning to obtain a price commensurate with his work.

The World's Cotton Position.—Before terminating I desire to

say a few Avords on the world's cotton position as it presents itself to me
at present and in the future. Prices of all raw materials are low through

the consequences of the world's poverty caused by the war, and cotton

has not escaped this world's crisis. It is not overstating the case if one

estimates that half the spindles of the world have been stopped

during the last six months, due to the absence of orders caused by lack

of confidence in the world's political and financial position. But this

depressed state of affairs cannot continue much longer and as.cotton

is the best and cheapest fibre for clothing the poor as well as the rich,

it is bound to come in good demand at the first turn of events. New
processes invented enable cotton to take the place of silk. Many new

industries « hich are likely to develop on a much larger scale, such as the

manufacture of pneumatic tyres, motor-car hoods, cloth for aero-

planes, etc.. require cotton as one of the most important raw materials ;

cotton is also used as a substitute for leather (trunks, shoes, etc.).

Before the war there was already a scarcity of cotton, especially of
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long fibre, as has been pointed out repeatedly at the World's Cotton
Congresses. The U.S.A., the largest supplier in the world, has evidently

come to the extreme limit of its capacity. The high wages ruling there
make the growing of cotton unremunerative and we were told on the
authority of the President of the Cotton Farmers' Union that the
American cotton farmer would no more continue to allow his wife and
children to work in the fields. With such fantastic ideas it cannot be
expected that there will be an increase in the cotton acreage of the

U.S.A. The boll-weevil is still forging ahead in the Cotton Belt of the

U.S.A., so much so that there is hardly any Sea Island cotton left, and
of late there has been an invasion of the j^ink boll worm.

Those European countries that have Colonies in Africa and Asia
are using every effort to introduce or to extend cotton growing in their

Colonies, where it is frequently necessary to have recourse to expensive
irrigation works and to teach the people the value of work. All this

is done in the sure expectation that cotton will again be in great

demand as soon as the world's conditions have become once more
normal.

Brazil possesses all the natural possibilities. In the States of Sao
Paulo and the North you have land which yields much more than the
best cotton lands extant : the climate is also suitable and the area

which can be planted with cotton in Brazil is larger than that of any
other country. As the fruits of the reforms suggested in this paper
will not appear immediately, but will take ."^cme time to mature, it is

necessary that you take immediate steps and not wait until this great

demand for cotton is at hand. As I have pointed out, unless you set

to work at once with regard to seed improvement and the control of

ginneries your cotton growing industry is bound to deteriorate from
year to year.

As it has not been possible for us to visit the remaining cotton

growing States in the North, from Ceara to Para, I shall have much
jileasure to suggest to my Committee that a similar Mission be sent

next year to do this work, if your Government should desire it to be

done.

I avail myself of this opportunity of expressing publicly the

gratitude of the International Cotton Mission for the cordial reception

and hospitality which you have shown to them in all parts of your
country. I have travelled in many countries, but never have I come
across such good-hearted people, so generous, as I found them in

Brazil : especially in the Serido I met with real touching cordiality

from both rich and poor.

Finally, I express our deepest sense of gratitude for the hospitality

which was dispensed to us by the Governments of the various States

which we visited. We stood in need of nothing. Our sincere thanks
go out especially to the Federal Government, with which I couple the
name of His Excellency, the Minister of Agriculture, for attentions and
favours which were granted to us by the Government through the

Cotton Department by the Superintendent or his Delegates in the
various States ; we greatly appreciated the advantage of having one of

the Agricultural Staff accompanying us on our journey. For all these

amiabilities pray accept our profound gratitude.
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This terminated the address of Mr. Pearse and Mr. Lj^ra Castro
expressed to the lecturer the thanks of the Society. He also explained

that the President—Mr. Miguel Calraon—owing to illness was unable
to be present at this interesting meeting.

Mr, Lyra Castro stated that the Society had, for a long time,

shown interest in the improvement and development of cotton cultiva-

tion, having in 1916 initiated and organised the Cotton Conference
from which resulted various recommendations, some of which had
again been emphasised by Mr. Pearse.

It had indeed been a pleasure to him to have heard from such an
authority advice which in so many directions confirmed the ste]:>s

suggested in these resolutions, some of which had been executed by
Public Bodies and the balance of the resolutions they were pressing

hard to see them become effective.

Mr. Lyra Castro referred to the steps taken by the present

Government through the Ministry of Agriculture, which was in the
hands of a devoted and experienced agriculturist who had cotton at

heart, and after referring to the Cotton legislation initiated recently by
the Cotton Department of the Government pointed out that some
time would elapse before Brazil would enjoy the fruits from this

organisation and before the National welfare would benefit.

Mr. Lyra Castro, upon terminating his remarks, exjjressed again
on behalf of the National Agricultural Society sincere thanks to Mr.
Pearse. He also thanked the audience for the most attentive manner
in which they had listened and expressed his satisfaction at seeing

present the Ministers of Agriculture and War, as well as many Senators,

Deputies and other Members who, by their presence lent added honour
and charm to the occasion.

His Excellency the Minister of Agriculture again spoke, express-

ing his high appreciation for the simple, natural and very instructive

lecture delivered by the representative of the International Cotton
Mission. He continued :

" Those who know the resolutions of the

Cotton Congress and the steps taken by the Government since the

organisation of the Cotton Department will, no doubt, realise that the

Government is carrying out the programme outlined. Brazil is a very
vast country. Mr. Pearse has only seen 1,000 plantations, whilst we
have to calculate with millions, which shows that the improvement of

our position depends on many varying elements, often beyond the

action of the Ministry."

His Excellency then referred in a general manner to the special

legislation needed, to the alteration of systems required owing to more
modern processes and to the difficulties of introducing these over so

vast an area. He assured the audience that all this would be over-

come, but he thought that besides official action it would be a great

advantage if private initiative were to co-operate and that the col-

laboration of such highly appreciated experts as the lecturer to

whom the audience had listenecl was a great step towards their realisa-

tion.

The Minister then dwelt upon the great benefits which are bound
to result from the manner in which the Mission had carried out its

Avork. calling meetings of farmers, merchants, prefects and all interested
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parties, by having a frank talk with these people, and by the various
lectures given in the centres of industry, a great educational work
had been performed, which was of inestimable value for the promotion
of cotton growing.

The Minister continued : "In the name of the Government I

thank again Mr. Pearse and his colleagues of the Mission for the
honourable visit and for the beneficial advice given in his lecture which
the National Agricultural Society will have printed in a large edition
and circulated all over Brazil, a step which will undoubtedly co-operate
towards the economic improvement of the country."

He further spoke of the important role which England occupied
in the cotton industry. Indeed, he said, Lancashire might be called

a jiast-master of cotton spinning. England is a leading country in the
organisation of the International Cotton Federation and he con-
gratulated this Corporation for having readily consented to send this

Mission.

Terminating his remarks he again thanked the Mission and those
who had been good enough to accejat the invitation of the Society,
.signalling out the presence of the Minister of War, through whose
action when President of the Brazilian Commercial Mission that visited
England, must be attributed the fact that the Pearse Mission came
to Brazil.

Addressing himself to the Minister of War, he said : "It was
indeed on the occasion of a banquet offered to your Excellency in

Manchester that this very idea suggested itself after the honourable
discourse pronounced by the great leader of the cotton spinning
industry of Lancashire—the late Sir Herbert Dixon, Bart.—and we
well remember the brilliant response which Dr. Callogeras made.

This terminated the meeting:.

D. H. HILL LIBRARY
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